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James Craig, ‘A look into the exhaust’, 2020.

Symposium call for papers

The Architectural Humanities Research
Association (AHRA) 17th AHRA PhD Student
Symposium 2020, to be hosted by the School of
Architecture, Planning and Landscape at Newcastle
University, takes as its departure point the
tendency for architectural research to be dissected
into distinct disciplinary categories, including
‘architectural history’, ‘architectural theory’ and
‘architectural design’. This categorisation implies
that architectural research requires methods to be
applied from outside of its discipline, rather than
conceiving of architectural research as a discipline
with its own research methods. How then might we
consider our encounters with architectural research
in a way that links to our own ways of working and
conception of the wider world?
Encountering architectural research in this way
means acknowledging that architecture is not only
inherently interdisciplinary, but that it is also a
field offering its own distinct practices and ways of
relating to society and culture. It is such re-thinking
that, as this symposium proposes, opens the
possibility for architectural research to be situated
as a core research discipline. This re-consideration
of architectural research is part of an ongoing
project conceived by the Architectural Research
Collaborative (ARC) at the School of Architecture,
Planning and Landscape at Newcastle University.
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Professor Adam Sharr

Introductions

Head of School

Colleagues and I are proud to have hosted the
AHRA PhD Symposium in Newcastle in 2020. It
didn’t prove to be the event that we first intended
because of lockdown restrictions imposed in the
UK to curb the COVID-19 pandemic. But we
are delighted that we were able to support the
online presentation of fascinating and important
papers from a group of stimulating emerging
architectural researchers.
The event provided an opportunity to
reflect on architecture’s methods, developing
what is an important preoccupation for our
School concerning how our disciplinary knowledges and approaches can contribute to the intellectual commonwealth. There’s growing interest
from outside our profession in how architects
think and know. For example, scholars in business
studies have become increasingly fascinated by
‘design thinking’. Authors such as Abbie Griffin,
Nigel Cross, and Tim Brown have sought to learn
from architects’ and designers’ distinctively messy
but synthetic approaches to complicated
problems – such as the complexity of shaping
cities, or responding to the climate emergency –
working holistically, innovatively, chaotically, and
intuitively towards creative outcomes. Likewise,
scholars in cultural studies and philosophy seem
to be renewing their interest in how architectural proposals can describe and configure whole
worlds; worlds sometimes configured productively sideways-on to habitual expectations. Graham
Harman, the philosopher of Object Oriented
Ontology, for example, has gone so far as to
relocate to an architecture school, and Chantal
Mouffe has articulated her agonistic theory of
politics in architectural terms. Indeed, we’ve long
8

been familiar with how architecture becomes
verb when computer programmers talk about
architecturing software, and political scientists
talk about architecturing agreements.
Architectural scholars are sometimes cast as
methodological borrowers – making use of
engineering, historical, theoretical, and social
scientific approaches – and we’re keen in our
School to return the favour: to celebrate what
architectural ways of thinking and knowing
can offer in inter-, multi- and trans-disciplinary
contexts.
Our architectural community at
Newcastle has grown significantly this decade.
Alongside exciting new academic colleagues – our
biggest strength combined with our amazing,
energetic, and diverse student body – we have
benefitted from substantial investment in renewed workshop and studio facilities. We are
establishing the Farrell Centre – courtesy of a
substantial gift from Newcastle alumnus Terry
Farrell – bringing public galleries and an urban
room for our city, opening a permanent exhibition about the forces shaping the design of this
region while simultaneously establishing an
international programme of exhibitions and
events celebrating the latest research in
architecture and cities. We are setting up the
Hub for Biotechnology in the Built Environment
(HBBE), which is scaling-up to architectural size
innovative biological materials that can absorb
CO2 and process waste, while thinking through
the ethical and cultural consequences of those
materials. As part of this work, HBBE is building
‘The OME’, the world’s first experimental
biological house. Colleagues’ creative practice

Introductions

research engages research with design, also often
in conjunction with teaching. Examples include
the Testing Ground programme, which has
produced several award-winning pavilions as part
of the Art and Architecture programme at
Kielder Forest Park, alongside projects
co-produced with local communities here such as
Fenham Pocket Park, plus the work of Stasus and
CE+CA studio, and our Design Office, listed in
the most recent Architect’s Journal 40 Under 40
of ‘the UK’s most exciting emerging architectural
talent’. Alongside which, our school is home to
two of the UK’s leading research journals in our
field: arq: Architectural Research Quarterly
(Cambridge University Press), and Journal of
Architecture (Routledge/RIBA). By means like
these, colleagues and students in Newcastle seek
not only to advance disciplinary knowledges in
our field, but also to promote and extend the
reach of architectural endeavour among wider
academic, community, cultural, professional, and
public constituencies.
On a personal note, having been involved
in organising the first AHRA PhD Symposium,
I’m delighted to see how the event has grown in
reputation, popularity and international reach, to
the point where being selected to present is now
highly competitive and a badge of pride in itself.
Since the start of 2020, we have become accustomed, globally, to wholly online events, meetings and symposia. This was one of the first in our
field. I’m extremely grateful to my colleagues who
adapted to changed circumstances so
quickly, and have done excellent work in both
leading the event and editing this volume: James
Craig, Sonali Dhanpal, Ashley Mason,

Ray Verrall, Kieran Connolly, and
Alex Blanchard. This has been a strange time for
researching architecture – when visiting public
buildings, urban spaces and archives has become
so difficult, and when the loss of public life is so
deeply felt – and the participants demonstrated
resolve and resilience in presenting and discussing
their work to us in tough times. I hope you find
the papers collected here as fascinating, rewarding
and valuable as I do.
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Dr Juliet Odgers

Introductions

Director of Architecture

This year’s AHRA Student symposium is
distinguished both by the quality of the
contributions and the adaptability and practical
creativity involved in staging the event online in
response to the restrictions consequent to the
Covid-19 pandemic. By now we are all (over-)
familiar with the potentials and sad limitations
of meeting through the screen and microphone.
Back in the Spring of 2020 it took a leap of
faith to imagine that a virtual conference
could be successful, as it undoubtedly was.
We look forward (yearn even) to see future
AHRA events restored to full corporeality, and
thank the organisers and participants for their
determination to proceed in the face of these
difficulties.
The papers presented here are
characterised by their diversity and reach, both in
terms of method and topic. There are
contributions that engage with auto-ethnography,
studies that explore storytelling and a variety of
creative practice methods, alongside some that
delve into literature in unexpected and more
traditional ways. The topics show a wide global
reach –Tyneside, Bali , China, India are all
represented and decolonising concerns emerge
strongly in the enquiries. It is a pleasure to see
contributions from Italy, the USA, Germany, the
Republic of Ireland, Wales, Scotland and
England included in these proceedings. If we are
not currently allowed to travel in person, we can
still travel in the mind.
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Architectural Humanities Research Association
AHRA was created to provide an inclusive and
comprehensive support network of researchers
in architectural humanities across the UK and
beyond. It promotes, supports, develops and
disseminates high-quality research in all areas of
architectural humanities.
It promotes the quality, breadth and
significance of research in architectural
humanities to the key institutional bodies in the
UK including HEFCE/RAE, AHRC, ESRC,
CABE, RIBA and SCHOSA. It supports the
culture of research in architectural humanities
internationally by facilitating a comprehensive
network of established academics, encouraging
the development of younger researchers and
fostering the exploration of new and emerging
areas of humanities research in architecture.
It develops research in this expanding area
by providing regular forums for the exchange of
ideas, a rigorous process of peer-review and the
establishment of strong international links with
partner organisations.
It disseminates research in architectural
humanities through annual refereed conferences,
meetings, research symposia and high-quality
research publications - as well as reaching out to
other researchers working in related disciplines.
AHRA raises public awareness of the
social, cultural, economic and political value of
research in architectural history, theory, culture,
design and urbanism. It provides access to a body
of knowledge and informed opinion to statutory
bodies and the academic community, as well as
the wider public and the media - helping to set
the terms of reference for debates about the
quality of the built environment.
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William Victor Camilleri, ‘The struggle for existence’.
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1 Object I: Serinus canaria domestica (Domestic canary)

Camilleri - 1:Assembling - The struggle for existence

An examination of the objectification and depiction of socio-botanical relations within a garden construct that allows for the
discussion of worlds that are simultaneously present and overlooked.

The struggle for existence
William Victor Camilleri
The title of this work seems compassionate towards the nature
of existence, but the foundations set out by our understanding
of nature, or more precisely the nature of nature, disregard
the adverse effects of the conflicts within it. The struggles for
existence – popularised in Charles Darwin’s On the Origin of
Species (1859) – are dependencies in nature with variations
that profit certain beneficiaries and lead to the demise of others.
These are often removed from the output but are present in the
journey as event-based relationships. Accordingly, the paper
discusses how the latter elements can be objectified within the
construct of a garden.

Drawings, as well as aiding in the identification of
species, are vital in providing insight into the large-to-small
scale variations and deviations through evolution or cultivation
of the life-form’s appearance through time . Specifically,
scientific representations communicate factual information
and in their didactic nature, the data is often restricted to
identification and morphology. However, this information
is not inclusive of the life-form’s ecological relationships and
struggles – socio-romanticised qualities that investigate the
position of the life-form in the wild-to-domesticated spectrum,
and against its interaction with mankind.

An inquiry into botanical illustrations within observable
nature
The research sets off from Eichstätt in Bavaria, specifically the
Willibaldsburg castle and its garden in the 16th century. The
garden contained seasonal divisions, ever-changing colours,
and some of the most wonderful flowerbeds and plants.1
Meanwhile, samples of the principal plants were in Nuremberg,
posing as princesses of the vegetable kingdom in front the
apothecary Basilius Besler, who in turn, sketched them on
account of their flowering season inside his Hortus Eystettensis
(1613) – a surviving testament for the beauty of the garden.
When likening Besler’s plates to today’s most distinguished
drawings, such as the plates of Ernst Haeckel in Art Forms in
Nature (1899) or Leopold and Rudolf Blaschka glass models
(1863-1880), the illustrations are of limited scientific value as
Besler opted to draw using “symbolic taxonomy”.2 He grouped
similar forms and coloured flowers together, noticeably opening
with two lilacs representing first young love and ending with a
purple crocus symbolising the fading of beauty and happiness.3
Today it is replaced by the Bastion Garden, a 1998 revival after
its destruction during the Thirty Years War, and it’s worth
pondering how much of the garden would be presently known
without its illustrations.
Amidst the growing appeal in botanical art, symbolism
had no place within an emerging classification system.4 A shift
towards non-scientific plant portraiture, intensifying during the
Dutch Golden Age, produced flower paintings such as Bouquet
in a Niche (1620) by Ambrosius Boschaert the Elder. The
abundance of flowers is most noticeable, yet Boschaert discards
nature’s offerings and opts to advertise man’s horticultural
supremacies, items that require care and assert sophistication5.
Like Besler’s work, they are in full bloom despite flourishing
at different times of the year, producing a blend that could
not exist in nature.6 Barbara Nicholson’s ecological wall charts
contrast this notion with comparable blossoming plants,
portraying communities according to their ecosystem. The
possible effects on plants is similarly illustrated, thus, if a plant
is growing tall towards the sun, it is also casting a shadow over
an adjacent plant with the consequence that it grows shorter.7

A domestic garden placeholder and the objects that explore
it
In their masked quality, the struggles for existence constitute
the essence of this work, and the means by which they are
disclosed is through the designation of a garden. Besides
adhering to the typology of architecture, the idea of the garden
is one that enables the research to identify a pleasant halfway
mark where both man and nature can exchange program,
yet while it flirts with visual notions of planted life-forms,
it avoids a literal interpretation and instead, it is revealed
through surrogate objects that supply life-forms and events
with materialised relationships. Alike botanical illustrations,
the objects disclose didactic information about the garden,
but stray to charge it with qualities that augment it beyond
the vegetative timescale, such as distinct growing stages and
object interactions. It is offered inhabitants and a platform from
which to test its growth, beginning with the investigation of
an arbitrary life-form. Subsequently, the garden expands into
an event, is adorned with relationships and a domestic context
within which it operates. Ultimately, it plays out events in the
life of an elderly couple – a gardener and her husband – and an
allotment they are fond of and sustain.
The opening objects function within the household,
starting with the narrative of a domestic canary [1]. The make
of the object discusses the idyllic nature of the bird with
slender, clean and gentle curves. Its upward pointing head
elicits pride, not solely exhibited because of its external visual
appeal but because of its program. The domestic canary is
automated to live a life of relatively less struggles compared
to its wild counterpart. It is selected, cultivated and offered
to the care of man, living amongst others of its domiciliary,
bearing the ultimate title: domestica. In return, it is confined
to a cage, on show and expected to perform as it is custom,
with song. It is given food and protection, perhaps offered
affection, yet the bird remains oblivious to the nature of the
exchange. Paired with the second object, the archive is ajar,
and the commentary is allowed to discuss absent elements,
amongst which are the human’s relationship with the bird and
the canary’s susceptibility to a disease [2]. Thus, the consecutive
object explores an infection initiating from rats defecating
15

2 Object II: The contraction of Salmonella and its impact on the canary’s domestic life

3 Object VI: The gardener’s war and the seed’s renunciation of nature
16

4 Drawing I: Accompanying the object, the flowers figuratively manifest the outcome of the struggles
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5 Object VI: Overturned object showing a cowered human and two bodies embracing one another after death

6 Garden objects: Cardoon, Garden tulip, Globe artichoke
18

on chick weed, given to the domestic canary as food, which
in turn becomes infected with salmonella. At the cause of
this infection, the made object exposes a new strand ejecting
another yet afflicted head and at this point, the relationship
between its caretaker and the canary is killed off. The head
passes away, blowflies eat off the carcass and in the eyes of
its caretaker, the loss in affection is matched by nature’s
interference with domestication.
Within the household context, the ill-fated
relationship of the canary to its owner is weighed against
the latter’s sorrows in the event of the death of his wife,
whose passing proves agonising. The presence of the husband
as a subject in the garden activates this simile, and the
corresponding object [3] and drawing [4]. tentatively explore
multiple timelines – one where he joins his wife, and another
where he perseveres with life. The widower’s hesitance is
marked by the conflicted choices presented to him by nature
and mankind, both displayed through the object’s narrowing
legs. Overturned, with the outputs facing upwards, the object
resembles a mock-up plant that figuratively manifests the
outcome of the struggles, opening the discussion surrounding
the roles of nature and the gardener in the context of the lifeform [5].
Paralleled with this account is the timeline of the
allotment, which exposes the repercussions of the described
events onto the life-forms which inhabit it [6]. Within the
domestic placeholder, the sowing of the tulip sets off the
pathway for the allotment to reveal itself [7]. It tracks the
plant’s journey from sprouting bulbs to the manual cutting

7 Tulipa gesneriana (Garden tulip)

of flower stems for bulb propagation. Although refrained
from self-pollinating during its first flowering year, the tulip’s
caretaker is pulled out of the sequence after passing away. As a
result, the life-form is no longer cared for, thus the next flower is
permitted to turn into a seed pod. The object demonstrates the
different stages, during which the tulip bulb is multiplied, its
flower blossomed, dried, and ripened into a pod. Furthermore,
it discusses the presence or lack thereof the caretaker by hinting
at the phases from the gardener’s perspective [8]. Ultimately,
by which time it was too late to cut the stem, the seeds are
dispersed, and the outcome is uncertain.
Despite the gardener’s actions have been interrupted,
a hindrance in the garden is countered with succession [9].
The curator’s struggles may well be the trigger for a new
event, and so the aftermath of the seeds’ dispersal is one
that enriches the garden. Through the action of a goldfinch,
the seed in the allotment is redistributed next to a growing
thistle, an unestablished section of the garden [10]. The finch
transports the tulip seed on the lookout for thistledown, yet
due to the thistle’s expansive reach and territorial autonomy,
the germinating tulip has very little chance of finding its way
through the thistle’s kingdom [11]. It is unprotected, unlike
its parent tulip and the object is displayed bending in search
of light. Although the feeble tulip’s future remains uncertain,
the research recognises the role of the bird. In expanding the
garden’s edges, its actions are as meaningless or meaningful as
those of the gardener’s.
Winding back to the allotment’s early stages, a
globe artichoke seedling is revealed to be planted with close
proximity to the then sprouting garden tulip. Alike the tulip,

8 Tulipa gesneriana (Garden tulip and gardener)
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9 The gardener’s influence on the Garden tulip narrative

the indeterminate artichoke object illustrates four stages in
the lifecycle of the plant, including its culinary harvest period
[12]. The growing seedling element is fitted to the rest of the
externally grown plant, but as the edible bud is not harvested,
the third stage exhibits the food unfurling into a flower as the
cycle unexpectedly progressed [13]. The artichoke’s narrative
may well be in its early stages, but the object gives prominence
to its interactions. The artichoke, for instance, is aware of
thistle’s existence through their joint ancestry, and henceforth
the two are produced from the same mass of material. The
gardener, however, who planted the tulip for its beauty, has
cultivated the artichoke for its sustenance, and considers the
thistle as the equivalent of a weed.
Furthermore, the garden tulip and globe artichoke are linked
through time and their dependency on the caretaker. The
artichoke seedling can therefore be observed reaching out and
touching the tulip mast – a position limited by its reach and a
distance unlike the one that separates the two life-forms in the
allotment [14].
Time is an additional silent constant and its
measurement, alike distance is unclear. The garden covers
an array of timelines with the consequence of intersecting
occurrences. Dispersed onto thistle territory with the aid of a
gold finch, it is not clear whether the tulip concurrently grows
with the thistle. Apart from the ideal conditions, tulip seeds
require months to germinate, but several years before the plants
bear flower. The observer is unaware of the thistle’s stage when
the young tulip object is introduced to the timeline; the thistle
object only displays one life cycle, despite being perennial.
What is known is that the tulip has little chance of success,
but the garden allows multiple readings of temporal events.
As objects, they inhabit the same space, but as life-forms, one
questions whether they live the same present [15].
The introduced narrative serves to open the
conversation about the ingredients of the garden. The ensuing
developments, such as the tensions between the domestic
and allotment settings exemplify its natural climaxes and
20

temporal struggles, shared by both the gardener and the plants.
It may well be engaging to trace back the garden timescale
in order to generate the fabricated allotment placeholder.
One could potentially follow the threads and find there are
alternate passages to the garden’s future – a process comparable
to tracing back the garden in Eichstätt through botanical
drawings. The outcome, however, is inconsequential while
the garden rejects its ties to a patch of land. The placeholder
allotment might produce amongst others an output of several
flowers, but the garden’s fruits may not be elements that can
be physically assessed. Its borders are unknown, relations
concealed, and inhabitants of which some will endure, while
others cease, until a time when the entity behind the depiction
becomes physically present.
Illustration credits
Frederik Petersen, 1-3, 5
Sarah Lever, 6-14
William Victor Camilleri, 4, 15
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10 Cynara cardunculus (Cardoon)
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11 The Cardoon’s three stages of growth

12 Cynara cardunculus var. scolymus (Globe artichoke)
22

13 The Globe artichoke encloses a trapped human figure within its
edible bud

14 The Globe artichoke seedling reaching to embrace the Garden tulip object

15 Drawing III: The thistle’s position in the allotment is coupled with the object’s phase in the narrative
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1 Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe by Peter Eisenmann
24

Campagna – 1: Assembling – Berlin memorial architecture: the space of monuments and the perception of visitors

Since the 1990s, Berlin has become the public space of many monuments and memorials commemorating the extermination of
the Jews. The aim is to commemorate a history that is composite and in conflict, built on the stones and ruins of a country that
remembers its victims.

Berlin memorial architecture: the space of monuments and the perception of visitors
Eirene Campagna
Monuments are a testimony to the past and a remedy against
oblivion. Their origins are linked to the human need to fix an
event in time to consign it to history, so much so that they are
deeply rooted in the culture of architecture itself. The memorial
is the concrete translation of the need to remember, and the
need to remember determines the construction of monuments
and memorials.
Memory and space have an inseparable bond: memory
needs space to structure and fix itself, space feeds memory as
a deposit of traces. Thus, the architectural monument gives
rise to memory, and at the same time transmits and protects it.
Monument and memory serve to elaborate the past, as Henri
Bergson says in Matter and Memory, the monument represents
the material part of this process and memory the spiritual one.1
The result is that the place is a primary issue: it makes memory
alive, activates recognition and consolidates memory. But, for
this to happen, the place must change, it must be museumised
but not museised. Visitors go to places of memory not only to
know and learn, but also to experience the past.2
After the First World War, the monuments dedicated
to the Unknown Soldier were intended to celebrate the
patriotic value of mass sacrifice and to commemorate in a
single monument all the soldiers who fell in battle. The end
of the Second World War swept away all rhetoric from an
architectural point of view, changing the forms of memorial
communication, in particular, the monuments created after
this event are often dedicated to the terrible events of the
Shoah, the massacres and persecutions. These have a didactic
and evocative character, trying to communicate as much
information as possible to the visitor.
Indeed, since the 1990s, Berlin became the public
space for a lot of monuments and memorials to commemorate
the extermination of the Jews. In 1993 James Young wrote:
The best German memorial to the Fascist era and its
victims may not be the only memorial, rather the debate
without solution about which memory to preserve, how
to do it, in name of whom and with what objective […]
Indeed, it is strange for a nation to remember the victims
of crime committed by itself. 3
In fact, what has been happening in Germany since 1988 is
quite unique: German journalist Lea Rosh publicly denounced
Berlin’s absence of a memorial for the murdered Jews of Europe.
The following year, with the support of historian Eberhard
Jäckel, Rosh founded the Perspektive Berlin committee and
gathered 10,000 members including citizens, politicians and
cultural figures. The event that led to a greater awareness of
the guilt surrounding the Jewish extermination was the fall of
the Berlin Wall in 1989. A few years later, Chancellor Helmut
Kohl spoke out in support of a memorial to all the victims of
the war.
The history of the competition to build a memorial
was long and permeated with discussion on whether the
monument should be dedicated to the six million Jews, or all
the victims of Nazism. Despite the obstacles, the competition
was won by architects Peter Eisenmann and Richard Serra in

2005. In fact, on 3 June 1998 Serra decided not to continue the
work, which since then, with the modifications requested by
Kohl, were carried on by Eisenman alone, until its inauguration
on 10 May 2005 [1].
Although the desire to give the perception of the
memorial a strong sense of instability is attributable solely to
Eisenman, Serra seems to have been the true creator of the
memorial, and this is demonstrated by his desire to put the user
in the foreground. In Serra’s concept, the sculpture didn’t need
visual information, but only the direct experience of the visitor,
without which the memorial would remain an expanse of inert
and inexpressive fragments in the heart of the reunified city.
The Berlin memorial is therefore neither a talking
monument, realistically or symbolically representing the
tragedy, nor a container of objects and images documenting
it. It doesn’t look to the past, but to the present. Eisenman’s
use of the grid and the usual element of precision creates a
labile, insecure and highly disorienting structure. Another
disorienting aspect is that the memorial is dedicated to the
Jews, but the meaning of such a great memorial is to remind
everyone, Jews and non-Jews alike, of the tragedy that took
place in Europe.
The real addressee is undoubtedly the German
people and it is the architectural choice of the memorial that
represents a change in the way third and fourth generation
German people integrate the memory of the past into the
construction of a new national identity. Indeed, since the
1950s, the German people have felt the need to create
memorials, install memorial tablets in many places, promote
information centres and places of remembrance. Many former
concentration camps were turned into museums and opened
to the public as places to remember the country’s traumatic
history. From a cultural and interpretative point of view, the
monument is also considered as an architectural element with
which to evoke a new aesthetic form of art: the memorials in
fact interact with the urban space, changing its appearance to
become a signifier of the past. The cultural impact of the new
memorial structures encourages a dialogue between place and
architecture, between space and visitor.
The same process of signification can be applied to
other memorial architecture in Berlin, such as the Holocaust
museum, designed by Daniel Libeskind, which houses the
story it tells through images, experiential spaces, virtual and
interactive systems. The museum was designed between 1989
and 1999. After completion of the work, the building was left
without interior fittings for two years, although it was open to
the public. It was then inaugurated on 11 September 2001. In
this case, the architect has developed an itinerary in relation
to the Shoah based on the concept of emptiness, promoting
an interpretation of absence through the physical crossing of a
space intentionally devoid of solid volumes. The museum, thus
created, shows the lack of knowledge of memory and induces
the user to experience at first hand the sensation of forgetting,
of de-memorization [2].
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2 Jüdisches Museum by Daniel Libeskind
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The museum visit today is still largely an itinerary
made up of empty spaces that create an emotional effect for the
visitor. Along the way, the strange overlap that is determined
between real time and remembered time, between present
and past, creates a circuit that cancels space-time boundaries,
projecting the user into an unnatural space, from which
one would like to get out, suffocated by a conscious sense of
constraint and oppression.
The new museum wing designed by Libeskind,
incorporated into the existing Jewish museum can be
considered a provocative but relevant project. Libeskind says:
The new wing is the emblem of the possibility of the
invisible, of emptiness, of manifesting itself. Emptiness/
Invisibility: these structural prerogatives have met in
urban space and poured into an architecture where those
who no longer have a name can continue to live if their
name remains firmly in the memory.
Moreover, in Berlin the aim is to commemorate a history that
is composite and in conflict, built on the stones and ruins of
a country that remembers its victims. The Denkmal für die
ermordeten Juden Europas (Memorial to the Murdered Jews of
Europe) is situated in the centre of the capital. It is constructed
of 2,700 concrete blocks that stand out in the urban fabric and
register the memory of the murdered Jews during the Second
World War. At this point, given the enormity of Eisenman’s
project, we might be interested in the words of Lewis Mumford
who, when Europe was on the brink of the Second World War,
wrote: ‘The idea of a modern monument is a contradiction in
terms. If it is a monument, it cannot be modern; if it is modern,
it cannot be a monument’.4 For Mumford, the monument is
therefore synonymous with death because in a certain sense it
walls up life. According to Mumford, it is the aesthetic nature
of monuments and their immobility that does not constitute
a dynamic narrative of history. Although Mumford expressed
this concern before the end of the Second World War, we
should still ask ourselves whether monuments/memorials can
play an expiatory role and what relationship they have with the
places they stand in. The contemporary forms of Eisenman,
Libeskind and many other architects around the world,
however, debunk Mumford’s conviction, demonstrating the
opposite, namely that such a complex language may not be used
as an atonement, but it certainly fixes memory in time and in
the minds of visitors.
Following the work of raising awareness and
acknowledging the sins of post-war Germany, it is clear why
a 19,000 square metre Jewish Holocaust Memorial was built
in Berlin. Certainly, the enormity of the project presented
problems both in terms of the physical quality of the
approximately 400 stelae and their possible deterioration over
time. The labyrinthine interior naturally induces a state of play
for visitors - to hide, run, climb, jump and take selfies, even
if this is officially forbidden. Numerous fast-food restaurants
have sprung up on the edge of the monument, allowing tourists
to enter the monument while enjoying their burgers, without
perhaps even knowing the nature of the Jewish Holocaust
Memorial.
It is important to emphasise that in Germany the
commemoration of the Holocaust does not only touch on
collective memory, but also arouses intense feelings of coresponsibility, shame, and guilt, as well as an awareness on the
part of the population that it did not react to the Nazi regime.
This worked in single stages: a first psychological and then
real persecution, first in small steps, with the establishment of
ghettos, labour camps, and all the civic deprivations provided
for in racial laws, up to the concentration and extermination
camps and the terrible conception and implementation of the

Endlösung (Final Solution). It was probably the progressive
alienation of human, moral and ethical values that meant that
there was no real resistance there. Similarly, this capacity, in
other forms, is also recognised by the side of the deportees. In
this regard, the testimony of Shlomo Venezia is significant, who
in his book Sonderkommando wrote: ‘The Germans were clever
to group us by families: when you are alone, in fact, the idea of
escaping is more intense. But how can one accept to abandon
one’s parents or children?’.5
Moreover, German Nazism could count on a series
of industrial and institutional aids such as the Deutsche
Reichsbann (German Reichsbann), which organised the mass
transport of the victims towards their extermination. Right in
the centre of Grüdenwald, a quiet district of Berlin, one of the
largest railway deportation centres was located. Today, in the
same place, stands a memorial commemorating each of the past
functions of platform 17 [3]. An invitation-only competition
was held for the construction of the memorial. The central
core of the monument consists of 186 steel grids, arranged
chronologically and immersed in gravel along the edge of the
railway platform. There is a text that describes each train trip
including the number of deportees and the date of departure
and destination. The vegetation that has formed spontaneously
on Platform 17 over the years has been deliberately left
uncultivated, as if to say that no train can ever leave that track
again. Not far from the track, and connected to it is Karol
Broniatkowski’s sculpture, commissioned by the Federal State
of Berlin, which points the way to the deportation ramp [4].
In this panorama of memory’s celebration, it is
important to consider what new forms of commemoration are
being utilised. Yolocaust, a photographic project by Israeli artist
Shahak Shapira, is a website that has collected photos taken
from social networks such as Facebook and Instagram in and
around Berlin’s Memorial for the Murdered Jews of Europe.6 The
artist has transformed these images into gifs. We see first the
original shot where tourists and casual visitors are posing in
the monument and then the same photoshopped image. Now
images of the extermination of the concentration camps have
been added to the photos of tourists. The word Yolocaust is a
fusion of the word Holocaust and the acronym YOLO, which
stands for ‘you only live once’, often used as a hashtag in photos
of people appearing to have fun inside the memorial. However,
Shapira has given to the protagonists of the shots the possibility
of having their images removed by writing to an email address
with a particularly evocative name: undouche.me@yolocaust.
de. Given the enormous resonance of the project, in the end
all the people involved became aware of it and asked to be
removed. Following this, the artist explained that the project
was concluded because “it reached all twelve people who had
taken the selfie,” adding that the site had been viewed by two
and a half million visitors.7
To conclude, we can say that with all its
contradictions, Berlin is the great quarter of remembrance. In
fact, for some time now, artists and architects - not only Jews have been dealing with the unrepresentable aspects of the city,
with the transmission of memory and its apparent visibility.
Such work might be referred to as counter-monuments, which
question the role of traditional monuments, and are predicated
on investigating the relationship between memory and the
event in an original and provocative way.
It is evident that in the age of contemporaneity and
obsession with the visible and the immediate, artists, historians
and researchers remind us that memories may be shipwrecked,
or in ruins. From this starting point, great commemorative
works can be produced that reveal aspects of a tangible past. It
is up to us to encourage their dissemination.
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3 Deportation memorial, Platform 17

4 Deportation memorial by Karol Broniatkowski
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1 Golconde’s façade and landscaped garden, completed C. 1948.

2 Kalo Bari (black house), Santiniketan. Built c. 1936-7.
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Sanyal – Session 1: Assembling – Architectures as the field of connections

Two seemingly disparate cases in late-colonial India help to critically foreground how architectural histories can productively narrate
connections.

Architectures as the field of connections
Saptarshi Sanyal
Classification is, after all, a convenience to arrange our thoughts,
and like all objects of convenience, in the end becomes troublesome
[…] definitions are limitations, and thus barriers to our insight.
(Okakura Kakuzo)
This deeply reflexive statement is unlike the axiomatic ‘Asia is
one’ 1903 pronouncement, which made Okakura a decorated
(even if controversial) philosophical and aesthetic proponent of
civilisational ‘Pan-Asianism’.1 The minutiae of his crosscultural thinking or writings populate several commentaries
and valuable analyses.2 I, however, begin with how his remark
on classifications provokes us to reassess architecture’s histories
and their conceptual lenses, to pose questions on how the field
might be approached today. This can be situated within a
critical turn away from material or ideological registers and
their attendant figures, sites or buildings, which dominated
architectural histories of South Asia, until the mid-1990s.3 In
this paper, I pay close attention to certain correspondences
between historical objects and evidences on them by proposing
a frame of connections to think about, read and write
colonial-modern architectural histories of South Asia. Through
this, I pursue an imperative to view architectures as historical
processes, rather than its histories solely privileging finished
built-artefacts in a closed field of thinking and practice.
Classifying architectures?
Okakura’s posthumously published essay, where he reflected
how troublesome classifications could be, found its way in 1925,
into pages of an institutional journal in India.4 This institution,
Visva-Bharati, was not supported by the then colonial state.
Visva-Bharati was envisioned as a place ‘where the world meets
in one nest’ in words of its founder, poet Rabindranath Tagore.5
Tagore was the first non-European Nobel Laureate globally in
1913. His Visva-Bharati was not a mere idea. Its genesis and
development – he called it his ‘tangible poem’ – sought out
cross-cultural practices in education, the arts and rural
reconstruction.6 In realising such tangibility, experiments in
built and landscape spaces were, thus, integral to creating a
‘global nest’ in Santiniketan, a remote rural area in the eastern
province of Bengal in British-ruled India.7
‘British-India’ was a variegated geographic-political
entity in the early twentieth century.8 Within these fractured
territories, Pondicherry was a small French-administered town
on India’s south-eastern coast. In c.1936 the Tokyo-based
Czech-American architect appointed for a new dormitory,
which a spiritual community in Pondicherry needed, was
shocked by a certain piece of news about his proposed building.
He had designed an impeccable structure for exposed concrete
construction, unprecedented in this part of the world, if
realised. But his patron(s) stipulated that it be built by
members of the community itself, accompanied by some
specialists, and not a specially trained workforce of 500 as

Raymond had envisaged. The community that had elected
on this unusual construction method was the eponymous Sri
Aurobindo ‘Ashram’, named after its primary spiritual guide and
leader, Aurobindo and his spiritual partner, the ‘Mother’, as
followers called her.9 The dormitory, Golconde was eventually
built, but took over a decade to complete. Despite design
complexities, it was indeed produced to perfection
predominantly by members of the Ashram.
Revisiting India’s modern architectures’ histories
through Okakura’s critique reveals that these two cases are
regarded in disparate categories, read exclusively through
rubrics of form, typology and professionals associated with
them, or absence thereof. As a result, few influential
English-language architectural histories even acknowledge
Santiniketan, that had no identifiable ‘master architect’.10 Even
where mentioned, it languishes in margins of the modern canon
in conceptually foggy categories: revivalist or nationalist.11
Some modernities are more modern than others in such
historical frameworks, as the attention as an ‘edifice’ that
Golconde has received, testifies. It has been dubbed India’s first
‘modernist’ building, elsewhere a tropicalized or regional
variant, but either way neatly fitting into a professional field of
architecture. Recent anthologies bemoan the ‘belated
recognition’ that its architect Antonin Raymond’s thinking
and practice have received.12 Beyond such edifices or architects
(with a capital A), the bulk of colonial-modern histories are
silent about or, at best, footnote the processes that underlie
these architectures. Such architectures as processes are
altogether overlooked. This tends to create blind-spots in such
histories conceived in a closed field, the ‘barriers to our insight’
that the present paper problematises and aims to address.
(Building) connections
Although dissimilar formally, Visva-Bharati and Golconde as
processes, or method, potentially transgress their respective
classifications, if new questions are asked of these objects
beyond their extant histories.13 Questions of what built
cultures were manifest through the ‘nest’, Visva-Bharati, how
were these realised, through whom and why, or how were they
lived in, become pressing. Additionally, for Golconde, why
was a non-specialised workforce entrusted to a complicated
construction process with barely any tolerance for error? Most
‘architectural’ histories on late-colonial India circumvent such
questions. Some reasons are immediately apparent: at this time
in South Asia, the profession of architecture was nascent; the
questions also transcend material or formal registers of
architect-project couplings that historical categories largely rely
on.14 Equally, the field of built practices is messy, unpredictable,
has multi-lateral agency, irreducible to ‘rational’ causalities and
outcomes.
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The notion of field, while recalling Pierre Bourdieu’s
postulation of structures of cultural production, also shares
strong conceptual affinities with what Manfredo Tafuri terms
an ‘architectural culture’.15 Although Bourdieu’s notion of
habitus as ‘space of possibilities’ is, to an extent, helpful in
understanding processes underpinning architectures, it also
has key limitations in evaluating spatial practices, as some
critical scholars posit.16 Thinking through Visva-Bharati and
Golconde, I build upon Tafuri’s construct, suggesting a more
versatile ‘connected histories’ approach. It was a terminology
first used by cultural and social historian Sanjay
Subrahmanyam, who cautions that Area Studies can
sometimes be prone to parochialism.17 Reading built processes
and practices from different vantages and tracing connections
frees the historical field and allows new readings to
productively challenge meta-narratives such as architectural
surveys or ‘life and work’ eulogia. It compels us to think
bottom-up but, build connections outwards from situated
subjectivities in architectures’ multifarious processes, agents
and their interrelationships. Foregrounding such aspects could
bring architectures, as connections, in conversation with
intellectual, social, philosophical, creative and cultural worlds.
To outline backgrounds of key figures that
catalysed Visva-Bharati and Golconde, a brief turn to Bourdieu
is pertinent. The significant social and cultural capital that
Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941) and Aurobindo Ghose
(1872-1950) accumulated in interwar years was concurrent
with Britain’s – generally Europe’s – confidence in the
‘progress’ rhetoric, which legitimised ‘civilising’ the colonised
peoples, being cast into serious doubt.18 By this time, Tagore
and Aurobindo had rescinded ‘nationalistic’ positions against
the colonial state during Bengal’s (1905) partition.
Overcoming run-ins with the British government as a supposed
militant assassin, Aurobindo withdrew from politics to
Pondicherry in 1910, where he embarked on experiments with
spiritualism.19 After his Nobel Prize, Tagore travelled
internationally, delivering lectures, making contacts and

friends, while maintaining a prolific and diverse creative
output. He became a compelling, often unpopular, critic of
both British imperialism and statist – including Indian –
nationalism.20 Such, and other, experiences provided them both
with perspectives on multiple cultures. Their respective
positions signified critical cultural paradigms of Indian
modernity, albeit through diverse paths.21
Encountering built and spatial cultures
Replacing architect-centric historic narratives with what may
appear as hagiographies of great personalities, is not intended
here. While necessary, it is insufficient for the task of mapping
historical connections through architectures. Here, it may
be recalled that colonial knowledge in British India was as
fragmented and discontinuous as its geographic territories.22
Visva-Bharati and Golconde were practices in alternate ways
of knowing and being. They were supported independently.
Tagore had entrusted to Visva-Bharati his publications’
royalties for perpetuity. In addition, his Nobel Prize money and
many private benefactors including Indian business families
like Ambalal Sarabhai’s and Tatas, funded the project.23
The largest single donation to the otherwise cash-strapped
Aurobindo Ashram came from the semi-autonomous
Princely-state of Hyderabad. This is what sponsored
Golconde.24 For such reasons, although suspiciously watched
by the colonial government, these ‘sites’ remained sovereign
to an extent. In the critically discerning stance of their many
agents, colonial, western, eastern or indigenous cultural values
were not deemed irreconcilable (explaining Okakura’s essay
in one of The Visva-Bharati Quarterly’s earliest issues). Both
Tagore and Aurobindo were prolific writers. Besides their
discursive writings, such ideas also drove praxes. In turn, such
writings and praxes resonated with critical intellectuals and
doers both from within and beyond India’s colonial territories,
drawing them to Santiniketan and Pondicherry, as key
participants. Another significant aspect of sovereignty in
Visva-Bharati and Golconde was spatial. A critical creative

3 Senior students engaged in environmental art(left); elsewhere, such artwork used for instruction by artist-teacher Nandalal Bose.
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4 The openable concrete louvres of the Golconde dormitory, seen from the interior of occupants’ rooms.

force lay in their outlying locations, rejection of urbanity, its
moral dilemmas and straitjackets, professional specialisations
and rigid social mores. Such epistemic and spatial aspects, then
connect, the very conception and production of these sites,
defamiliarizing ‘accepted’, imperial city-centric geographies of
colonial-modern architectural histories on India.
To view Visva-Bharati and Golconde simply as
cultural utopias would be reductive. Can we glean
deeper meanings through paying close attention to the spatial
metaphors assigned to Visva-Bharati as ‘nest’ and Golconde
constituted within an ‘Ashram’? I outline this by examining
the specificities of each site. Visva-Bharati’s commitment to
cross-cultural and complete education connects with the
fashioning of its environment. At primary levels, educational
spaces were situated outside the building, in the landscape,
to nurture convergence of the child’s corporeal experience of
nature with his or her cognitive and intellectual development.
They recall Tagore’s recurring critique of the ‘cage’ of colonial
education through his writings and own educational
experiences.25 The open, dynamic, incrementally produced
nest was his critical counterpoint to the cage. It also defied
sharp categories.26 In such embodied models of living, teaching
and learning, seemingly incommensurable cultural spheres
interpenetrated. Higher education dovetailed with activities
of Visva-Bharati’s rural reconstruction institute Sriniketan,
arguably the first in its time, pioneered by a young agriculturist,
Leonard Elmhirst, in 1922. Sriniketan’s built spaces, notably
departed from unadventurous utilitarianism. They bore the
creative labour of key Indian modern artists and their students,
such as Nandalal Bose, Ramnkinkar Baij and Benodebehari
Mukhopadhyay. One such artist, Surendranath Kar, was among
many roles, Santiniketan’s self-taught architect along with
Tagore’s son Rathindranath.27 He was a profoundly reticent
personality unlike many ‘modernist’ peers.
Alongside intellectual-cultural pursuits, senior
students partook in constructing what were not just built
forms, but also a built landscape.28 Art pedagogy generated its
own built environments as curricular practice, under guidance
of the illustrious residential teachers.29 The students, thus, built
the spaces they used. Such a ‘self-build’ mode was at one level, a

key process of cultural and educational exploration. At another
level, architectural ‘types’ converged: residence, workplace,
home or institution, college or site of fieldwork. Educational
environments aside, Tagore’s own houses at Santiniketan are
conspicuous structures. While the popular refrain on them is
how Tagore’s idiosyncratically needed to move from house to
house, seeing these through a more critical perspective reveals
more.30 Given the many artists, scholars and intellectuals
visiting Visva-Bharati, Tagore’s ‘houses’ were spaces of work
and living for diverse collaborators. A further connection then
emerges through relationships of architectures with agents of
Visva-Bharati’s educational and cultural undertakings. This
‘staging’ of the Poet’s Home – as I explain elsewhere, where
each house had a spatial name – was a significantly inventive,
tactical, spatial production intertwined within registers that
render Visva-Bharati comprehensible.31
The immaculate materiality of Golconde that tempts
architectural historians to invoke modernism’s canon
overshadows a substantive history of its realisation within the
auspices of the Aurobindo Ashram. Aurobindo himself was
reluctant to use the term Ashram, owing to its socio-structural
associations with Brahmanical asceticism, signifying
withdrawal from the real, living world.32 However, in
practice, the Ashram was critically and creatively reimagined
and reworked in Pondicherry. Its members came from varied
backgrounds, cultures and professions, who sought not to
renounce life, but live more fully. This communal spiritualism
was underpinned by a philosophy of ‘karma-yoga’, an
internalising, introspective, model of seeking perfection in
work. The construction of Golconde was paradigmatic in
realising how close attention to the process of making led to
inner perfection in both the maker(s) and the resulting work.33
This then, was also a ‘self-build’ approach, literally and
metaphorically, where the construction of one’s own habitat
was their inner journey. Unlike its professional architect,
Aurobindo and the Mother were not predisposed to the
technical efficiency of building a ‘modern’ edifice with a
specialised crew in a short time. Golconde was not just a
construction site; its realisation and lived spaces were integral
philosophical organs of the Ashram life.34
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‘May I be more and more an instrument by which the
work may be done. May my ego be overcome’ wrote George
Nakashima, a woodworker and architect from Raymond’s
office involved in supervising Golconde’s construction, in the
opening lines of a diary he kept.35 Nakashima’s diary documents
what was a veritable, written, conversation with the Mother.
Although on assignment, he became a sadhak or spiritual
practitioner, adopting the name Sundarananda, ‘one who revels
in beauty’. Czech architect Francois Sammer with his partner
Agnes, also lived in Pondicherry intermittently within the
Ashram’s ethos in the years of construction.36 The process of
realising Golconde, thus, had its own transformative agency.
These subjectivities are revealed in records – as with
Nakashima’s notebook – by and on other key figures involved:
Jotin Baul, Mrityunjoy Mukhjerjee, Chandulal Shah and,
among others, Udar Pinto, an aeronautical engineer who set up
a workshop where metal utensils were recast into the building’s
hardware.37 His wife Mona managed the lived spaces of
Golconde for her remaining life. Such ‘micro’ histories also
narrate challenges and contradictions in such architectural
cultures and how they were overcome: the lack of a wharf in
Pondicherry or, how steel was imported in wartime years into
the Indo-French town.38
Affective architectures?
To conclude, I foreground some questions on how, as
processes, architectures of Visva Bharati and Golconde, make
their agents ‘stick’. Such ‘stickiness’, as Sara Ahmed posits, are
acts of orientation towards ideas, concepts and promise.39 ‘Even
if emotions have been subordinated to other faculties, they have
still remained at the centre of intellectual history’, she outlines.
In recorded narratives, however, she demonstrates how they
remain subservient to ‘reason’.40 This holds true of most extant
architectural histories on Visva-Bharati and
Golconde. Do these histories, for instance, explain why
Elmhirst brought over two years of his time, expertise and
funds into an uncertain project of village reconstruction in
Santiniketan, working this whole time without a salary?41 Or
how the Scottish polymath and planner Patrick Geddes and

Tagore’s environmental views, upon their exchange, were so
compatible that the former’s son, Arthur, conducted a doctoral
thesis on the preparation of a plan for Visva-Bharati?42 What
impact did the construction of Golconde have on interpersonal
relationships of those involved? In the context of Golconde
itself, the Mother – originally Mirra Alfassa Richard – was a
painter without ‘professional’ training.43 What made her so
critical in managing a complex building project that was largely
built by amateurs? What were the sadhaks’ relationships with
her? Were they always in agreement among themselves? If they
suffered through disagreements, how were these issues resolved
even as Golconde was under construction?
Such significant questions remain to be asked of the
built practices, their outcomes and representations and even
the archive, beyond limitations or absences presented by the
more obvious English-language ones. Generative socio-spatial
productions, as the ‘nest’ or a ‘building’ of the ‘spiritual’,
produced interpersonal, intimate, kindred relations in
processes fertile with experimentation. Concurrently, as
cultural critiques, they were public social or spiritual
institutions. In occupying these multi-modal spatial and lived
dimensions, polarities of publicity and privacy converged.
Visva-Bharati and Golconde cannot be reduced to a sum of
their parts: home, workspace, spiritual retreat or even
construction site, given the heterodox, layered and complex
connections they embody. As even a brief reading suggests,
tracing connections between social, cultural, creative and
spiritual spheres alongside how these sites brought their
diverse, cross-cultural agents together as friends and associates
– straddling criticality as well as subjectivities – I am compelled
to argue that much may be missed in an aerial, ‘objective’
disciplinary, gaze. A critically engaged, explicit reading of
architectures as the field of connections might, perhaps,
provide much deeper insights.

5 A sadhak (spiritual practitioner) undertaking construction work on Golconde (left) and students at work on Kalo Bari.
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2 Excerpt from diary exploring the memories of the hospice: I tried to imagine what it must be like, in her
fleeting moments of lucidity and consciousness to see this world around her. Her bed faced the bed directly
opposite, her view being either another dying person and their loved ones or the standard blue pleated
disposable curtains that divide up the rooms. They weren’t pulled across at that moment, but I could trace them
and follow them around the room, their metal tracks hanging low from the gridded ceiling panels pockmarked
with holes. The ceiling was her last tableau.
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Bellamy – 2: Storying – The insider vs the outsider: architectural investigations of palliative care environments as both researcher and daughter

This paper presents analytic auto-ethnography as used to explore the lived experience of the in-patient hospice, a building typology
for palliative care, where the author acts as both ‘insider’ and ‘outsider’.

The insider vs the outsider: architectural investigations of palliative care environments as both
researcher and daughter
Annie Bellamy

Researcher
‘outsider’

Field
‘insider’

1 The field in between, as occupied by the author throughout her doctoral research

A paucity of architectural research exists on the typology of
the in-patient hospice as a palliative care environment. The
research that does exist however, is outdated for contemporary
principles of care and is often focused on spatial efficiencies
for medical equipment. The research methods employed,
though qualitative, are more akin to desktop or remote studies
that do not investigate the multiple subjective realities of
the different inhabitants i.e. patients, staff and visitors. This
paper seeks to discuss the narrative story-telling and first-hand
phenomenological inquiry that occurs instinctively in the
everyday work of architectural designers as auto-ethnographic
methods used to explore lived experiences of the in-patient
hospice. Crucially, the author holds a dual positionality that
is central to the research – she is both ‘insider’ and ‘outsider’
to the research field. It is this dichotomy that will be used to
explore the potential benefits of a blurred relationship between
the ‘researcher’ and the ‘field’ [1]. In this paper we will explore
the nature of the ‘insider’ and the ‘outsider’ by examining
auto-ethnography as an emerging methodology as a means to
legitimise the methods that many architects and designers rely
upon to respond to design briefs.

practical measures and that is, to a great extent, person- and
situation-oriented’.1 It is relied upon by architects and designers
to explore potential lived experience of spaces. When faced
with a new building type or brief, architect Niall McLaughlin
states that the ‘architect must strive to imagine what it is to
be someone else experiencing a place. This intuition is the
cornerstone of an architect’s role.’2
The tacit knowledge of the architect from their
personal experience of a school or library may help inform their
design process and highlight specific building requirements
of the user from their subjective experience. Architects and
designers in practice may be willing to informally draw on
past and personal experiences to inform and provide context
to a new design problem. But this is yet to be developed as
an approach to academic architectural research to generate
new knowledge of unique building types that many may not
have previous experience of. We can observe that the intuition
highlighted by McLaughlin begins to describe a blurring of
the relationship between designer and brief, and subsequently
researcher and field through the methodology of autoethnography.

Practice as research
Contemporary architectural education and practice encourages
designers to this first-hand experience or tacit knowledge, as
defined by Claudia Mareis as being ‘gained and applied via

Auto-ethnography and the self
Auto-ethnography is an emerging subcategory of traditional
ethnography that puts the ‘self ’ of the researcher as the
specific research culture of interest. The researcher is provided
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a valid place in their research for reflexive practice between
their personal and professional experiences. Analytic autoethnography – one of two approaches to the method – is
described by Nicholas Holt as placing ‘emphasis on the ways
in which [we] have interacted and been immersed with the
culture being researched’.3 Analytic auto-ethnography seeks
to record not only what is going on around, but to further
connect these experiences to wider theoretical positions and
social theories relating to the research field. This is likened by
sociologist Michael Schwalbe to being both ‘a doorway and a
mirror’4 of experience that can be constantly moved between
in order to reflect on the implications of research findings on
future practice. We may consider Martin Cortazzi’s description
of the academic implementation of ‘narrating [as] an interactive
process of jointly constructing and interpreting experience with
others’5 as being similar to the narratives produced by designers
to convey the concept, intentions, and intangible atmospheric
qualities of a project.
Insider meanings
Often, in the design process we ask, or are asked to consider
the question – “how does this space make you feel?” – with
an emphasis on the consideration of an emotional experience
of space that we are aspiring to evoke for the inhabitants. This
reflexion serves to assist in the composition of architectural
elements such as materiality, volume, light, shadow etc. to
design an environment that can successfully express the
intended phenomenological atmosphere. The author, however,
in the context of their ongoing doctoral research is able to
draw on what Leon Anderson describes as ‘complete member
researcher status’.6 The author has the direct lived experience
and familiarity with their research field, the in-patient hospice,
from their time spent in a hospice at the end of their Mother’s
life. By engaging with their memories of the environment,
the research draws upon what architectural theorist Juhani
Pallasmaa describes as the ‘the minute situations of daily life’7
that their familiarity offers in order to unveil ‘insider meanings’8
of feelings, attitudes or interactions that would be otherwise
unattainable from a desktop or ‘imagined’ position.
In order to record their time as a daughter within the
in-patient hospice – the ‘insider’ position – of the doctoral
research is being explored through visual and written multisensory vignettes [2]. The visual modes include free-hand
sketches, orthographic and technical drawings, and models
made from memory as a means to narrating what Ken
Plummer describes as the act of ‘recollecting, re-membering,
re-discovering’9 their memories of the hospice for an academic
purpose. Following David Seamon’s description of first-person
phenomenological inquiry as ‘[using] her own first-hand
experience of the phenomenon as a basis for examining its
specific characteristics and qualities’.10 The drawn explorations
of the author’s memory serve to emphasise certain architectural
features, nuances and atmospheres that are then further
analysed through written commentaries to the images that
describe in further detail the phenomena and intangible
qualities of the built environment.
For example, a sketch drawn by hand from memory
uses non-standard orthographic perspectives to stress the
length and proportions of the hospices main corridor. By
assuming their identity as a daughter in the hospice where
their Mother died, the author offers to ‘take us somewhere
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we couldn’t otherwise go to’11 when examining the spatial
strategies and qualities of circulation [3]. The sketch becomes
a tool by which to examine the impact of the circulation and
wayfinding of the hospice, and the subsequent emotions of
loneliness and disorientation that occurred. Schwandt states
that phenomenological inquiry allows others to enter and
make sense of ‘the complex world of lived experience from
the point of view of those who live it’.12 Reminiscent of ‘day in
the life’ studies used by designers to explore the narrative of a
buildings or life, these sketches, models and drawings bring to
the fore the intangible elements of the architectural atmosphere
as experienced by the author, as a daughter and user, and are
able to be developed as a holistic part of the research into the
multiple perspectives of the hospice building.
The intent of the method is not, however, to write
what Professor Norman Denzin describes as ‘messy vulnerable
texts that make you cry’13 but rather to provide a framework
by which to carefully translate personal experiences to
academically sound data. Its very nature, using the ‘self ’ as a
subject of research and inquisition does, however, raise ethical
concerns for the researcher themselves. Anthropologist Ruth
Behar likens analytic auto-ethnography to be ‘exposure of
the self ’.14 The intense personal engagement required by this
method has potential to impact upon the well-being and
safety of the researcher if not appropriately managed. In the
context of the doctoral research of the author, the vignettes
implement a degree of anonymity, the visual work does not
provide identifying features of the hospice or the author; and
the written commentaries are excerpts from wider diaries that
are edited to only include architecturally relevant information
[4]. Putting in place such measures as above mitigates not only
the extent of the emotional labour undertaken by the researcher
but re-enforces academic rigour.
Outside the field
The narrative analysis and phenomenological inquiry described
above, captures the ‘insider’ identity of the author in relation
to the academic field of research; as Cortazzi summarises,
‘narrating is, after all, a major means of making sense of past
experience and sharing it with others.’15 However, the author is
simultaneously an ‘insider’ resulting from their personal context
but also an ‘outsider’ – a formal researcher approaching the field
from an academic perspective. The ‘outsider’ position engages
with a separate hospice case study as an architectural artefact;
investigating spatial qualities, strategies and lived experiences
through a bricolage of ethnographic methods such as walking
interviews, in-depth interviews and building observation.
Despite best interests to occupy and embed into the research
field through ethnographic methods, researchers will always
remain to a certain degree distinct ‘visitors’ to the day-to-day
life and culture of those within the research field.
What has been observed however, within the scope
of working within the dichotomy of the ‘insider/outsider’
position are the unexpected benefits to the position of the
researcher from the author’s experience of being a daughter in a
hospice with their Mother at the end of their life. The in-patient
hospice is a predominantly medical environment and the case
study hospices’ management were initially apprehensive to the
concept of architectural research taking place on their site,
suspicious of the ethnographic research methods proposed.
It was observed on multiple occasions that by offering the

story of their own experience of the hospice through the autoethnographic visual vignettes offered ‘a useful research tool to
complement the use of other ethnographic research strategies’16
that broke down a number of barriers to the research.
It firstly demonstrated the closeness that the author
has with the hospice environment, thus helping to normalise
the presence of an academic researcher in a highly sensitive
environment. Furthermore, David Wang and Linda Groat
write of the ‘critical differences between expert and lay
experiences in a variety of settings and contexts’17 that may
lead to the language of architectural research appearing
indecipherable to the lay research participants. Therefore, the
vignettes serve as an important communication tool paving
a shared ground between the researcher and the research
participants for the ethnographic research methods, such as
the in-depth interviews. It could be observed that the vignettes
are similar in nature to the three-dimensional visualisations
prepared by architecture students and practitioners in order to
communicate architectural themes without the need to rely on
technical drawings that lay people may not understand.
Conclusion
There are considerable ethical challenges faced by the study of
sensitive environments, such as in-patients hospices, that make
ethnographic methods that engage with patients, their families
and friends largely inaccessible, particularly for those coming
from non-medical disciplines. This paper has put forward an
argument that within the appropriate contexts and method, the
author, by drawing on their tacit knowledge of the hospice, can
generate a powerful and insightful tool for which to provide
reflexivity on the insider and outsider experiences of the inpatient hospice. As Emerald and Carpenter conclude:
emotional vulnerability can be confronting and
uncomfortable to write and to read. Nonetheless it can be integral
to exploring an issue and one more resource that can be used in the
method of inquiry.18
Using an auto-ethnography that exploits the everyday tools
of designers, such as drawing and description of atmospheric
qualities, provides an opportunity for typology specific
research in architecture to create a discourse on understanding
the lived experience of a building, rather than merely
knowing about it. The author here posits of the ‘theoretical
illumination’19 that emotional practice and the reflexive ‘self ’
can bring to architectural research for building types that sit
outside common knowledge. Whilst specific outcomes will
be identified in the context of this doctoral research for the
future best practice of in-patient hospice design, this manner
of architectural research could find potential for broader
architectural practice in highlighting sensitive approaches to
materialities of care that are gathered from multiple perspectives
and lived experiences.

3 Excerpt from diary exploring the memories of the hospice: From the map
I made in my head to give myself a sense of familiarity, the building was
rectangular in plan with a small courtyard space in the middle. Offset from
the central courtyard was the main corridor, with the bedrooms on the other
side. At each end of the corridor spaces were wellbeing and therapy rooms.
They were locked. They were the only rooms that looked directly out into the
garden. It seemed to me sad that the garden was cordoned off; the windowsills were so high in the corridor that if you passed in a wheelchair or bed you
wouldn’t be able to see outside.
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4 Excerpt from diary exploring the memories of the hospice: I took refuge on the worn sofas and took a moments respite. Soon I
was in the middle of a distraught family being led out of the ‘family room’ directly opposite the entrance. I was too close. I tried to
slide out of the space, silently, I wondered if this was intentional? Rather than dwelling on what has happened, does proximity to the
entrance make you feel sense of comfort that the world outside survives, and life goes on? Perhaps I thought, but in that moment,
I felt uncomfortable, those moments of intense heart-wrenching grief are for a family. Not for me or anyone else to inadvertently
intrude on.
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1 Location of the PKP Community Centre site for the community hall ‘bale kulkul’ design.

2 Site plan (undefined scale) and site section A (scale 3:1 of site plan) for the community hall ‘bale kulkul’ design.
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Brook – 2: Storying – Storying architecture: a proposed method to rebelliously design architectural spaces through critical storytelling

‘Storying Architecture’, termed by the author, suggests a process of critical storytelling, with the aim of awakening design agency
within community groups towards the rebellious creation of architectural spaces.

Storying architecture: a proposed method to rebelliously design architectural spaces through
critical storytelling
Alastair Brook
At the time of writing, unfolding global events have thrown
up unexpected and far reaching consequences for many
community groups, including; educational communities such
as schools and universities, industry-based communities such
as hospitality and tourism, and indigenous communities such
as the Pusat Kegiatan Perempuan (PKP) Community Centre
(pusat= centre, kegiatan= activity, perempuan= women) in Bali
– contributors to this study who rely on both educational and
industry-based communities for their revival.
The research community itself has also had to rapidly
adapt its practices to accommodate immediate concerns of
health, ethics, and practicality. My own research practice, as a
doctoral student working with a vulnerable community in Bali,
has been in constant development in the months preceding
this paper. As such, the proposed design method of ‘Storying
Architecture’ remains just that – a proposal – as it begins its
final official revision stages with my academic institution, the
Cork Centre for Architectural Education (a joint venture by
University College Cork and the Cork Institute of Technology)
in the Republic of Ireland, and the PKP Community Centre in
Bali.
The following sections will outline the proposed
method in theoretical terms with reference to its intended
pilot with the PKP Community Centre. All efforts have been
made to write inclusively and to draw awareness to my own
unconscious biases that make clear my heritage and privileged
academic position. However, I welcome any advice on how to
work and write more inclusively as I continue to find my own
voice and become a vessel for the voices of others.. If you have
such advice, please find my contact information at the end of
this paper.
Methodology is situated
My hope is that Storying Architecture will emerge from these
uncertain times as a process to rebelliously create architectural
spaces that can be viewed as dissidence in practice. This
concept has been influenced by multiple methodologies and
movements within academic design and research systems that
includes, more notably, participatory design, decolonising
design, indigenous research, indigenous design futures, and
desire-based research. However, I could not confidently or
comfortably place this method within any of these fields of
interest, nor would I wish to.
This is because, ultimately, Storying Architecture aims
to spark autoethnographic and self-led design agency within
community groups, that circumvent oppressive systems from
within – including potentially oppressive academic design and
research systems. This is where the term ‘dissident’ becomes
explicit. As community groups work with oppressive design
systems, even as a co-author in participatory methods or

similar, they must also work against it in a covert and subversive
manner if they wish for their own design voices and languages
to be heard. In an ideal situation, community groups would
be able to share their tacit design languages openly between
each other, and with members of dominant design systems, in a
reciprocal educational process meant to sustain design futures.
However, over time, dominant design systems have slowly
suppressed tacit design languages, to the extent that they now
so rarely accommodate them - causing members of dominant
design systems to unwittingly censor, misrepresent, fabricate,
or block tacit design languages for often non-malicious
and purely bureaucratic reasons.1 To avoid the censorship,
misrepresentation, or fabrication that may occur, community
groups can disguise their design voices and languages
‘between the lines’ of dominant design systems in ways that
accommodate them and allow them to be shared. By doing so,
community groups can placate dominant design systems whilst
also subversively sharing their own design voices and languages,
so that they may grow to challenge and slowly change the
dominant design systems.2
Whilst I am not suggesting that all academic design
and research systems are overtly oppressive, it is impossible
to overlook the underlying oppressive and colonial nature
of academic design and research3 – particularly in regions of
the world such as Bali.4 The hope is that all such systems can
undergo a slow and sustained change from which community
groups can design ‘between the lines’ and supplant current
design and research systems – unbeknownst to us. As such,
Storying Architecture, as an academic design and research
method, merely becomes a departure point for greater,
unnamed, tacit design methods that surpass and supplant those
methods from which Storying Architecture is inspired.
For this process to occur, community groups must
be given the opportunity to not only co-author the design of
architectural space, but to also use their own tacit design voice
and languages to do so. Such tacit design languages follow
the general concepts of pattern language5 and form language,6
as expressions of local architectural knowledge in relation to
a community’s ancestry and local ecology, and their mutual
culmination in mathematical and ethnographic adaptive design
methods.7 However, Storying Architecture is neither; a method
of documenting, processing, or translating these languages into
adaptive design methods for use by a researcher, architect or
designer; or a method for analysing existing geometries and
space, such as spatial syntax, for use by a researcher, architect or
designer. Rather, it requires complicit action by designers and
researchers against the systems that they work within, to guide
and facilitate the exploration of these tacit design languages,
that may then usurp the current status quo.
This small act, repeated across many community
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groups, could open the door to autodidacticism,
autoethnography, and empowerment of community groups
in ways unforeseen even by those complicit designers and
researchers. Such processes can surpass the finite boundaries
of any one design of architectural space and become part of an
infinite ontological design loop8, 9, 10 – in which a community’s
local ecology provides context for architectural design, and
architectural design provides sustainment for a community’s
ecology.
As such, the Storying Architecture method will
focus on capturing a finite snapshot of this infinite process
by focusing on the ‘context that a local ecology provides for
architectural design’ in relation to a community group. This
is an adaption of affordance-based design, which looks at
the relations and provisions between different systems in the
design process, such as designer and user (both synonymous,
here, with a community group), artefact (architectural space),
and ecological systems (industry, manufacture, economic,
legal, environmental and other systems). These relations and
provisions will be explored through the tacit design languages
of pattern and form that are expressed within structural and
material environments – quantifiable as location (geographies),
placement (topographies), relation (site context), or their
dimension (measurements) and materiality (scientific
properties)11 – and within social environments, which cannot
be quantified as they represent ingrained values of a community
group that describe communal action, possibility, and
ownership. Stories are used as the vehicle for this exploration
because they, much like design, are ingrained in our ecologies
and our values.
Hardship is opportunity
I was approached in late 2019 by Komang Sariadi (Ibu Sari),
founder of the PKP Community Centre, to help with the
construction of a community hall for her community. This
project contextually sits alongside other construction schemes
at the PKP Community Centre, both contrastingly small and
aspirational in scale, which are designed and built by native
architects and labourers. This section details the first design
attempt of this community hall, which failed partly due to its
misuse of tacit design languages, and outlines the opportunities
that arose from it. Ibu Sari approached me due to her previous
involvement in a design case study in 2018, in which myself
and two colleagues helped launch an international student
architecture competition to design a learning centre for a local
Balinese foundation. This project, after undergoing countless
site changes and funding problems, has been postponed.
When I was approached, Ibu Sari had already selected;
a location, on a narrow stepped terrace following the natural
sloping topology of a small river valley [1]; the hall site and
dimensions, roughly 120 square metres (approximately 7 x 18
metres) which was assessed by local contractors [2]; and the
purpose of the hall – a ‘bale kulkul’, or a traditional open or
semi-open space that will be used to summon the community
together, a ‘call-to-arms’, to learn and share experiences and
skills for the benefit of the community and their wellbeing.
This summons, or ‘call-to-arms’, represents the PKP
Community’s primary aim – to be a safe haven for divorced
Balinese women, who are highly stigmatised in the community
due to a mixture of local beliefs, by providing training and jobs
to help the women gain independence again. PKP Community
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Centre provides many programs for the women as a way for
them to connect with others, share their stories, and collaborate
with all members of the community, working hand in hand
for their collective growth. The space would house up to 50
individuals who would be involved in craft workshops, language
classes, singing and dance lessons, creative studio work, yoga,
and meditation within one large public space, with a seperate
space for private physiotherapy and a toilet with a sink. The
space would also welcome international visitors, who come
to learn and experience the lives of the local community,
which is usually the second largest income source for the PKP
Community Centre – contributing to the 95% of income
financed through social enterprises. The other 5% is financed
through donations.
Other key points to consider included; access to
electricity and water; sustainability considerations such as
using local wood and preserving foliage; and geographical
considerations such as a sturdy roof to combat monsoon rains,
falling fruits, and wild animals in a jungle setting, and enough
light and air circulation in a high humidity climate. Most
importantly, construction should be complete by the summer of
2021 to be in use over the wet season, and must survive 30 years
with minimal or easy maintenance.
To meet this rushed summer 2021 deadline, a
final developed design needed to be produced by summer
2020 to better plan the logistics and begin site work in early
2021. Therefore, between January and April 2020, myself
and two colleagues – both architectural graduates from the
Dublin Institute of Technology and University College Cork
respectively – independently developed this project, treating the
PKP Community as an architectural client, and designing the
community hall to be built over a 2-month period planned as a
student summer school project in 2021. Whilst designing this
first iteration of the community hall, we appraised traditional
Balinese pattern and form languages for architecture through
two Balinese architects, Kayon Mas architects and Chiko
Living architects, and studying four key, but non-indigenous,
academic works.12, 13, 14, 15 Most importantly, we also listened to
the powerful story of Ibu Sari for which I used an interpretative
phenomenological analysis to analyse her needs for the
community hall design. Extracts from her story, discussing the
imagined architectural space:
So yeah, involve [the community] in many
different activities, so then they can see themselves,
they can learn and share. To learn and share is the key
to really see what we really want, because if we have
complex and multiple programmes, then they can
figure out themselves […] many people are willing to do
things, many are able to do them, but there is a lack of
opportunity.
Many things have been experienced before. If we
talk about an architect, or building, everything has been
written down, the heritage of our ancestors. But what we
do is CPI– copy, paste, improve.16
A rough process draft of our developed design was approved by
Ibu Sari and the PKP Community in May 2020 [3].
Despite taking on this project for reasons we believed
to be just, the realities of a tight time frame, bad environmental
conditions, and insufficient funding meant that we could not
fully commit to the longitudinal task of Storying Architecture.
This led to a project that was hastily applied using a dominant

design process. If designed properly using tacit design languages,
this space could, however, embody the values and meanings
of the community, and could represent dissidence in practice
by sharing, teaching, and uncovering tacit design languages
through unassuming activities such as craft, language, dance,
yoga and meditation – that are not censored, misinterpreted,
or fabricated by dominant design systems or oppressive local
systems, such as our well-meaning but misplaced design.
As recent global events have unfolded, the decision was
made to extend the time frame of this project and focus on redeveloping the community hall design using the authentic tacit
design languages of the PKP community in Bali. Whilst these
uncertain times feed our concern and caution, they also feed
our desire to create a better future. We are stepping outside of
our comfort zones, seeing opportunity in hardships, and being
patient in finding the best solution. This lesson has been taught
to us through the PKP community, who have endured personal
and communal hardships throughout their communal past,
and now share their experiences with us as we traverse another
hardship together in a search for future opportunities.
The current, inauthentic, design will now provide a
‘control’ for the first Storying Architecture pilot study – an
example of failure as progress, a reminder not to succumb to
dominant design systems purely out of convenience, and a
comparative example against the final community centre design
that will be produced by Ibu Sari and the PKP Community.
This new design process will, hopefully, improve native quality
of life as the community emerges from the current pandemic,
and provide empowerment and encouragement for the
building, construction, lumberjacking, and welding businesses
of the village surrounding the PKP Community Centre, which
are within the top 20 income generating businesses.
Process is praxis
Over the latter half of 2020, I will continue to work with Ibu
Sari to develop eight Storying Architecture activities for the
PKP community to uncover and apply tacit design languages
in the design of their community hall. At this point, one might
wonder; how do you find, gather, or inspire a community
to engage in these activities? The short answer is, I don’t. In
the words of Ibu Sari, everything must be motivated by our
experiences and from ourselves, ‘from us to us’ – in other words,
the community must inspire and gather themselves to engage
in this practice. I would add that a community only needs
one individual, a leader, to inspire and gather a community
to engage in this process. All rebellious, dissident practices
begin with, and are sustained by, a strong leader. I am fortunate
that within this study, Ibu Sari is one such leader. I am merely
an accomplice, providing complicit action as a designer and
researcher against the system I work within, to help guide and
facilitate Ibu Sari’s exploration of her community’s tacit design
languages – hopefully to outcomes unbeknownst to me.
These eight storying activities will focus on the smaller
stories and ethnographies of everyday life, examining the daily
events and environments of the community members, and
question how to improve these collectively – now and in the
future. At the time of writing, these activities are been trialled
and adapted with the PKP community before being crossexamined and implemented. This process is one of action,
applying theory in practice, and of trial and error [4].
These activities will occur over three phases, referencing the

‘public narrative’ phases of Marshall Ganz17, 18 and the ‘life
design’ phases of Bill Burnett and Dave Evans,19 in a storying
narrative [5]. Activities one to six will occur over the course
of Phase 1, encouraging community members to share their
individual life stories with a specific focus on the different
environments of their daily life, detailing the characters, events,
and settings of their lives. Community members will be asked
to critically evaluate their daily lives in comparison to their
work and life philosophies, and to then ideate future scenarios
in which the environments of their daily life better meet their
work and life philosophies. Activities seven and eight are group
activities and will occur iteratively over Phases 2 and 3, and
continue until a final design is agreed upon. These activities
ask community members to share their findings from activities
one to six with each other, and then come to a consensus on
how best to change their communal environments to better
meet their work and life philosophies. Community members
are then encouraged to prototype the potential changes they
would make to their environments in various spatial ways
using everyday objects. This storying narrative is a longitudinal
process that is, ultimately, finite. It concludes with the design of
an architectural space, created throughout the progression of
the storying narrative. This narrative is, however, also cyclical –
represented in the figure by a slight curve that will, eventually,
form one cycle. Once the first cycle is complete, it will begin
anew as a part of the infinite process that we know as the
ontological design loop.
At the time of writing, this study will be conducted
remotely with Ibu Sari, who will act as a trained facilitator to
instigate and record the data, whilst I will take an active but
passive role until participants choose to share any data, such as
filled out activity sheets or recorded transcripts of stories, with
me. More details on the three storying phases are as follows, but
are subject to adaption and evolution over time.
Phase 1 – the story of self (to be)
This phase focuses on individual stories from multiple
community members, analysing each story in isolation as a
singular part of the greater whole. Individuals are encouraged to
share stories of their lived experience, prioritising descriptions
of their everyday activities and environments – including
how these make them feel. This gives the storyteller an
opportunity to recognise existing architectural patterns in their
environments, which compose their tacit design languages,
and to comprehend the impact of these patterns and languages
on their native quality of life. This phase aims to build trust
between the storyteller and listeners, and to begin the process
of recognising connections between multiple stories and
individuals that moves towards a collective narrative. This phase
involves activities one to six.
Phase 2 – the story of us (to do)
As individuals begin to recognise connections between multiple
stories, their previously isolated ideas begin to merge again into
the greater whole, where a collective narrative should begin to
emerge. This narrative is a small expression of the nearly infinite
combinations of communal tacit design languages that are
beginning to be unearthed. In contrast to the oppressive systems
in play, these tacit languages are ones of challenge, choice, and
purpose that help to reframe a community’s identity of ‘us’ and
begin to form avenues of actionable change. This phase involves
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3 Rough process draft of our developed design for the community hall ‘bale kulkul’.

activities seven and eight.
Phase 3 – the story of now (to become)
This is where individual and collective motivations can converge
on a moment of urgently patient action – when change begins
to swiftly occur toward tacit design languages that improve
native quality of life, in a slow and sustained manner across
time.20 As such, the ‘here and now’ is used as a focus for realising
actionable change in the future through an iterative trial and
error process, in which different pattern language combinations
are prototyped in an adaptive design method. By collectively
comparing these languages, it is hoped that a singular multimodal prototype of these patterns can be developed and
evaluated in relation to its impact on native quality of life. This
phase involves iteratively repeating activites seven and eight (or
varients of ) to prototype architectural space until a suitable
design outcome is reached that meets the concensus of the
community. Different strategies that incoproate art and playful
triggers will be used to connect and mediate conversation whilst
prototyping architectural space.21

Failure is foresight
This endeavour needs to be slow and sustained, occuring
longitudinally with the aim of failing faster and failing forward
towards actionable change. Only by failing can we understand
and put aside our initial assumption, often perpetuated by
dominant oppressive systems, and begin to uncover true, tacit
design languages. The faster we fail, the faster we can uncover
these tacit design language and begin a slow, sustained process
of changing dominant design systems ‘between the lines’ of
their oppressive rhetoric.
Perhaps, the most important lessons I have learnt
from Ibu Sari are, firstly, to lean into the foresight that failure
provides and, secondly, to never underestimate the importance
of patience. As the Storying Architecture method undergoes
its final ‘official’ revisions by my academic institution, on the
date that I had initially planned to complete my data collection,
the unofficial revisions and iterations that will occur with
the PKP community are only just beginning. The design of
the community hall is scheduled to begin using the Storying
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Architecture method in the first quarter of 2021 and has no
official deadline for completion. By slowing down this process,
I hope that more tacit design language can be uncovered as
the activities progress, adapt, and evolve, leading to a design
outcome that supports actionable change over a more sustained
time period.
As each phase and each activity progresses, they will
be reviewed in a double hermeneutic approach – in which the
listeners seek to make sense of the storyteller making sense
of their world.22 The listeners and storytellers are members
of the community group in Bali. Myself, as the researcher,
whilst always intently involved, must sit as passively as possible
within the hermeneutic circle in an effort to reduce any
censorship, fabrication, or other negative impacts caused by
my biases, whilst community members discover their own
tacit design languages. All research data is also owned by the
participants and will not be automatically accessible to me for
analysis, as the goal is the empowerment of self-education and
autoethnographic design. Data can only be shared willingly
by the participants and, as such, the Storying Architecture
methodology places greater emphasis on how the listeners from
a community group, rather than a researcher or designer from a
potentially oppressive power, make sense of the world shared by
the storyteller. Once this data is shared, it will be analysed using
an Interpretative Phenomenological approach to document
the relationships between the different systems at play within
the design process. During this analysis, my role changes
from a passive listener to an active participant and, to make a
continuous and concerted effort to reduce censorship, I will
make all my assumptions explicit and have my interpretations
critiqued by peer review, participant verification, and by
external voices who have experienced similar situations. The
activities and phases of Storying Architecture will adapt and
evolve based on the joint understandings and discussions
between the storytellers, listeners, and the researcher.

4 Overview of activities one to eight of Storying Architecture.

5 The storying narrative and three phases of Storying Architecture.
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Education is rebellion
As the activities and phases of Storying Architecture
adapt and evolve – both within the context of its original
application and in rebellious, dissident ways unbeknownst
to us – they will do so as an educational process. This does
not just refer to the autodidacticism and autoethnographic
process of each community group, but also of those designers,
researchers, or other academics within oppressive systems.
Change, just like time, is inevitable. In this period of rapid
and unprecedented change, it is vital that all community
groups – including educational communities, industrybased communities, indigenous communities etc. – fight
harder than ever for futures that bring positive change and
improve collective quality of life. It is the hope that Storying
Architecture may provide one option for these communities
to begin the autodidactic and autoethnographic process
towards greater, unnamed, tacit design methods – supplanting
current oppressive design systems and steering themselves
towards positive change. This will not only require complicit
individuals, who already engage in rebellious and dissident
design processes against the systems that they work within,
but, as tacit design languages begin to supplant these systems
over time, it will require us all face a moment of self-reflection
and self-education – as we come to terms with our prior
assumptions and then, eventually, set them aside to embrace the
diversity of tacit design languages and adaptive design methods.
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Ozer – 2: Storying – One house many stories: peeking at life in the house-museum

This research is focused on the nature of the house-museum as an encounter between the private and the public, investigating the
various stages involved through its transformation.

One house many stories: peeking at life in the house museum
Hatice Sule Ozer
Introduction
Museums exist for study and educational purposes, but also to
provide enjoyment, fun, and pleasure for visitors. Museums are
thus places of communication, where visitors experience diverse
relationships between themselves and the exhibition. The
strongest memories come from an experience that engages all
the senses. Through alternative narratives, museums are
designated as public places that reflect and value not only
history but also invoke memories, opinions, and perspectives
with a personal and cultural object in the context of the display.
As Merleau-Ponty notes:
In the cultural object, I feel the close presence of others
beneath a veil of anonymity. Someone uses the pipe for
smoking, the spoon for eating, the bell for summoning,
and it is through the perception of a human act and
another person that the perception of a cultural world
could be verified.1
Driven by this invocation of memory, historic house museums
could be seen as a good example of proving the paradigm of
embodiment. In the words of Hale, both narrative and bodily
experiences tell us something principle about the making of the
self is possible in one place in order to see, as well as encounter,
people’s everyday life at a moment in time.2
The concept of ‘museum’ has a significant role in
transforming elements of the world into displayed objects.
These elements could be almost anything. A house could be
an architecturally significant object for a museum, or a house
could have a strong narrative that every visitor would like to
hear, or it could be a house for displayed artefacts.
‘A house may contain a museum and also constitute
a museum: this is what we usually mean by the term
‘house museum’. Houses (plural) can be collected into
museums which inevitably come to be conceived as
‘villages’ but might well also be considered ‘museums of
houses.’ 34
And house museums are part of collected historical sites
or heritage dwellings or publicly accessible places under
conservation.5
The idea of the ‘house-museum’ could provide a useful way of
thinking about the coming together of public and private space.
The relationships between origin, family and childhood help
to construct a narrative of personal history and continuity that
can provide a plausible connection between place and identity.6
Some of the best places to see these connections are
historic house-museums, where social memory is exhibited.
Individuals are the small piece of society; they are the first stone
to create a social history. If so, house museums could be a place
to read history/culture/society etc from part to whole.

It goes without saying that a housing is a place for
dwelling. It is the place where you can be most comfortable. It
is a place where you return at the end of every day.7 It is a place
to hang your hat.8 The house is more than a dwelling: it is a
home, and home is where the family theatre is happening. It
has its own history, character and choices. It reflects who lived
there and how they lived there. Reading through its shape,
organisation and decoration reveals its identity. Could the
house museum be one of the ways to express and also discover
this identity?
As many scholars and philosophers have mentioned at
different times, the experience contributes in the most robust
way to the memory of time, space and remembrance. In this
perspective, it could be said that the house museum is not
enough to communicate with the life of others. Still, could the
house museum effectively offer an encounter with past lives?
To look for an answer to this question, this research is divided
into three parts: the visitor, the story/narrative/object, and the
place. The research focuses on the nature of the house-museum
experience as an encounter between the private and the public,
investigating the various stages involved in its transformation
from a private home to a public museum.
Methodology
On the exploration of museums’ relationships with their
different publics, users, visitors etc (and examination of the
ways in which museums form - and are influenced by - those
interactions), interdisciplinary, cross-cultural, and international
viewpoints as well as empirical investigations, play an essential
role. The centre of attention on the museum’s relationship with
its visitors moves the emphasis away from artefacts and
collections and toward research based on the analysis of bodies
and places. Thus, embodied experience and narrative could
draw new lines in museum research. The suggested PhD
research area will explore this topic through three case studies,
each dealing in different ways with the transition from private
to public space: Dennis Severs House in Spitalfields, London;
the Leighton House in Kensington; and Paul McCartney’s
childhood home in Allerton, Liverpool. However, this paper
focuses on the Victorian Artist Studio House, Leighton House
Museum [1].
Lord Frederic Leighton House / Leighton House Museum
Frederic Leighton was born in Scarborough, Yorkshire, on 3rd
December 1830. He was a painter, sculptor and president of
the Royal Academy, travelling was a major part of his life, and
his interest in drawing was obvious from childhood. In 1846,
Leighton and his family moved to Frankfurt where his first
formal art education started at the Stadelsches Kunstinsitut.
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Leighton’s first painting of note Cimabue’s Celebrated
Madonna is Carried in Procession through the Streets of Florence,
was completed during his stay in Rome and was his first
painting exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1855. He received
great attention with this exhibition with the painting being
immediately sold to Queen Victoria. At the time, he was
identified as the future of English painting. He continued
submitting paintings to the Royal Academy after his first
success, and was finally selected as Associate of the Royal
Academy in 1864, following his purchase of a studio near
Holland House.9
In constructing the studio, Leighton worked with his
architect friend George Aitchison and although the house was
largely complete within two years, Leighton continued to adapt
both the interior and exterior of the house until near his death.
These touches into the buildings could be read like brush
strokes into paintings. The house reflected tastes acquired from
his travels abroad, becoming a life-long artefact by Leighton
and Aitchison together.
Leighton moved into 2 Holland Park Road in 1866
and a year later organised the first annual music party in the
house, marking the first event that opened the doors to the
public. Leighton’s reputation had been embellished with
Queen Victoria’s private visit on 12th March 1869, and she
noted in her diary that “He is most agreeable & gentlemanlike,
& his house & studio charmingly arranged...” Leighton
continued to produce design ideas for the house and was
passionate about extending it. He worked with Aitchison on
the new studio space addition, the tasteful Arab Hall, which
was designed in 1877.10
In terms of additions to the house, the canvas storage
area was the first space to be added to the building. The reason
was his artistic needs, and the requirement of storage space for
large-scale canvasses. However, it is the second (Arab Hall),
third (The Winter Studio) and fourth (The Silk Room)
additions to the house that can be read as a reflection of
Leighton’s identity, functioning as a timeline of Leighton’s
artistic and academic life. His plans for the house had been
formulated during his life and the house was twice extended
after the first stage was completed. The plan was dominated by
the studio on the first floor at the rear, facing north, which was
a common point for artists’ houses around Holland Park. The
aim was to let light into the studio and gardens and to let artists
continue working during whole day with natural light.11
When first built, the house was much smaller than it
is now; the front was only three windows wide, although it was
always intended to be extended to five bays. Inside the house,
there was only one bedroom on the first floor with a small
changing room. There was also a servant’s bedroom reached by
the back stairs. This arrangement shows that Leighton never
planned to have a family. This one-bedroom first-floor house
struggled after his death to find a purchaser. The first addition
to the house was the extended studio eastward, built between
1869 and 1870.
In the meantime, the architect of the house, Aitchison,
drew and inserted two stained glass windows as an extra
alteration to the house. This could be read as a continuation of
the Arab influence started in the house and its design.12
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The second element of the house to be extended was
the Arab Hall built-in 1877. This time the front of the house
was lengthened to the west and the entrance relocated to the
eastern side; the effect of this alteration was the avoidance of
symmetry. To reflect Islamic style, cut and moulded brickwork
was used in the new additions. Leighton expressed his artistic
views and understanding through this part of the house. The
Arab Hall was an attempt to bring disparate tendencies
together between the collector’s historicist impulse towards
Islamic art and its synthesis into contemporary British practice.
13
The Arab Hall became a place that brought aspects of East
and West decor to central London.
After the artist’s death in 1896, there were several
attempts to preserve the house for the nation. In 1927, Mrs
Henry Perrin of Holland Villas Road offered to provide
additional exhibition galleries and chose Halsey Ricardo as
the architect. After several alterations, approval had to be
sought from the Holland estate under the usual provision that
no alterations to the architectural character of, or additions
to, houses which had been sold could be carried out without
licence. The design for the extension was promoted on the basis
that it would hide the cast-iron columns of the winter studio
and on this basis, permission was secured. The Perrin Galleries
were opened in 1929, and this was the first official opening
of the house to the public. In 1962, Sir Hugh Casson carried
out a redesign of the ground-floor gallery and this provided a
temporary home for the British Theatre Museum. The Perrin
extension was the first transformation reflecting a move from
home to museum where the house would go on to be used as an
exhibition space, gallery, and music/concert venue.14
After 1969, a restoration project for both the
collection and the house started. Leighton’s house finally
acquired a curator Stephen Jones in 1982. Jones aimed to revert
to the original version of the house, and to this end used
photographic research, paint analysis and description methods.15 This project was continued by him until about 1992.
However, the major refurbishment and restoration project
‘Closer to Home’ took place in 2009/10 under the
supervision of Daniel Robbins. This comprehensive project
involved addressing many other aspects of the house such as the
heating system, refurbishment of the interiors and replacement
of fire alarms.16
Future of the house – ongoing project
The interior design of the house shows Frederic Leighton’s
sense of taste, but also different aspects of his character; the artist studio is a reflective place where he creates himself, staircase
are places to exhibit not only his own artworks, but also pieces
from international artists, and the Arab Hall is an embodiment of his travels to the East from the West with Turkish tiled
walls and a golden dome inspired by Islamic architecture.17
While some parts of the houses are very private and reflect the
individual, other parts of the house serve aesthetic experience
to users.
In 2019, the newly revealed design project called
Phase III started. The basement will be extended to make additional space for functional and operational needs, and a new
lift and stairs will be built to connect the new basement to the
other floors. The ground floor will be lowered so as to provide

2 Transformation of Leighton House Museum.
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3 Leighton’s studio c. 1895.

4 Leighton’s studio in 2020.
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stair-free access. These attempts will make the museum more
accessible.
The aim of the new project is to separate the house
section and the museum section into different locations [2].
The main objective is to separate museum functions and back
house/needs for museum staff. In addition, the new redesigned
part will offer an opportunity to show some background
history on Leighton and his house; when visitors subsequently
walk into the original house section, they will be able to reflect
on how Leighton lived there.
Findings
Leighton’s home is a now a house museum that is accessible
by the public. One of the strong inferences from the interview
with the current curator of the house, Daniel Robbins, is that
most visitors come because of the architectural beauty of the
dwelling. However, there is a powerful but silent narrative at
play in the sense that the architecture of the museum
overshadows the narrative of artist’s life story.

Still, the house is more than an ordinary dwelling.
It is between an artist studio home, gallery, and museum. In
fact, it is the only purpose-built artist studio that is open to the
public. From a visitors’ perspective, the dwelling’s uniqueness
might be reduced to a purely aesthetic interest. Because of this,
the house museum could be failing to offer an opportunity of
experiencing a past life, of peeking inside an artist’s house or
walking through someone’s private and domestic life. One of
the reasons behind this is that there are no personal items in the
house. Leighton’s collection was sold after his death. His house
looks in many places as he would have used it; the first floor is
more of a gallery walk and the second floor has a drawing room
and bedroom. From a visitors’ point of view, the bedroom
looks empty, but there are few chances to connect with the
artist and get to know more about him.
Comparing to the original look of the artist’s studio,
today’s appearance is like a gallery display. Leighton’s studio
was filled with frames, finished and unfinished works, sketches,
brushes, paints, books, letters and a few different sets up for live
model. The room even had a stair and a balcony to use by the
painter while drawing from different perspectives and angles.
However, the studio now looks like an empty saloon with an
appearance closer to a gallery rather than a studio.
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Conclusion
This study has shown that Leighton and Aitchison designed
Leighton’s house as a reflection of his life. He used the house
as a semi-public, central place in his life. However, Leighton
was not aiming to preserve the place as a museum as it was not
entirely his wish to open the house to the public after his death.
Although the exquisite nature of the house contributed to its
opening to the public, Leighton’s legacy as a successful artist
and his presidential role at the Royal Academy also
contributed.
Currently, visitors cannot become acquainted with
Leighton’s stories and cannot gain a sense of his home life, even
though the house is now the only way to encounter his past life.
‘Privacy-private place’ is not visible in this house museum. The
ongoing project, Phase III, may draw a line between the public
and the private by preserving the original house, separating
gallery and museum additions. Collecting and bringing
together all the needs by museum side in a designated area will
provide an apparent and separated house-museum experience
to the visitor. But, on the other hand, these attempts could be
read as an over-prepared experience and far from reality.
The new addition might attend to the broader story of
Holland Park and its artistic relationship through exhibitions,
so the artistic history of the area is registered. It is possible that
back of house necessities for the museum could move to the
Perrin extension, meaning that domestic spaces from the past
can be preserved in the contemporary context. Either way,
Phase III of the project will play an important role in the future
of how Leighton house will be experienced as a house museum.
Note
This paper draws on parts of the author’s doctoral research and
includes one case study from it. Future research will continue to
analyse two separate house museum case studies of the
encounter between private and public.
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1 Tyneside flats in Heaton (top left), South Shields (top right), Wallsend (bottom left), and Gateshead (bottom right). Source: Northern consortium of
housing authorities: working group on Tyneside flats and Sunderland cottages -Report 1979.
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Sarhan and Parnell – 2: Storying – Remaking architectural space: exploring families’ negotiations of contemporary domesticity in
commonplace architecture

Addressing the duality of the individuality of domestic life and collectiveness of the dwelling, flows of intersections between lived
and architectural spaces inform a new approach for conceptualising the commonplace in domestic architecture.

Remaking architectural space: exploring families’ negotiations of contemporary domesticity in
commonplace architecture
Heba Sarhan and Rosie Parnell

The family dwelling as a contemporary cultural product
Domestic architecture represents a unique context for exploring
the progressive qualities of architecture, due to a dichotomy
between the collective conceptions and idiosyncrasies
of domesticity. Up until the last two decades, dwellings
were explored as a collective cultural product manifesting
the domestic ideals shared by both the designers1 and the
community.2 However, an enquiry has been made into the
impact of the diversity of contemporary cultures,3 particularly
in Western cultures,4 on the conception of dwelling models.
Aligned with this enquiry, concerns were raised by researchers
such as Chapman (2002) and Allan and Crow (1989) about a
gap between our understanding of the mid-twentieth-century
family dwelling model and the spatial manifestation of the
diversity of contemporary families.
In architectural research, and despite the outlined
duality of the commonality of the architectural product and
the idiosyncrasy of domesticity, the dwelling, through its role
as an enabler of the inhabitants’ reconstructions of domestic
ideals, is considered through appropriations and behavioural
adaptations.5 However, the dynamic nature of domestic
architecture has not been linked in research to conceptions of
spatial agency6 such as indeterminacy of space,7 the flexibility
of structures and boundaries,8 and spatial contingencies.9 This
research accordingly examines the way that contemporary
domesticity negotiates commonplace domestic architecture.
This paper addresses the outlined enquiry with a focus
on the spatial manifestations of the duality of togetherness
and individuality within the shared space of the contemporary
dwelling in three stages: first, by exploring the spatiality of the
inhabitants’ experiences of their designed dwellings; then, by
depicting features of the spatial structure of the contemporary
dwelling through the inhabitants’ reconstructions of their
dwellings; and finally, by exploring the way the existing space
was negotiated.
Researching the contemporary dwelling
Tyneside flats represent a distinct spatial solution for the
Victorian family dwelling as prevalent in Newcastle upon
Tyne, UK [1, 2].10 Developed in the Victorian era under the
constraints of limited space11, the flats preserve the Victorian
back-and-front duality while occupying one floor of a
traditional 2-storey Victorian terraced house, with each flat
having its own entrance and backyard. However, despite the
popularity of Victorian terraced houses as family residences,
the Tyneside flats are not perceived as permanent residences
for contemporary families, indicating spatial constraints on
accommodating contemporary domesticity. Thus, drawing upon

Rapoport (1969), such constraints provide the opportunity to
identify critical aspects of contemporary home life.
The experiences of six families with children living in
Tyneside flats were investigated for this study. The diversity
of the cultural background of these families and varying ages
of their children broadened the explored dimensions of the
duality between the diversity of uses and the fixity of domestic
architecture. To minimise disruption of the participants’ home
life, adults participated according to their availability during
the time set for the data collection session for each household.
Children were sometimes around and were permitted by their
parents to offer their views.
Several methods from sociological and architectural
research disciplines were used to explore the participants’
constructions of the architectural space. The multimodal
methods utilised in this study combined verbal, visual, and

2 Plans of the Tyneside flats, first floor (left) and ground floor (right).
Source: the author – based on drawings from the Northern consortium
of housing authorities: working group on Tyneside flats and Sunderland
cottages - Report 1979.
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physical modes of expression in a complementary way. First, the
participants’ homes were visited, and photos were taken by the
participants and the researcher of spatial and material features
of significance to the participants’ experiences of their flats.
Application of this ethnographic method to an architectural
enquiry, by way of integrating visual and verbal methods,
allowed the observation and documentation of the body–space
and object–space relationships experienced in the participants’
everyday lives.12 Then, for tracing the lived space through the
participants’ experiences, audio-recorded, semi-structured
narrative interviews13 were conducted with the participants,
these being complemented by a ‘visual mapping’ task14 to
allow the participants to represent the spatial fields of different
activities at the behavioural, emotional, and conceptual levels.
Finally, and before they reconstructed a 1:20 scale model of
their flats, the participants listed their prioritised aspirations for
improving their dwelling place, which they were encouraged
to depict through descriptions of qualities of the spatial
structure in a relative form15 and character.16 This method
facilitated the participants’ transition from verbal to physical
modes of expression when representing their dwelling. During
the model-making, the restriction of the legal boundaries of
the dwelling-place and limited vertical extensions were set
to maintain the challenge of limited space. Otherwise, the
participants had the freedom to reconstruct the inner walls17
and include representations of the identities of the spaces they
were constructing.
Three themes emerged from a thematic analysis of the
narrative interviews18 carried out for this research. According
to these themes, the following section reports three modes
of reading the transformation of the Victorian model to a
contemporary dwelling. This is achieved first by reading layers
of the lived space through experiences of domesticity in the
participants’ flats; then, by considering the reconstructed flats
through the identified spatiality of contemporary domesticity;
and finally, by interpreting the role of space as part of the
dynamic social process.

The social reading of the dwelling
The social reading of the participants’ domesticity illuminated
the spatiality of this domesticity through the conflicts
experienced when accommodating the duality of togetherness
and individuality in their flats. Accordingly, forms of social
interaction between members of the family during the shared
time amplified needs for comfort and order in association with
the spatial distinction of practices occurring within the shared
space. In families with school-age children, these constructs
were clarified through the parents’ perceptions of an overlap
between objects related to different events as ‘disorder’ and a
source of ‘stress’ and restriction of movement. Such conflicts
were depicted by way of the diffusion of objects connected to
housework in the living room as a result of the flow between the
kitchen and the living room created from the interdependence
between the parents’ and children’s practices while doing
housework [3]. Similarly, the fluidity of the spatial field of older
children’s play was depicted through their pattern of movement
and the scattering of their tools and toys at different spaces
within the flat [4].
The need for spatial distinction was also identified
through expressions of sensed ‘narrowness’, and a lack of ease in
movement as well as in the use of space during family gathering
time while relaxing or dining, due to the overlap between the
living-room furniture and the dining table [5]. Finally, the
parents experienced further stress during the coincidence of
play and relaxation within the living room, despite their need
for keeping social connectedness with their children.
The need for ownership of space and detachment
from others created another form of spatial distinction in the
participants’ domesticity. Understanding the attributes of
spatial distinction in this situation was reached through the
adults’ expressions of the inconvenience of accommodating
alone time in the shared space. Spatial differentiation, in this
case, was embodied by the materiality of alone time either
through a representational role – such as personal objects
representing the ownership of space – or for restriction of space
on placing personal objects.

3 Visual map of practices during Family 1’s evening family time
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4 Multi-iuse of the dining- table in F1’’s flat. Photo taken by the mother.

5 Sofas and dining- table in F3’’s living room. Photo taken by the author
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Unfolding the experienced spatial conflicts reveals a
situation of spatial transformation, which is taking place by
contesting Victorian back-and-front duality by means of the
variation and multiplicity of spatial layers, manifested in the
duality of togetherness and individuality in the participants’
lives. A gradient of forms of social connectedness accompanying
these spatial layers raised a further question concerning the
spatial structure that would support their variation.
The spatial reading of domesticity
Changing the spatial boundaries of the Tyneside flats amplifies
the incongruity between the Victorian spatial model and
the spatial structure constructed by the participants. The
centrality of the participants’ domestic life seemed to be
manifested through a multiplicity of spaces and forms of social
connectedness, which appeared in two forms: first, as a place
to relax, which was characterised by cosiness, connectivity, and
distinctiveness from the children’s play space; and second, as
a socialised kitchen, which includes the dining and cooking
spaces promotive of social connectedness while families gather
around the dining-table and while the adults cook. Through
this variation, the complexity of the spatial structure appeared
to support comfort and freedom in the family sphere [6].
However, the reconstructed shared space was limited
in its potential to allow personal space. Rather, the variation of
shared spaces provided opportunities for mitigating the tension
between the need for alone time and family commitments when
ownership of space was not needed.

Reading negotiations with space
Exploring the transformation from the Victorian spatial
model of domesticity to the participants’ constructions of the
contemporary models by way of the Tyneside flats informed
the manner in which space supports the social process. In this
light, expanding the spaces of the Victorian flats by adding, for
example, external structures in the back yard or another storey
pointed to the limitations imposed by tight functional fit when
negotiating space relying on appropriations and behavioural
adaptations.
Nonetheless, a transformation in the features of the
spatial relations was informed by reconstructing the spatial
structure of the flats. Combining physical and intangible
qualities created various opportunities for social interaction,
such as relying on temporal boundaries to complement spatial
remoteness or articulating a spatial character to differentiate
between connected spaces [7]. Furthermore, time-space
compression was perceived by the participants as a compromise
for detachment from others when the shortage of space did not
allow spatial remoteness. The meaning of materiality related
to each activity informed two attitudes towards time-space
compression. Regarding activities with emotional significance,
the participants maintained spatial differentiation between such
activities by situating objects in the space that represented the
meaning that the activities held for them. Alternatively, when
practices lacked emotional significance, the multi-use of space
was facilitated by the presence of items commonly used there.

6 ‘Cosy’ corners connected to the living space for dining (left) or child’s play (right). F3’’s model (left) and F2’’s model (right).
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7 Spatial remoteness and temporal boundaries separating the kitchen from the family space in Family 2’’s model.

The role of atmospheric qualities in supporting timespace compression in domestic architecture was illustrated
by the participants’ appropriations of sensual qualities when
accommodating different utilisations of space. Accordingly,
sensual qualities – such as thermal comfort and lighting – were
regulated during different events. To manage these qualities,
participants used techniques such as time-scheduling to enjoy
daylight or quietness during the absence of others, and technical
control, such as using a side lamp for focused illumination
during her relaxed time alone, or the use of bright lights for
physical activity. Such appropriations highlighted the role of
the atmospheric qualities of space in supporting reproduction
of space in the dwelling.

Conclusion
The duality of individuality and togetherness was taken as a lens
to explore how six families negotiated the spatial structure of
the Victorian dwelling model. The use of multimodal methods
illustrated the multidimensional patterns of social interaction
and how the needs for intimacy and freedom shaped the
occasions of aloneness and togetherness. Accordingly, the
transformation from the segregated Victorian dwelling to a
model that could accommodate contemporary domesticity
implied a transformation from static physical boundaries to
the manifestation of spatial differentiation at the temporal,
material, and sensual levels. Relying on these tools, the
participants constructed a complicated spatial structure that
represented multiple opportunities to provide for experiential
modes of socio-spatial practices, including intimacy and
freedom. The transformation created by the participants
indicates a change in the reading of the dwelling model from
functional19 and symbolic20 conceptions to one of opportunities
for variant experiential modes of the use of space.
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Chen - 3: Mediating - Voicing through the mediated self: the democratisation of China’s architectural discourse on ABBS online forum in the early 2000s

This essay investigates how a grassroots online forum instigated the democratisation of architectural discoure and the gradual
formation of a virtual academic community that threatened mainstream authority in early 2000s China.

Voicing through the mediated self: the democratisation of China’s architectural discourse on
ABBS online forum in the early 2000s
Dijia Chen

ABBS is a Chinese online architectural forum launched in
1998, which, as the only online forum dedicated to architecture
at the time, quickly attracted students, lecturers, practitioners
and media workers both in China and abroad.1 Year 2000-2003
saw the liveliest time of China’s online architectural debates and
discussions on ABBS, which culminated with the publication
of the book ABBS 2002-2003: Best Discussion online was
by China Architecture & Building Press, one of the most
prestigious architectural press in China. Since then, with the
rise of blogs and other online social platforms, the popularity
of ABBS gradually declined and has gone neglected by the
majority despite the administrative team’s several attempts to
reform and revive it. Despite its current inactivity, the platform
of ABBS still preserves the online posts dated from 1999,
with over 14.8 million posts under 72 blocks constituting an
invaluable database to study online media practices in the early
21th century Chinese architectural community. In comparison,
the other architectural forum “far2000.cn”, launched as a
competitor to ABBS in 2000, was permanently shut down with
all posts erased.

with the rise of blogs and other
online social platforms, the
popularity of ABBS gradually
declined and has gone neglected
by the majority despite the
administrative team’s several
attempts to reform and revive it
Despite its collapse after 2008, ABBS architectural
forum has exerted an irreplaceable impact in the recent
discursive history of Chinese architecture. In 2018,
Architectural Creation launched a volume dedicated to
the retrospective critiques on the history of ABBS so as
to memorise the heyday of online discussion in China’s
architectural community represented by ABBS. The forum
transformed the linear meaning-making process featured by
traditional media technologies, stimulated wide academic
communication across geographical borders, and democratised
architectural critique by facilitating pluralism. Its sudden
popularisation and efficient functioning during the early 2000s
instigated disciplinary development by multiplying voices of
commentary, promoting the reform of mainstream academic
media, and disseminating architectural knowledge. This essay,

therefore, concerns with the following issues: (1) Why was
ABBS so widely engaged by online users and so effective in
stimulating online discussions and debate in the designated
historical period? (2) How has ABBS, utilising the emerging
media technology at the time, transformed China’s architectural
discourse?
Methodology
In this research, the production of architectural discourse
is framed through media theories, which holds that media
technology not only channels information, but also
decisively shapes how and what information is generated and
communicated. A Marxist perspective is adopted to theorise the
online participation as cultural struggle within the architectural
community. I mobilise theories of center-peripheral struggle
in cultural studies and audience studies, as is exemplified in
the works of Stuart Hall and John Fiske, as well the theories of
cultural hegemony and counter-hegemonic practices proposed
by Antonio Gramsci to fully unpack the power dynamic
between anonymous online commentaries and the mainstream
academic authority. Developed from Anthony Benedict’s
“imagined community” and Jürgen Habermas’ “public sphere”,
theories of cybercommunities are also applied to reveal the
structural specificities of ABBS.
An alternative to state-regulated media
In China, architectural discourse is mutually shaped by the
academic system and the overall media system. In spite of the
economic reformation in the 1990s, China’s media system
was still haunted by the Soviet model that functions as state
ideology apparatus with educational responsibilities rather
than vessels to ensure multiplicity.2 As is noted by Yuezhi
Zhao, ‘the journalists’ official role definition is ostensibly to
be party propagandists.’3 In the field of architecture, major
academic journals, including Time + Architecture, World
Architecture, Architect and Architectural Journal, were on
the one hand controlled by the ruling Communist Party to
promote orthodox scholarly communication, and on the other
hand affiliated to the authoritative, conventional architectural
departments in top universities. While the booming real
estate market boosted the development of architectural
production in China, conventional pedagogical programs and
mainstream academic journals lagged far behind. The dogmatic
Beaux-Arts schemes that has haunted China for decades and
the neutralised architectural commentaries reporting only
large-scale, dogmatically functionalist buildings no longer
satisfy the increasing thirst for debates and criticism among
young practitioners and architecture students. The journal
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Architect even suspended publication, reflecting the dilemma
of conventional periodicals. The decline of mainstream
architectural discourse in paper-based media, the consolidated,
tedious authoritative discourse that prevents disciplinary
development in the visible media system, the absence of
emerging practitioners and critics’ voice, and the awakening
self-awareness of the younger generation under vast socioeconomic transformation during the late 1990s and early 2000s
together constitute the context in which ABBS emerged.4
Starting from around the year 2000, ABBS
rapidly attracted the first generation of online users with
the popularisation of the Internet in China. Within the
architectural circle, its wide popularity reflects the urgent
desire for knowledge, criticism and a sense of “belonging” as
disparate individuals, which further promoted the formation of
a “cybercommunity” that carries “public discussions”, “sufficient
human feelings” and forms “webs of personal relationships
in the cyberspace.”5 ABBS exemplified the initial model of
cyberspace in China during the early prevalence of the Internet.
Through computer-mediated communication, the online forum
facilitated new forms of knowledge production in the virtual
“space”, or rather, ‘a set of culturally bound relations as well as
an empirical construction.’6 The heated discussion and debate
online not only constitute a mutual sense of cybercommunity,
but also resulted in online and offline activities and events. For
instance, under the guidance of an overseas professor at UNSW,
ABBS organised a series of online critique competitions to
promote and encourage critical architectural writing, which
was participated by a wide range of online users regardless
of age, job and affiliation. Though the event was organised
outside the mainstream academic system, it was reported by
Time + Architecture, one of the major academic journals in
China. Gradually, discussions on ABBS exerted greater impact
over the previously authoritative academic circle. An online
interview with Yungho Chang was published on three academic
periodicals,7 and the heated discussion on the Endless Bridge
in Gansu province ultimately won the project a national award

The heated discussion and
debate online not only constitute a
mutual sense of cybercommunity,
but also resulted in online and
offline activities and events
in 2008.8 All these cases exemplify how the autonomous
communication activities on ABBS developed into offline
manifestations in promoting disciplinary development.
The structuring of ABBS & the mediated self
Compared to its contemporaries, ABBS was considerably
more effective and better engaged because of its structuring.
As McLuhan asserts, “the medium is the message.”9 The
vessel and the format of information, or the communication
technologies constitute the primary cause of the effectiveness of
dissemination. While far2000, for instance, is primarily a news
report platform with an online forum as its sidekick, ABBS is
exclusively dedicated to the perfection of multiple forum blocks
that thoroughly eliminates the center-periphery relationship
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and deconstructs the author/reader binary that characterises
conventional paper-based media. For the first time in recent
history, students, young practitioners, and even “outsiders”
were empowered to voice their opinions and receive wide
attention as equals of professionals and media critics. While
conventional news reports and academic journals exemplify
a linear unidirectional output of meaning, the online forum
provides a flattened, networked communication free from the
responsibility of speech. Online participation on the laterdeveloped media platforms,10 on the other hand, vibrates more
between virtual personalities and off-line identities. Meanwhile,
compared to ABBS’s online activities which were confined
to posting, commenting and replying, new media platforms
allow for forwarding, retweeting and clicking “like” or “dislike”,
discouraging users from expressing their propositions by
encouraging them to follow and disseminate other people’s
opinions. These platforms also allow users to trim out unwanted
content by only displaying the most “liked” posts and the posts
written by the bloggers they follow. ABBS differs fundamentally
from other multi-centered online platforms in that it constructs
a thoroughly public, flattened “plaza” which resembles a virtual
site of “public sphere”,11 in which dissonance is tolerated and
plurality of constituent voices is welcomed. ABBS enables a
media spectacle unprecedented in China’s architectural circle,
which is facilitated by three structural features.
First of all, the information-gathering of the online
forum transcends geographical boundaries and therefore
provides the participants with multiple and diverse knowledge
that are otherwise inaccessible in the context of early 21st
century China. Students and professors living overseas, for
instance, were able to post up-to-date news and events on
ABBS, and translate foreign works into Chinese. The ID
“Nomad”, a professor at UNSW, posted over 1000 posts
on western architectural theory, suggestions for students to
study overseas, foreign exhibitions and events, etc.12 If not
for his contribution, most people in China would never have
heard of the event. Under another post “Zhang Lei’s New
Project: Nanjing University Students’ Dormitory,” the post
starter gathered material from the architect himself, and many
commenters added critiques, photos and construction drawings
from diverse sources, including German magazines and overseas
exhibition catalogs.13 The compilation of information provides
a full portrait of the project from different perspectives, which
is clearly impossible without the platform provided by ABBS.
The second feature is the networked dialogue with
flattened power dynamics that breaks through the hierarchical
order in real life. The posting, commenting and re-commenting
actions on ABBS empower the formerly disempowered social
group and therefore construct counter-hegemonic narratives
through fragmented, incoherent operations. One of the ABBS
members “Yugu” posted a collection of the critiques on the

famous Chinese independent architect Yungho Chang.14
Different opinions were given from varied perspectives,
criticising him for establishing his fame through personal
connections, the functional discrepancies in his designs, etc.
Considering China’s tradition to respect the senior, many
comments are bold and opinionated. In another case, the
heated discussion on Zhang Lei’s controversial project Nanjing
University Students’ Dormitory15 included appraisals and
critiques in terms of structure, function, material, style, identity,
etc. These unusually critical and diversified commentaries could
not have appeared except on online forums. In a Gramscian
sense, hegemonic power is practiced through fragmented
cultural manifestations, while counter-hegemonic narratives

Disembodied identities dodge
social roles in real life with a virtual
replacement
are worked out in everyday struggles among a multiplicity of
political actors.16 ABBS, therefore, functions as a site in which
the naturalised hegemony in the architectural community is
constantly contested and challenged. The right to speak also led
to the expansion of self-centeredness and the cult of personality
online, as online “reputation” has little to do with social status,
and is built up solely with vocal activities.17
Finally, the virtual identity also ensured the zealous
engagement on ABBS. Anonymity facilitates freedom, as
‘identity floats free of the stable anchor as in the real world.’18
On ABBS, the personal image is mediated and constructed
through vocal behaviors of individuals through the rules and
structures of the media platform. Disembodied identities
dodge social roles in real life with a virtual replacement.
Tang Keyang, for instance, was an overseas Chinese student
studying art history when he accessed ABBS. Since nobody
knew about his educational background, he was able to enter
the architectural community effortlessly by posting critiques
online.19 Stan Fung, known as “Nomad” on ABBS, received
several curious guesses over his real-life identity. One wrote:
‘Due to his broad knowledge on western architecture, there
have been rumors speculating that Mr. Nomad is a westerner.
He also has a dozen friends in the West, indicating his deep
relationship with western countries. His English is also flawless.
Yet if he is indeed a spy from the West, he should have spent at
least 20 years to master Chinese as he is now. With another 30

The absence of the physical self not
only breaks public silence, but also
instigates the rise of criticality, as
people tend to be “bolder, riskier,
sometimes more rude” online

years of professional study, 30 years of social networking, he
is at least 60 years old to have accomplished everything.’20 The
speculations reveal an intriguing gap between an online role
as a flattened commenter and the offline life as a social being.
Another active ID, known as “dudiao hanjiang xue”, also talked
about his clear demarcation between real-world life and online
activities, since few people knew his real name outside the
virtual community.21
The absence of the physical self not only breaks public
silence, but also instigates the rise of criticality, as people
tend to be “bolder, riskier, sometimes more rude” online.22
On ABBS, assertions like “this celebrity sucks” “he definitely
thinks otherwise” “you should go back to school” frequently
appear, reflecting a strong confidence in one’s own knowledge
and judgment against others. Many topics on ABBS provoked
wide and influential debates that are unprecedented in China’s
architectural community. It was a site of criticality and freedom
in the generally rigid, disciplined and non-critical academic and
media environment in early 21st century China.
ABBS symbolised an era of flattened power relations
facilitated by the first generation of online forum. As more
online IDs gradually started to match with real-world names,
the passion for unrestrained discussions cooled down. With
the emergence of more specified online platforms like douban
and zhihu, online experiences gradually stratified into smaller
circles. Compared to the massive, uncensored and unclassified
information produced on ABBS, users of web 2.0 are able to
establish their own sites, customise the home page according
to their interests, and filter unwanted voices. While social
differences are thoroughly flattened on ABBS, the new media
platforms exemplify more complex, dynamic and intricate
power networks between author, viewer and commentator.
Democratising the discourse through anonymous media
practices
The active participation on ABBS has left a profound impact
on the disciplinary development of architecture in China. The
seemingly fragmented, incoherent and unimportant posts and
comments by anonymous forum members accumulated and
fermented into major discursive transformations that cracked
the state-regulated academic system. In this sense, the posting
and commenting actions online can be understood as active
media practices, through which power structures are actively
reproduced but also contested and threatened.23 As John
Fiske explains in his analysis of popular culture, the peripheral
meaning-making process ‘always bears traces of the constant
struggle between domination and subordination, between
power and various forms of resistance to it or evasion of it.’24
The autonomous, non-structural, non-systematic and even
anarchist media practices on ABBS can therefore be understood
as a form of social struggle of the subordinate group, capable
of gradual erosion and weakening of the dominant system.
The meaning-making process constructs alternative identities
outside the mainstream system, and therefore produces
discursive diversity and pluralism.
One major impact of ABBS is the transformation of
the mechanism through which architectural discourse was
generated. Before 2000, the authoritative academic journals in
China only focused on reporting projects of state-owned design
institutes and introducing western architects and theories.
Students, young lecturers, emerging practitioners and non75

professional architecture-lovers were completely excluded from
mainstream discourse. Since the early 2000s, however, Time +
Architecture magazine started to pay attention to ABBS, as is
reflected by its chef editor Zhi Wenjun’s interview reported in
the Dutch journal Archis. Zhi mentions online architectural
forums as alternative sites of democratised discussion on
architecture that run parallel to the academic periodicals
run by universities and state-owned publication institutions,
recognising the “secularisation” of architectural critique that
threatens mainstream discourse.25 From 2001 to 2009, editor
Liu Shixing also launched the “Online Highlights (wangshang
redian)” section in Time + Architecture to collect the best
discussions on ABBS. The journal also published an article on
the newly opened block “Architectural Education Forum” on
ABBS, analyzing the potential of the Internet in advancing
architectural education online, enclosing a series of insightful
writings from major ABBS members.26 The publication of the
article was a revolutionary move, not only because it signals the
recognition of a “grassroots” online platform in the mainstream
system, but also because it indicates the gradual acceptance of
the pedagogical reforms which were previously suppressed by
the well-established, authoritative and conventional universities.
Interactive dialogue between the academic journals and the
online platform was also launched when Time + Architecture’s
editorial team opened a post on ABBS for suggestions to
improve the journal, and replied to the requests in an article
on one of the issues.27 The operation exemplifies the gradual
collapse of the unidirectional, center-periphery power dynamics
in the discursive production.
Another long-standing impact of ABBS on China’s
architectural circle is the construct of an imagined community
among its members, which continued to linger after the collapse
of the forum. The notion of the “imagined community”, as is
developed by Benedict Anderson, features the collective in
which members “never know most of their fellow-members,
meet them or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each
lives the image of their community.”28 While Anderson’s

Another long-standing impact
of ABBS on China’s architectural
circle is the construct of an imagined
community among its members,
which continued to linger after the
collapse of the forum
notion is tied to communal structures, such as shared spatial,
cultural, and linguistic domains, the virtual online community
extends across geographical and temporal borders. The sense
of collectivity is driven by the principles of democracy and
egalitarianism, and is untied to the content produced in
cyberspace.29 In the case of ABBS, dissonance and disagreement
do not necessarily affect the alliance among its members. The
cybercommunity forged through discussion and debates is
bound by the features of the online forum itself: openness,
freedom and tolerance.
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A major indicator of the maturation of ABBS as an
imagined community is the formation of certain conventional
dialects, as the forum is usually referred to as “ganghood
(jiang hu),” an ancient Chinese phrase for the community of
free martial warriors, whereas knowledge and experiences are
referred to as “martial art (wu gong)” and prestigious members
are referred to as “knight-heros (da xia).” The metaphors, on
the one hand, indicate the heroism that loomed across the
circle of confident, young students, lecturers and practitioners
at the time; and on the other hand, reflect the emergence of
collectivity in the communal vocal habits of individuals. ABBS,
therefore, exemplifies a coherent cybercommunity instead of
the sum of loose disparate individuals, for individual identities
are shaped by the greater concerns of the community.30
Moreover, the community derived from ABBS
went further than online connections, and even formulated
the new “authority”. In 2001, ten moderators of the major
blocks on ABBS gathered in Shanghai for an offline meeting.
They discussed the possibility of maintaining the quality
and effectiveness of discussion online, and presented their
suggestions to the administrative team of ABBS.31 Feng Lu,
known as “dudiao hanjiang xue” on ABBS, organised an
Architect volume dedicated to “surface” (2004/8) by gathering
authors from the forum, so did Lu An’dong when serving as
the guest editor of an Architect volume dedicated to “cinematic
architecture.” (2008/6) Judging from the listed authors for
both volumes, it is clear that an architectural community was
matured from online communications, and began to function
in offline activities as a physical community. The communal
spectrum of virtuality and physicality co-existing within the
border of the imaged sphere32 reflects the complexity of ABBS
as a cybercommunity that vibrates between online and offline
activities. The fact that many former members on ABBS,
including “Nomad” “Nan Xiaoting” “Tritu” “Bendang Wuren”
“TOPIC” “i-Fang”, etc. have kept their virtual IDs on other
social media over the past 20 years, indicating how closely these
people associate their identity with the ABBS community.
Before 2000, there was little communication across
geographic boundaries in China due to the underdeveloped
transportation system and the dormant media environment.
The online architectural forum constructed a cybercommunity
regardless of age, gender, job, major and location, while also
revealing the drastic differences in knowledge, education,
experience, and scope. ABBS presented a panoramic view of
China’s architectural ecology through fragmented pluralism
which is otherwise invisible, profoundly transformed the linear
power dynamics in the discursive production in architecture,
and constructed an architectural community that lingers on
today.
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Onafuye – Session 3: Mediating – The production of urban phygital landscapes through social interactions of second generation
British Nigerian youths

This paper presents methods, findings and unique interactive interfaces for the exploration of hybrid space-making, through physical
and digital social data in order to understand the influential factors which aid youths’ production of new space.

The production of urban phygital landscapes through social interactions of second generation
British Nigerian youths
Rebecca Onafuye
We live in a digital age where British Nigerian youths prefer
to tweet, snap or record what is going on in their physical
surroundings and share such content, online, with other
youths who they may or may not know. The term youth in
this study refers to persons whose identity lies between a child
and an adult. In light of Danah Boyd, Tim Creswell and Leon
Gordenker and Thomas Weiss’ work, British Nigerian youths’
online activity extends and reproduces a hybrid of social spaces
– safe spaces, quiet spaces, intimate spaces and public space. In
The Production of Space, Henri Lefebvre points out that space
is not a container that simply needs to be filled but is itself an
active designer of social relations. New ways of communication
using hashtags, emoticons and so on, become intertwined in
youths’ physical space, and therefore forces their bodies to
become a product of the spatial fabric.
Lefebvre explained that “all productive activity is
defined less by invariable or constant factors than by the
incessant to-and-fro between temporality (succession,
concatenation) and spatiality (simultaneity, synchronicity).”
Such explanation insinuates that all the activities that go on
within space are not only defined by the physical, social and
cultural factors of space, but also the temporal and spatial
characteristics of it. For example, the placement of tables, chairs
and other objects take on a heightened significance:
“it imposes a temporal and spatial order upon related
operations whose results are coextensive. From the start
of an activity so oriented towards an objective, spatial
elements – the body, limbs, eyes – are mobilized,
including both materials (stone, wood, bone, leather, etc.)
and matériel (tools, arms, language, instructions and
agendas).”
Those objects move around and interact with space,
adjusting the space’s purpose and thereby transform it. Such
transformation can take place in various spaces – intimate
spaces, social spaces, personal spaces, public spaces and private
spaces. However, in the context of this research, social spaces
are transformed, and new spaces are produced through the
marrying of spatial layers and the social interaction that takes
place within it.
The social interaction of second generation British
Nigerian youths can come in various forms. In the 21st century
the most common form of interaction is carried out through
mobile technologies. By these youths interacting both physically
and digitally in a social space, they are producing pockets of
new hybrid social spaces – what this ongoing research proposes
as phygital space. The production of such space occurs through
the meeting between physical, digital and socio-cultural
practices with material conditions, meaning that space and
time are shaped around the innovations of this space and the

everyday routines of British Nigerian youths which influence
their behaviours and social expressions. For example; words,
phrases and modes of socialising can be connected to family
upbringing, values and other social morals.
Since the late 1980s, there has been an increasing
interest in the role of physical landscapes and digital features
in the production of new space. The physical landscapes which
second generation British Nigerian youths occupy and the
social cultures they adopt online, provide cues that create new
opportunities for social interaction. In order to understand
such cues and their influence, this paper illustrates the cultural
norms amongst British Nigerian youths with a focus on their
spatial interactions. Furthermore, it also reveals the physical,
digital and socio-cultural factors that foster these interactions.
Interviews with youth groups are used as a key research method
in understanding perceptions of social media.
The results reported in this paper are based on a pilot
study carried out in the initial stages of the research in order
to test the mixed methods of data collection, and to measure
the individual physical, digital and socio-cultural factors
that influence interaction in one of the most common social
spaces amongst second generation British Nigerian youths
– festivals. In order to achieve this, a thorough physical and
digital observation of three social festivals were used as case
studies to analyse the social performance of youths – DLT
Brunch festival, Afro Nation Ghana and No Signal festival.
However, only results from the pilot study will be presented. By
examining the way youths behave and interact with the physical
and digital surroundings of the festival, conclusions are made
on how phygital spaces are produced.
Method: Festival as framework
The religious connotations of the word festival have been
modified in different contexts. Religion is the belief in and
worship of a deity that possesses a controlling power. In
the context of youths, social media, and the production of
phygital space, ‘religion’ is the online culture in which youths
have imbibed into, whilst the ‘God’ figure is social media
and ‘parishioners’ are the second generation British Nigerian
youths. Social media has become a major part of youths’ lives,
hence why such religious metaphors can be attached to it. In
Nigerian culture, religion is a major part of Nigerians lives, both
in Britain and Nigeria. It can be argued that these youths have
borrowed the idea of worshipping ‘worldly’ things that they
admire as an additional mode of worship belonging to a culture
and religion that they understand. A member of The Royal
Society for Public Health, David Cornes, who also happens
to be the youth minster at St James Church in Muswell Hill,
North London told Premier News “social media is intended
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to bring people together… But the danger is with any good
thing God has given to us we turn it into a God thing.” This
strengthens this study’s notion of second generation British
Nigerian youths embracing social media like a ‘second religion’
through the constant usage, community building and identity
formation that occurs on these networking sites.
The arrangement of objects within space, can be
described as the social controls of the way users physically
and digitally move and act in space. Bakhtin’s concept of the
carnivalesque helps us to understand urban festivals in a holistic
manner, due to the similar behaviours expressed at different
times of the event. The shared social codes and mannerisms
materialise the online cultures that have been formed by this
particular cohort. However, in order to fully understand how
the festival is constructed, we must first, expand our knowledge
on a wider scale. Lefebvre’s theory on the social production of
space argues that space is produced through social settings and
is therefore inherently political. This concept of the triad of
space helps to contextualise the way second generation British
Nigerian youths consciously or unconsciously, construct their
own pockets of interaction and behaviour. In response to this,
the research includes an observation of what is physically and
digitally produced in these social spaces.
Study design
This ongoing research utilises an ethnographic mixed methods
approach, to explore second generation British-Nigerian youths
practices and phygital interactions at Urban festivals., , This
body of work is a retelling of the physical, digital and sociocultural factors which influence social interaction within the
festival space, and extending the subjective qualities of the space
into its physical and digital spheres. A mixed methods approach
was adopted, so as to get an indepth understanding of why
British Nigerian youths use social media at festivals, the physical
activities and objects that influence these actions, and what they
use the mobile technologies for. By definition, mixed methods
is a procedure used for collecting, analysing and integrating
both quantitative and qualitative data, for the purpose of
gaining a better understanding of the research problem., This
approach consists of two distinct phases: quantitative followed
by qualitative. In this approach, a researcher first collects and
analyses the quantitative (numeric data), whilst the qualitative
(text) data is collected and analysed in the second phase of
the sequence and helps to elaborate on the quantitative results
obtained in the first phase. Tashakkori & Teddlie defines this
methodological approach as “a type of research design in which
qualitative and quantitative approaches are used in types of
questions, procedures, research methods, data collection and
inferences.” In this regard, Tashakkori & Teddlie also state
that this approach provides better inferences and minimises
unimethod bias. Other strengths of this method have been
widely discussed by various philosophers and researchers., ,
The data analysis was conducted in three stages: the
first being the primary qualitative phase, the second, secondary
quantitative phase, whilst the third, was the integration phase
and acted as a connector of the first and second; and extended
the initial quantitative exploratory findings. The quantitative
(numeric) data for the study was collected by inserting hashtags
(via twitter and Instagram #’s) into the block programming tool
Rhinoceros in order to extract metadata that informs a picture
of the interactions taking place on social media. The extracted
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metadata (username, geolocation, date, the number of followers
each user has, and so on) included a collation of engagements
on each post and basic information on each user (festival
attendee). The second phase; qualitative data, was built on the
first phase; quantitative, and the two phases were connected in
the intermediate stage of the study. While the quantitative data
and its subsequent analysis provided a general understanding
of the research problem, the qualitative data and its analysis
explain the statistical results by exploring participants’ views
in greater detail. Qualitative data was collected during semistructured interviews and aimed to find out youths’ perceptions
towards spatial characteristics of the physical, digital and sociocultural factors shaping the way they utilise the festival space.
This study applied a quantitative method in the areas
where qualitative verbal data could not provide clear and
valid findings of accurate social interactive measurements.
Combining both phases proved that the spatial conditions
surrounding the physical spaces of these events have a
significant impact on the way ‘youths’ utilise social media.
The rationale for mixing both sets of data within this study is
grounded in the fact that neither quantitative nor qualitative
methods are sufficient enough on their own. However, both the
quantitative and qualitative data complement each other when
used in combination, allowing a more robust analysis that takes
advantage of each phase’s strengths.,
Measures
A copy of the physical and digital observation strategy and
interview instrument are available upon request to the author.
As this research is still ongoing, for the purpose of this paper,
only findings from the pilot study are presented. The final
instruments for the pilot study had between 1,000 – 1,200
items, which includes 30 items measuring the physical, social
and digital behaviour of these youths at the festival; 100 – 300
measuring the socio-cultural factors and over 500 measuring the
interactions between the space and the youths. The reliability
of these items were assessed in an analytical process with the
author of the paper and two external researchers in order to
avoid bias.
Results
In order to test and develop the data collection methods, it
was imperative that a pilot study was conducted to get an
initial understanding of the youths interactions and to outline
the foundational elements of phygital space. The pilot study
required a collection of mixed data – photography/videos of
the festival space, the way youths interacted with one another,
spatial mappings of the activities and objects, interviews and the
general digital collection of twitter messages. In agreement with
David DeVaus the research should avoid risk by conducting a
pilot trip first. The risk of this was evaded when a trip to the
biggest annual urban music beach festival in Europe called
AfroNation Festival, was made in August 2019.
The name of the Festival “Afro” originates from the
“Afro-Caribbean” society which seeks to educate, promote and
celebrate the African and Caribbean culture. Attending this
event was beneficial to this study as it enabled the measurement
of the physical, digital and socio-cultural impacts, on the
production of new hybrid space. At the festival, a thorough
spatial analysis of the various activities, physical objects and
overall interaction with the festival space, was carried out at

different times of the day. The first was carried out before the
event started, the second was an hour into the festival, and the
last three were conducted quarterly. Conducting the spatial
analysis in this manner, presented an in-depth overview of the
different interactions that were taking place and where they
were happening. The different spaces that were observed were 1)
main stage area, 2) attendee dance area, 3) food area, 4) first aid
area, 5) VIP area, 6) private entertainment area and 7) the “safe”
area – a space where attendees could go to relax away from the
event. All seven spaces were in the main area on Praia Da Roche
beach in Portugal.
In order to gather the maximum data for this research,
the author had to ensure that the case studies challenged and
introduced new concepts and notions to the chosen field of
hybrid space-making, digital architecture and human-computer
interaction. Most importantly, each festival had to generate
enough data to produce new concepts and theories. Whilst
the pilot trip helped to understand new ways of carrying out
research, it also gave the author a deeper knowledge of the
differences between the different festival types. For example
beforehand, the author was unaware that three different
types of urban festivals existed: 1) camping festivals – where
attendees camp out on the festival grounds over a period of
days, 2) festival crawls, - this type of festival is where the same
festival travels from one location to another over the course of a
few days, and 3) day festivals – the standard festivals that last a
day. By acknowledging such, the author was able to re-visit the
choice of festivals. At first, one of the festivals selected for this
research was a camping festival in Cambridgeshire. Although
the camping aspect of the festival wasn’t an issue, on visiting
the area prior, the author realised on the visit, that the location
area had very poor phone signal. Instantly, the author knew that
such event wouldn’t benefit the research because, it is looking
at how the physical surroundings influence online interactions,
and not having signal at the event, would prevent youths from
interacting online; therefore data for that aspect of my research,
would be non-existent. In order for the data to make sense and
be connected to the theoretical aspect of the study the festivals
had to be characterised, a criteria of attributes for all the
festivals was created [1]. The criteria helped in short-listing the
appropriate festivals that would generate a sufficient amount of
useful social data.
The digital observation work was conducted using
Rhinoceros / Mosquito / Grasshopper. Hashtags and keywords
that were created for the event were inserted into the Rhino
software in order to extract pieces of metadata (name, age,
location, username and message) using the twitter Application
Programming Interface. This was done in the same way as the
physical observation – quarterly. The metadata retrieved from
the software included: usernames; geolocation; the message
attached to the hashtag; interactions with others attending
the festival and the date of the tweet [2]. Although it was
impossible to do this with Instagram via Rhino, the same
hashtags were searched in the app and the images and videos
available were saved via an external app called Story Reposter
– all twitter and Instagram data were then plotted onto the
festival map, to locate the exact positioning of physical and
digital interactions [3].
On analysing the twitter script using ‘Online-Utility.
org’ [4] and Chorus TV , the data collected included key words
that were most frequently used. From this patterns and themes

were generated to build a picture of the of the interactions
going on in the different areas of the festivals. Figure 4 shows a
screengrab of the analysing extraction tool. Words and phrases
such as; “dope”; “baecation”; “fleeky”; “hot girl summer”; “hot
boy summer”; “Afro Nation Wo Wo Wo” and other words
to describe the performances and the event as a whole were
frequently used by youths at the event. This supports the
ideas that new forms of language are used by youths on social
media, being presented in both physical and digital spaces, and
contributing to the production of a phygital space.
A place in phygital social spaces
Contemporary urban landscapes are not limited to physical
areas. The information that transmits through the physical
constructs of place are extended through digital mediums, in an
open and versatile arrangement of physical and digital objects
and symbols. Stephen Graham indicates that the convergence
between physical and digital information creates new senses
of place that are defined by their lack of definition. These new
senses of place, which can be described by the negotiation
between physical dimensions and electronic flows are extremely
critical and somewhat crucial to today’s society. Not only do
they help foster an authentic human attachment and belonging,
but they also infuse rapidly into the social, cultural and
economic life of its inhabitants.
During the pilot trip, it was clear that the spaces
inhabited by the youths influenced their behaviours, intentions,
and phygital interactions. Looking at all three data sets,
a map of phygital social interactions powered by physical
environmental, digital and socio-cultural factors was produced
to establish a connection between them. In addition to this,
the author was able to get a clear understanding of the physical
characteristics of space – spatial access, space aesthetics, and
so on. Connections between physical space and the social
interactions that take place in these spaces were influenced
by; the environmental elements and aesthetics of the space;
the enticing features of the apps used, and the “taste cultures”
formed by these digital youths. Upon analysing the three data
sets, it was evident that the physical environmental factors that
influenced the youths interaction were highly influenced by
social media features, and youths watching from afar.
Physical factors
The first factor, spatial access, described the different spaces
which were accessible to attendees of the festival. In total,
the festival had 6 different areas – main stage, food area, VIP
lounge, recreational area, lavatory area and quiet zones. All
spaces except the VIP lounge was accessible to all attendees. In
order to enter the VIP area, attendees had to either pay a huge
sum, be connected to one of the organisers of the event, or be
an online social media influencer. This immediately discouraged
majority of the youths (within the area) at the festival because
they could not gather the funds to pay for the area, or they
felt intimidated by the influencer figures. However, the small
amount of youths who paid, could be described as the group
who crave a sense of belonging, and desire to take part in the
online aesthetic and digital culture.
Spatial Aesthetics was presented as an influential factor
in British Nigerian youths interaction, as the festival organisers
created personalised, fun and ‘instagrammable’ environments.
Whilst these space encouraged the attendees to take pictures
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No. Criteria

Sub-Criteria

1

Must be a festival that attracts 200+ British Nigerian youths
The festival must go on for more than 1 day, or held again at
Event type

another time during the year
The festival must be longer than 4 hours

2

The festival must be located in a central area
Location

The festival must be in an attractive location
The festival location must be easily accessible for youths
attending and researcher
The festival must have numerous activities for youths to

3

participate in
Activities

The festival must have musical performances by well-known
celebrities
All activities must be user friendly

4

The festival must contain public and private areas
Spatial elements

The festival must have aesthetically pleasing and moveable
elements
The researcher must be able to access all areas of the festival

list used
to were
short-list
the for
three
festivals
were by
chosen for this study.
Figure 1: Criteria List used to short-list the1 Criteria
three festivals
that
chosen
this
study.that
Created
Author, Rebecca Onafuye. (2019).

Figure 2: Tweets Extraction Process, using Mosquito for Rhino. A cull pattern is used to trace the latitude
and longitude details, and the google component helps locate the tweets. Created by Author, Rebecca Onafuye. (2019).
2 Tweet extraction process using Mosquito for Rhino. A cull pattern is used to trace the latitude and longitude details, and the google
component helps locate the tweets.
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3 Plotting of Physical, Digital and Socio-cultural factors – the factors are connected to illustrate phygital space –
Green: physical, Blue: digital and Magenta: phygital

4 Online-Utility Website – Online tweet analysing tool. This site was used to identify the most common words and phrases used by
British Nigerian youths.
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of themselves at the festival, it also influenced youths online
to create their own virtual background, using Instagram
green screen filter. The areas that AfroNation integrated was a
personalised picture wall. Additionally, these personalised popup structures, influenced British Nigerian youths to partake
in the popular #iwashere trend, and formed an additional
‘phygital’ festival activity between the physical and digital
youths.
Another key factor was the festival activities – celebrity
performances, arcade games and so on. At Afro Nation
different activities were organised in order to keep the attendees
entertained and to also create a memorable experience. These
included three stages for the different calibre of artists – main
stage, second stage and third stage. The main stage was the area
which attracted more youth because their favourite celebrities
were invited to perform at different times of the day. By
youths watching their favourite artist singing, it immediately
influenced them to use their phones to record the performance,
post it on their Instagram pages and tag the celebrity artist; in
hope that the celebrity would see it and repost. Although this
was the case for a few attendees, it showed that youths were
performing such act for a “sense of belonging” to the digital
family of the celebrity.

#gbese dance while others stood around, chanted words of
encouragement, recorded it and posted it online. Whilst this
act brought both the physical and digital youths together,
it broke down the hierarchical barriers between the festival
attendees and the celebrities. Not only did this challenge act
as a mediator between both social classes, it tied the physical,
digital and socio-cultural strands of the festival, and produced a
homogenous space of hybrid activity.
This study found that spatial accessibility, spatial
aesthetics and sociocultural norms contributed to the
production of phygital space. The results of the pilot study for
this ongoing research suggested that festival organisers are to
focus on the physical, digital and social aspects of festivals, and
find a way to incorporate all three aspects in the design of their
festival space, activities and online audience. By doing so, not
only do they create a safe space for British Nigerian youths, but
they encourage feelings of belonging, warmth and community
– which are the fundamental qualities of phygital space.

Online and Socio-Cultural Factors
One of the main online and socio-cultural factors that
influenced interaction amongst the youth in attendance,
was the online culture and norms that were invited into the
festival space. Devised from the youths sub and taste cultures,
British Nigerian youths at the festival, began to express and
demonstrate various emotions and behaviours as a way of
creating a new phygital world for themselves; a world that was
for them and created by them. The interview data exposed these
acts as a way of securing their territory and creating a safe space
of comfort and solace. The behaviours they displayed (use of
colloquial language, movement around the festival in groups,
dance routines and so on) gave them permission to escape
the pressures of the real world and be whoever they wanted
to be in their personal and newly formed world. Being in the
midst of individuals who were similar to them, in terms of age,
background, upbringings and family traditions, encouraged
youths to use new language and other modern forms of
communication, as a form of intimate community building.
Online trends was one of the major factors when
dissecting the digital aspects of phygital space. As stated
in previous sections, youths desire to be accepted and to
belong to various online societies, was the driving force for
interaction. This was done by them exercising the online
trends in the festival space, recording it and posting it on
their individual social media pages; which instigated a new
wave of discourses amongst the digital youths. At the time of
Afro Nation festival, a popular dance challenge was circulated
online by one of the artists that was invited to perform. This
challenge (#gbesechallenge) was particularly posted online
and was streamed live on the festival Instagram and Twitter
pages, for youths online to comment and be a part of the show.
Furthermore, in order to impress the artist, and to gain a sense
of recognition on social media, multiple congregations of 10+
youths were formed within the festival landscape and each
presented their own take of the popular dance. Each member
of the congregation stood in the middle and performed the

Illustration credits
1. Criteria list used to short-list the three festivals that were
chosen for this study. Created by Author, Rebecca Onafuye.
(2019).
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2. Tweet extraction process, using Mosquito for Rhino. A cull
pattern is used to trace the latitude and longitude details, and
the google component helps locate the tweets. Created by
Author, Rebecca Onafuye. (2019).
3. Plotting of Physical, Digital and Interview Data – the images
are connected to the tweets underneath it. Created by Author,
Rebecca Onafuye. (2019).
4. Online-Utility Website – Online tweet analysing tool. This
site was used to identify the most common words and phrases
used by British Nigerian youths.
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1 Photograph: view into the mirror component of the FARO Terrestrial 3D scanner, taken at the Kipling house, 2019.
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As an instrument of survey, this text re-considers LiDAR in the context of Gilbert Simondon’s notion of technicity, re-purposing
and re-enacting LiDAR as a technical object in the encounter with India and Kipling.

Housing Kipling: Modernity at work – the role of the technical object in the encounter with
Kipling
Paul Pattinson
‘There are in fact three types of reality: the world, the subject and
the intermediary object between the world and the subject, whose
first form is that of the technical object’.1
(Gilbert Simondon)
Prologue
Why should we house Kipling? Ostensibly one might argue
that Kipling, among other things is without home in India –
literally: the bungalow now standing in Mumbai and known as
the Kipling house, marks the approximate location of Kipling’s
birth, who left India in 1871, eleven years before the structure
was erected: there is no cradle of birth here, only a memorial
of approximation. Of course the notion of housing Kipling
carries with it what history has come to perceive Kipling as – a
writer of flawed racial bias is perhaps putting it politely – we
must account for this. Although to give this matter appropriate
concern is a much larger text, we can look to Amit Chaudhuri’s
notion of modernity, and the LiDAR survey of the Kipling
House to frame why Kipling might have space in India, despite
his troubling colonialist narrative.
In the survey image of the Kipling House [1], produced using a terrestrial 3d laser scanner – LiDAR,2 we see
both the Kipling house, and a snap shot of an Indian modernity
characterised by Amit Chaudhuri in his text ‘The Emergence of
the everyday – Kipling, Tagore, and Indian Regional Writing’.3
When discussing Henry Meredith Parker – a minor poet, and
colonist to arrive in Calcutta, 1824 – predating Kipling in India
by half a century, Chaudhuri draws particular insight from
Parker’s anti-orientalist posture: We are reminded of Parker’s
project – to replace the imaging of orientalism – the construction of the ‘exotic midden’, with the ‘scummy tank’ of a real and
present Calcutta: a reality which as Chaudhuri reiterates, is not
mythopoeic, but urban, un-grandiose and unmonumental – a
performative state of being, which Chaudhuri reads as both a
contribution to the sense of place in writing about India, and
the presence of modernity conferred within the subject.
This paper aims to explore the by design, encounter(ing) of Kipling, not through the orientalist lens, but
through the modernity characterised in Parker’s ‘scummy tank’
of the present. Although Kipling and the Kipling house form by
curiosity, a careful curatorial encounter with Bombay and India,
they are both subjects of the Indian modernity Chaudhuri is
concerned with, both have undergone the effect4 of modernity, and both are therefore located within it. To chart out or
articulate the relationships between Kipling’s presence and the
Kipling house, within this space of modernity, is to make at
stake the very housing of Kipling in India.

The Kipling house and modernity
What do I mean by saying the Kipling house is located in and
subject to modernity? The architectural survey5 has something
to say on this matter: the modernity described by Chaudhuri,
read in the filigree of material wear and tear, is always moving
and changing, it is one reason why the bungalow was found in a
state of decay on my first visit in 2014. In this sense, modernity
is performative,6 and its representations are of temporality. This
is why LiDAR as a technique of survey has such relevance: it
captures in the implied mastery of sight and aesthetic image,
the exquisite temporality of change – an immaculate image of
the material and environmental reality in flux.7 I shall describe
something of how modernity is read as performativity in the
next section; for now, I intend to underline LiDAR as an objective tool of survey and explore its deployment as a technical
object [2].
The technicity of technical objects responds to how
one thinks means, ‘that is to say, function in aid of usage’.8 For
LiDAR, the very ambiguity of usage suggests that its functionality remains unmastered, objective, and without a clear
subject. However, in the spirit of technicity, its functionality
offer a means of capturing and representing the performativity of modernity in which the Kipling House is subjected. In
doing so, LiDAR constructs a representation of the material
and temporal real, known as the point cloud, by emitting many
millions of laser photons into the environment, each at a unique
directional moment. Each laser photon, when it meets a surface,
rebounds back to the LiDAR machine where the interval between omission and receipt of each photon is used to calculate
a point in cartesian space. In the moment of photon rebound,
a reflectivity value is recorded for each point surface; LiDAR
operates because of reflectivity. This singular property of
material things and the spaces between each point, produce an
image of the world written by the movement of laser photons.
The LiDAR machine writes the reflectivity of the world in each
point, and the world writes the machine’s movements of survey
in between each point. A reciprocity, collapsing the reflectivity
of the material world and the actions of a surveying tool, into a
singular gesture of mnemonic foresight. In a metaphysical sense,
the technicity of the function attached to the technical object,
is extended in this thought, lending to the machine a sense of
poesis, with one eye on a world of greater and more primitive
unity between survey and memory, object and subject. The suggestion here is that the objectivity of the Kipling house point
cloud is brought closer to the subject of Kipling by constructing
a space of the world in which both are possessed of gathering.9
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Before one returns to this, we must also distinguish
between the Kipling house, and the literary Kipling absent from
this survey, because in the account of Kipling’s literary project,
there are clues to how one might define a space of discourse
between both.
The literary Kipling and modernity
Modernity is pivotal to this inquiry and a phenomenon particularly active and formative of the present India. This is not the
modernism of early 20C Europe – less a moral and artistic position, and more a performativity demanding witness at ground
level: an act of continual re-action to crisis, the crisis of a reality
unfit for the ontological thrust of a living India. Modernity, one
might say is a state of crisis in which subjects are continually
re-invented around the objective real of where the inhabitants
of India have found themselves as inheritors of a colonised
world. In this sense, modernity is an act of
recurrent futurity, and ontological genesis. For Amit
Chaudhuri as a writer and cultural critic, this phenomena operates by proxy on the page with what words and things ‘do’, and
crucially, if we accept the singular action of words and relegate
their meaning, for Chaudhuri, this view of modernity can also
encompass the words of Kipling – specifically, the technical
act of Kipling’s writing. Chaudhuri’s surgical elision: to retain
the technicality of writing and omit the meaning, unfit for the
present India, is another moment of modernity – a reaction to
crisis.10 But it’s not a new phenomenon: there is perhaps
modernity in Kipling if we accept in his narrative, a colonial
system in crisis – no longer an instrument capable of
controlling the early phases of Indian sovereignty and the
Bengal Renaissance. Kipling’s reaction to this scenario, as
Edward Said explored in his introductory notes to Kim, simply
omits such a contentious reality. Perhaps as Said suggests: the
fluidity and technicality so apparent in his language reveals that
Kipling does not see such things,11 wilfully conditioned by a
draconian colonial system dealing with the fallout of the 1857
mutiny.
There is inversion of a common theme here: the act of
elision, omission, exclusion; in Kim, Kipling omits the reality of
an independence politic of India, to leave only a literary work
marking that absence, then later, Chaudhuri (speaking for
India) omits the racist politic of Kipling, only to retain the
same literary work of technical virtuosity. Chaudhuri frames
such actions of elision in fictional writing as crucial to the
notion of ‘regionality’, at work throughout the spaces and objects of an ‘intimated unlike’, found in the everyday unfamiliar.12
LiDAR and the point cloud image
The Kipling House – this building loosely affiliated with the
geography and time frame of Kipling’s birth, is in my view
possessed of the ‘intimated unlike’ and ‘regionality’: It is subject
to the performative modernity described thus far as an act of
elision, and critical to the literary work of Kipling and Amit
Chaudhuri: elision, in the expropriation of Kipling’s birthplace
– the real location now lost in time, and elision in its
expropriation of former use. Both emerge from their
incompatibility with the everyday, they are unfamiliar in the
everyday and succumb to forces in which the everyday action
of reacting to crisis seem to overlook the environment in which
it happens. Any definition of the Kipling House, as a subject of
modernity, like Kipling’s literature, must therefore be in some
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part configured by elision, represented as ‘regionality’.
There’s a subtle shift to make here – from modernity
to ‘regionality’ – elision to occlusion – literary technique to
LiDAR technique. Despite the claims one can make about the
Kipling house as possessing modernity, it is the same modernity
that accepts in stasis, estrangement in the ‘regionality’ of things
– they are mobile, fractured, and without totality or singular
region: The estrangement of Kipling from the Kipling house,
the collage of Kipling – collapsing a missing birth cradle and
memory into a singular structure, the expropriating effects of
Kipling’s presence on the practical use of this structure, are in
my view all part of this estrangement in ‘regionality’.
The question for the architectural and material project
of housing Kipling, is less to reconcile the estrangement of
things, and more to extend the tools of ‘regionality’ and the
techniques of occlusion. So that the limits of our
understanding of the Kipling house are marked out and
illuminated not as limits, but as performative edges to the
object occluded, in a reaction to the unfamiliar. To do this we
must operate using not the imaging techniques of text, but
those of the LiDAR survey.
For the discipline of architecture this is unfamiliar
territory: the objective accuracy and abundance of data is
unmastered by the familiar and tested techniques of
architectural representation. The objectivity of the point cloud
image, in its open and phatic sense, is an invitation for the technical mentality to master the point cloud’s representation, to
make the representation of the objective point cloud, useful in
a specific way. The task from a staunch architectural view, is not
to bend the tools of architectural representation to meet this
challenge, but to re-frame the representationality of the
objective point cloud, to move back from its objective
scientificity, and toward a hitherto uncovered and natural
subjectivity: the reverse of a scientific mentality,13 where the
suggestion is not to seek absolute objective certainty, but to
encourage subjective uncertainty instead.
By doing this we can also enact the technicity of
LiDAR – by framing the task as a problem – to house Kipling,
and developing the functionality of the point cloud image as a
means to address it. I use the word technicity again, in the sense
used by Gilbert Simondon in On the Mode of Existence of
Technical Objects,14 to suggest technicity retains a
transductive15 operability, in becoming: At work everywhere,
across thought – both cognisant and pre-cognisant, the production and action of technical objects, and the ideal and reality
of such actions: ‘It precedes and surpasses technical objects; …
they are produced by it, yet technicity is not exhausted in or by
the technical object’.15 The presences of technicity are as much
about seeking subjectivity in LiDAR, as they are about turning
the seeking into a mode of existence, which encompasses such
methodological and discursive thinking as to survey 16 the point
cloud image.
The seeking or appearing of a subjective point cloud
image is crucial here: by exhibiting objectivity, out with the
context of survey, one might say such images represent a limit to
knowledge. The analogy one has in mind is the first image
produced of a black hole in 2014 by a global team of scientists.
The pursuit of an objective image one might call scientific truth
in ‘Philosophy of the Shadow’ – Peter Galison’s account of
how an image of the blackhole was constructed resonates with
the reverse task of constructing subjectivity from the objective

point cloud image: the Umbra (shadow) of the black hole is the
edge of what is knowable in the context of photography and
astrophysics,17 the Penumbra (shadows) throughout the point
cloud image may equally signal what kind of information or
knowing is absent in the image. As part of creative
methodological practice, the intention to void-avoid such
knowing begins to construct what it is we can know in the
LiDAR survey, resonating with the elision and occlusion critical
to Amit Chaudhuri’s notion of regionality.
Effect18 and subjectivity in the LiDAR survey
By creatively voiding-avoiding the limits and absence of knowing in the point loud image, the appropriation and re-framing
of machine limits are given an emerging subjectivity. I refer
interchangeably to the image, and the machine producing the
image, but the question of what kind of knowing or

information is absent from this ensemble, must start with the
LiDAR machine – a FARO Terrestrial 3d Laser Scanner.
Knowledge as a constructible property – out with
the survey, absent from the point cloud image, and that which
classifies the image as objective19, can only be enacted by an
‘automaton with a margin of indeterminacy in its operation’,20
where certain types of data are useless to the cognitive
schema of a LiDAR survey, they become simply an effect21 of
the machine. I have in mind four particular examples – visible
but overlooked, by LiDAR’s various programs of usage: (i) real
time moving objects, including the meteorological, (ii) the
collection of outlying data, far away from the survey station
and useless to the construction of the survey, (iii) the occluding effects22 of surfaces that block laser photons, producing an
image of numerous data-less penumbra (shadows), and (iv) the
encounter between laser photons and highly reflective
surfaces such as mirrors, in which the LiDAR machine detects

2 Point Cloud model: top view of the first floor interior survey of the Kipling house – an image of penumbral figure-ground.
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no surface at all, the world is hidden. All four constitute visible,
erroneous effects of LiDAR, characterised as avoid(ed)
phenomena in the context of survey.
But there are of course other attributes of the real environment beyond LiDAR’s technical registration of the world –
less an operative margin of indeterminacy overlooked, and more
an operative inability, unseen: subjects such as colour,23 and
even Kipling’s birth place, the Kipling house, its environmental
setting, or anything for that matter, other than the reflectivity of material surfaces: phenomena such as these are simply
void(ed) – a performative blind spot.
In reverse to a scientific thrust toward coming-toknow, which might mechanise ways and means to remove the
subjectivity of the human hand, the creative application of both
avoid(ed) and void(ed) properties, willfully introduces a
subjective voice into the point cloud image of the Kipling house
and its environmental setting: But there are an(other) parasubjectivities at work in the creation of the point cloud images
of the Kipling house – the will to survey or master
representation, the choice of LiDAR as the instrument of
survey, and the technique of joining by overlap, the fifty survey
stations required to build a point cloud image of the entire
Kipling house: the author’s hand is present in each, cultivating
uncertainty in objectivity, orchestrating the LiDAR machine to
mediate the techniques of avoid(ing)-void(ing).
Void, avoid machines: a mythopoeic project
In the context of survey, the erroneous effects of the LiDAR
point cloud are objective phenomena, and the absence of a ‘way
of the will’ to survey their presence, engenders subjective
uncertainty. A way to survey such effects of subjective
uncertainty is a concern of the present, by design inquiry. In the
context of survey, the para-subjectivities of the LiDAR point
cloud, are an effect24 of subjectivity – not phenomena, error or
efficacy. They are a ‘way of the will’ to survey the subject, and
engender objective uncertainty. This too is a concern of the
present, by design inquiry. In the context of the Kipling house
LiDAR survey, the oscillations of subjectivity and
objectivity, place into flux, what it is we should know about
Kipling’s house, presenting spaces of uncertainty in the point
cloud, as non-static, unstable uncertainties.
For Kipling in India, the property of unstable uncertainty is one we might value, and echoes with the uncertainty of
a birthplace dislocated from the Kipling house – we might call
this ‘regionality’ at work. Or because of the technical disavowal
of objectivity and subjectivity at work in the creative practice
of LiDAR – an ontogenesis brought about by the unstable
object-subject, we might also name this a ‘Technogeographic’
regionality at work – ‘technique as being with the machines,
in the ecological sense’.25 ‘Technogeographic’ regionality in
particular, supposes a space of instability between objectivity
and subjectivity, and as a technicity found in and across a design
methodology of LiDAR, is constructed by technical means.
Where Kipling is found – within, without, or alongside, this
space of uncertainty, is a thing to measure in the context of
architectural design practice, suggesting that far from being an
abundant record of accuracy, the LiDAR survey might be
deployed as a tolerance in the measure of uncertainty, constructing a subjectivity and texture of technical regionality,
that holds open and enriches the uncertain, unfamiliar topic of
Kipling in India.
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In developing this perspective further – constructing
the LiDAR survey as a ‘Technogeographic’ space of
‘regionality’, bound between unstable objective certainty and
unstable subjective uncertainty, the question of how one begins
to measure such spatiality, or ‘survey the LiDAR survey’,
becomes salient: The erroneous effects – avoids, and performative blind spots – voids, of LiDAR, along with the parasubjectivity of the LiDAR survey, are in this sense the tools
one might deploy, to bring measure to instability. Technical
instruments in themselves, ‘passive machines of the first order
like those with handles or the architectural vault’.26 Avoids
and voids, in this surveyed sense, are machines to measure and
represent the instabilities of uncertain point cloud space. As
machines, they must enact themselves upon the uncertain world
of LiDAR’s making – the Kipling house point cloud, so in this
last section, an inventory of avoid-void machines must critically,
operate upon specific absences and presences of Kipling and the
survey: A mythopoeic operation in which the avoids & voids of
LiDAR’s erroneous effects in the subjectivity of survey, and the
para-subjectivities in the objective point cloud, both act upon
related terrestrial phenomena – absent in the survey, and
present in Kipling’s autobiographical written account of his
early life: Something of myself: For my Friends Known and
Unknown.
Avoid Machine (i) – Reflectivity Threshold27
Controls the reflectivity range of point surfaces and therefore
what becomes visible and invisible in the point cloud: The
effect28 of reflectivity controlling visibility in the point cloud,
operates upon the phenomena of light in Kipling’s phrase:
‘Then those days of strong light and darkness passed’…29
Avoid Machine (ii) – Reflectivity Contours30
Presents a visible range of reflectivity as a territorial texture: the
effect of reflectivity is re-constituted to engender territoriality,
operating with the phenomena of colour in Kipling’s phrase:
‘My first impression is of daybreak, light and colour and golden
and purple fruits at the level of my shoulder’…31
Avoid Machine (iii) – Unseen in Reflective32
Casts an imprint of data-less shadow space for a controlled
range of visible point surfaces producing the effect of a shadow
Umbra at each point: the effect33 of occlusion at the point of
contact between laser photon and material object, operates with
the imprinting of ink when the page occludes the block typeset
of Kipling’s typewriter, throughout the manuscript of ‘Something of Myself ’.
Void Machine (i) – Becoming Unfolded34
Re-casts an imprint of data-less shadow space with a controlled
range of visible point surfaces, filling data-less shadow space,
and imprinting over previous survey stations to complete the
surveyed image: the effect35 of over-printing sections of the
survey operates with the survey author’s thought reflex in the
action of surveying.
Avoid Machine (iv) – Reflective in Unseen36
Extends the scope of survey to include the collection of unspecified outlying data registered erroneously in the context

of a surveyed subject: The effect37 of extending the unspecified
space of survey operates with the unspecified places in Kipling’s
phrase: ‘Our evening walks were by the sea in the shadow of
palm-groves’…38 Or ‘Far across green spaces round the house
was a marvellous place filled with smells of paints and oils, and
lumps of clay with which I played’…39
Void Machine (ii) – Survey Station40
Renders a data-less space immediately below the tripod, where
the motions of the LiDAR machine do not direct laser photons – the Temenos: The tripod creates a place inaccessible to
the survey, producing a blind spot. The effect41 of which is not
to imprint shadows, but to register the survey author’s thought
reflex in the action of surveying, and in lieu of the LiDAR
machine’s presence.
Epilogue
Technology likes to be forgotten,42 so much so one might say we
have forgotten this essential mode of being through our tools,
by imposing transport without transportation in the technical
act:43 that which is forgotten in the technical act of transporting
the Kipling house – from coloniser to would-be colonised is the
transportation – the survey. The technics of the LiDAR survey:
concentrates itself on the schematism of structures. It divides,
separates, detaches objects from the world to render action
efficacious. Often it begins by technically occupying salient
key-points of the magical space. It takes natural realities for
their figural power; it isolates and extracts fragments of the
world to act upon it.44
And in doing so the LiDAR survey re-casts the subject of
Kipling’s house, as a process of ontogenesis – a technical
becoming in which the technical object (of the LiDAR machine) is ‘not part of the world but permits relating efficaciously
to it’45 – even if this means finding the Kipling house, alongside
Kipling the author, within the ‘regionality’ of performative
modernity.
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Mancini – 4: Conveying – Represent to understand, observe to re-frame. Enquiry on the human body and urban public space: a relationship based on
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An investigation into an interdisciplinary approach between architectural/urban design and choreographic tools to interpret spaces
of the contemporary Chinese city.

Represent to understand, observe to re-frame. Enquiry on the human body and urban public
space: a relationship based on movement.
Marta Mancini
This thesis investigates the increasing bodily sensory
‘detachment’ from the designed spaces of the contemporary
city. Through an interdisciplinary approach between
architectural/urban design and dance choreography, it aims at
implementing an original movement notation system.
In a time of rapid urbanisation and technological
progress, the detachment between the human body and the
designed spaces of the contemporary city has been deepening.1
The engagement of the body is filtered by fast means of
transport or technological devices of daily use. Cities are
growing in extension and density, shaped by global dynamics
that frequently produce out-of-scale spaces where human
proportions are lost. On one hand, contemporary cities are
designed to be fast, to be efficient, to host many;2 on the other,
they are increasingly unable to foster bodily sensory holism and
flatten the embodied experience of space.3
The research investigates the relationship between
human body and urban public space, intended as designed
outdoor spaces, accessible for social activities. Both
phenomenologists and Embodied Cognitive scholars recognise
that the moving body plays a central role in the construction
of a human experience of space.4 Human concepts depend
crucially on the sensorimotor apparatus of our bodies, which
enables us to perceive and to move. While moving, the body
grasps fundamental spatial-relations that, even if not visible,
allow to apprehend depth and orient oneself in the world.5
Thus, human beings perceive (and conceive) the environment
not only through the senses and the brain, but also through the
body.6
Although western culture, art, architectural and
urban design have been historically dominated by the sense of
vision, in the late 20th century, attention to a more integrated
comprehension of the body and its haptic dimension have been
progressively enhanced.7 Inheriting its meaning from ancient
Greek, the haptic system refers to both the tactile cutaneous
perception in charge of the interaction with space (touch) and
the kinaesthetic perception, or ability to innerly experience
body movement, sense motion of joints or limbs, bodily posture
and balance.8 Architect Juhani Pallasmaa has been among the
main upholders of a more comprehensive understanding of
architectural experience, lessening the centrality of the visual
sense in favour of the haptic one.
The hypothesis is that architects and planners through
spatial design can influence the human body-space interaction
and foster a creative engagement aiming at an increased bodily
comprehensive sensory experience of urban public spaces in the
contemporary city [1].

HUMAN
BODY

INTERACTION

OUTDOOR
URBAN
PUBLIC
SPACE

DESIGNER

1 Hypothesis diagram

The research questions are: how can designers
investigate the tacit relationship between body and urban
public space? May choreography be able to support designers
as a tool to understand and interpret built space and inform
the practice of design by producing explicit knowledge of
the embodied experience? How can visual representation
methodologies be used as tools to consider the experience of
movement or progression throughout space and inform spatial
design choices?
Human body and space – background
The research is structured on an interdisciplinary approach
that brings together dance and choreography, on one hand,
and architectural and urban design, on the other. In western
culture, due to a geometrical conception of space and the fixed
punctifom point of view of central perspective, architecture
has been primarily addressed in its permanence and stability.9
Depicted through technical drawings that lacks relation to
human inhabitance or photographed as an impenetrable urban
sculpture, architecture is often conceived from an aesthetic
viewpoint that leaves aside human presence and the experiential
dimension.
The disciplines of dance and choreography investigate
the ontology and phenomenology of body movement, focusing
on the kinaesthetic experience and the organisation of moving
bodies in space. They explore the body as an encompassing
and unified system that is seamlessly part of a dynamic
dimension. Be it improvised or choreographed, to create a
dance is to create a unique dynamic flow of virtual forces.10
Since movement is never complete at any temporal instant or
spatial point, consciousness exists in a moving body as a form
continuously projecting towards a spatio-temporal future:
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as a “space-in-the-making”.11 “Space is a hidden feature of
movement and movement is a visible aspect of space”.12 The
interdisciplinary approach aims at taking advantage of the tools
of dance to enrich architecture with a new attention to the
moving perceiving body. Movement is the means by which the
body is able to become aware of itself, to interact and to make
experience of space. A space that is not “already there” but that
is always gradually unfolding around the subject.
Both designers and scholars have investigated
interdisciplinary approaches involving choreography and
design. American landscape architect Lawrence Halprin and his
wife, dancer Anna Schuman were among the first professionals
who challenged this interdisciplinary encounter. They were
inspired by the artistic principles of Bauhaus and the creative
explorations of modernists Walter Gropius and Laszlo MoholyNagy.13 Since the 1960s, Halprin explored urban space as a
stage for public life that choreographs human movement. He
was interested in choreography and in its power of stimulating
a physical, emotional and sensory response.14 Lawrence worked
on the choreography and scoring of landscapes drawing upon
approaches to dance notation. Anna explored city streets,
natural environments and community spaces as immersive
performance space, questioning how people creatively inhabit
different architectural environments.15
Since the 1990s, choreographer William Forsythe
has collaborated with Daniel Libeskind, replicating 2D
static drawings into 3D space and dynamic movement
performances.16
Since the 2000s, researchers have challenged
theoretical and static approaches in spatial design with
practical workshops. Bronet & Schumacher (1999) addressed
the distinction between the space of the eye, already there,
and the space of the body, perpetually in-the-making. Sara &
Sara (2006) and Ersoy (2011) invited architecture students
to deepen their understanding of space and explore the
experiential qualities by means of their own body. They
presented dance as the tool to awake students’ sensory
perception and their first-person bodily awareness, suggesting a
new attention for the corporeal dimension.
Since 2011, Vroman and Lagrange have started a
structured investigation on the interdisciplinarity of dance
and architectural design, based on the Lewinian experiential
learning model: a four-stage cycle based on concrete experience
learning.17 On the wake of previous studies of Laban (1950
[2011]), Halprin (1965), Thiel (1961), Appleyard, Lynch
& Myer (1964), also Vroman and Lagrange (2018) have
developed a notation system that could incorporate the quality
of human movement in the design process, unlike conventional
representations in architecture.
Following a similar approach, the objectives of this
study are pursued through the implementation of an original
movement mapping system and its application in exploratory
case studies, towards a support model for the design of urban
public spaces.
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Representing spatial performance – methodology and
outcomes
This research aims at producing a notation system that
brings together both the dimension of body movement and
architectural space; that could address the human body in
its sensory comprehensiveness and could uncover subtle
links of designed space from a human-centred perspective.
A literature review is the first step to analyse and catalogue
existing movement visual methods,18 systems of representation,
or scoring, supported by a body of theoretical reasoning. The
existing notation languages are assessed based on: author and
year, discipline in which they are employed (architecture,
urban design, photography, psychogeography, dance),
techniques of representation (e.g. sketch, technical drawing,
photograph, collage), style for data representation (e.g. symbol,
text, depiction, colour range), data typology (e.g. qualitative,
quantitative). At the same time they are grouped based on:
depiction of space/body (e.g. first person point of view where
the body disappears and space is symbolically portrayed, or
elimination of the body dimension in favour of movement
description etc..), purpose of the language (e.g. imageability of
the city, visual or psychological experience, etc.). A spectrum
of five sets is proposed, from the most detached from space
to the most detached from body’s physicality: “The moving
body”, “Moving in architectural space”, “The social body in the
city”, “Seeing in motion, “The urban experience”. What can be
noticed is that when a method focuses on the body, spatiality
remains in the background, and vice versa. The interaction
between these two dimensions is almost left unexplored.
In the analysis of the body-space relationship, three
spatial scales can be identified. The micro-scale, refers to the
body scale or interaction scale. It implies the movement of the
body and the immediate space in contact with it. It is the space
of the body and the scale of the haptic sense. The second is the
middle-scale, or the scale of the eye and the action scale. It can
be stimulated by the sense of vision (eg. a person sees an object
or situation of interest far from its bodily immediacy) and is
proportional to the ability of the body to move and perceive. It
translates in the sequential experience that the body makes of
space. The third scale is the urban macro-scale or background
scale. It concerns spaces that go over the visual ability of the
subject, with no possible direct physical relation.
The visual language elaborated in this study seeks
for a representation that could transfer tacit and non-verbal
knowledge embedded in movement, into explicit knowledge
and support design. How to represent space and the moving
body in order to convey an integrated understanding of the
sensory relation? The thesis focuses on the micro and middle
spatial scales.
The notation system addresses architectural space in
terms of spatial elements constituting the comprehensive spatial
anatomy. The body is interpreted as the subject of movement
and spatial perception.19 Different from the space of the city,
each body “carries” its own space that is represented as the
kinesphere or, in other words, the space that can be reached
with the limbs’ extremities.20 In this study, the kinesphere does
not only refers to the physicality of the body but extends to the
body sensorial dimensions. In the end, movement is understood
in terms of dynamic qualities.21

In a second phase, exploratory case studies are selected
in the city of Beijing, China, as one of the most significant
geographical contexts for urban development. The case
studies are chosen on a chronological base: spaces realised
in a pre-industrial era, designed before the mechanisation
of life practices. Spaces realised between 1950s and 1980s,
characterised by not-human scale. Spaces built in the last two
decades, consequent to a renewed attention to the body. Data
of people moving in designed spaces are collected through an
ethnographic observation and video recording during sessions
of fieldwork. A period of fieldwork has already been carried out
in Spring-Summer 2019 in Turin (in Spring-Summer time 2020
the plan was to carry on with fieldwork in the city of Beijing).
Two GoPro cameras, Hero 5 and Hero 7, have been fixed at two
extremities of the selected space, on a support at the height of 2
metres from the ground, to provide a wider view of the area of
investigation.
In a third phase, qualitative and quantitative data are
extracted from the direct observation and the video analysis.
Adobe After Effects allows image capture and video annotations
to highlight spatial related aspects of human motion. Then, the
collected data are translated into the visual language described
before.
The “choreography of the urban space” is presented in
two ways. On one hand, as the individual experience and body
performance, represented through the “stave”. On the other
hand, as the spatial performance where patterns of movements
are grouped and considerations about space can be advanced.
For instance, spatial quality would be related to the creativity
and diversity of movement that takes place in a space and
the creative spatial engagement of the body. Based on this
perspective, the selected space can be described as room, flow,
circulation or blank.
Thanks to CAD software, the space taken into analysis
is represented in a wireframe monometric axonometry. Upon
the technical and static drawing, by means of interactive
softwares, such as Rhino/Grasshopper or Google extension
Draw.io, another layer is overlapped. A grid divides the space
in squares and, at each crossing point, a 360° picture is taken,
recording the visually perceivable three dimensional space. In
addition, it provides information about the soundscape.
The final aim is to provide designers with an original
tool that could enhance creative spatial engagement and
bodily awareness. The application of scoring to the design and
analysis of architectural space can contribute to experimental
design methods22 and a comprehensive, integrated conception
of visual, haptic and sound perception. Choreographers in
contemporary dance often observe the dancer’s free improvised
movement to grasp intuitions and tendencies. In a second
moment, they organise bodies in space through choreography.
The designer, by observing moving bodies, could grasp how
spatial elements have the potential of influencing the “spatial
performance” and integrate this knowledge within their design
strategy.
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1 The Little Magazines Conference: After Modern Architecture, 3-5 February 1977 organized by the IAUS New York. It was joined by many of the
protagonists of the architectural debate on magazines, among which was Italian Controspazio.
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Pisu, Mais, Moro – 4: Conveying – The abstract and the normative: Controspazio’s architectural drawings

Architectural drawings are often imbued with a normative message. This normativity does not constrain praxis; instead, it has a
pedagogical function which constitutes a precondition for action.

The abstract and the normative: Controspazio’s architectural drawings
Davide Pisu, Stefano Mais, Marco Moro
Rules and images
According to the French philosopher Françoise Choay,1 the
discipline of architecture has a twofold foundation: on one
side, it is grounded on verbal rules, expressed mainly in the
works of Vitruvius and Alberti. These texts act as an ordinate
sequence of instructions and considerations that are meant to
inform the aims, scopes and instruments of architects.2 On the
other, architecture was established by what Choay refers to as
the model: a series of works that, due to their capacity to depict
a possible future, act as instruments for a radical critique of
the existing world, and lay the basis for imagining a ‘project’
for the cities. Choay refers to rules and models as conceptual
instruments to understand architecture’s ideological milieu.
We seek, with this work, to extend Choay’s definition towards
a more inclusive perspective by which architects’ works – the
drawings that may or may not lead to the construction of a
building3 – act as euristic systems that inform practice.
Common sense typically assumes that pictures cannot
convey a message and instead considers pictures representations
of reality.4 For example, Mitchell, in his book Iconology: Image,
Text, Ideology, argues that the content of pictures is unrelated to
conceptual meaning – meaning, for Mitchell, is instead brought
to the picture by the spectator, who ‘fills’ the image with
their interpretation.5 While this idea can reflect the generic
attitude towards graphic artefacts, it can also be challenged
by the existence of pictures specifically conceived for a certain
‘normative’ purpose – for example, traffic signs or land-use maps
– that cannot be understood without pre-existing knowledge
of their function. Unlike these pictures, architectural drawings
are often not forthright artefacts: they have a greater degree
of interpretational complexity, which is strictly interrelated
with their pedagogical dimension. Below, we investigate the
normative and pedagogical roles of architectural drawings and
describe a possible role of drawings in architectural debate.
To do so, we analyse a set of selected architectural
drawings, extrapolated from issues of the Italian architectural
magazine Controspazio published between 1972 and 1978,
a period in which the magazine served as a showcase for an
emerging group of architects destined to profoundly impact the
forthcoming debate and thus challenge the way architecture was
conceived, produced and taught [1].
This group was the Tendenza, and its notable members
included Aldo Rossi and Manfredo Tafuri.6 The primary
ideas articulated by this group and the other architects that
subsequently joined its cause were (i) the need to be attentive
to the ‘reality’ of architectural production, (ii) that they
represented a spontaneous intellectual uprising of architects in
the wake of academic tradition against modernist dogma and
(iii) the importance of a novel gaze on the city, by which every
urban parcel is considered a finite work of architecture.7 Not all

the drawings we selected represent buildings; instead, a series
of drawings are presented that reflect a general attitude towards
the design acts that may characterise the author’s work, and may
serve as a ‘guide’ for their work.
The Italian Tendenza between the normative and the
abstraction
La Tendenza was the first – and is still today the most
important–intellectual movement in Italian architecture that
has occurred since the end of World War II. Controspazio
was founded in 1969 to tackle the problem of the political
placement of architects between the practice and the pedagogy
of architecture;8 the founders of the magazine believed this
problem was due to a lack of representation in this period in
leading Italian architectural magazines, such as Casabella and
Domus, directed in that period respectively by Alessandro
Mendini and Gio Ponti, both distant from the Tendenza’s
theses and from what, in that moment, was perceived as the
frontline of the architectural debate.

2 Giovanni Ricciardi, perspective view.
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3a Franco Purini: early works on the Aqueduct and ‘Classificazione per sezioni
di situazioni spaziali’.
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3b Franco Purini: early works on the Aqueduct and ‘Classificazione per sezioni
di situazioni spaziali’.

An example of the political engagement of the
magazine can be seen in issue number 1–2 from 1970, where
the architectural vision presented in Controspazio extends its
scope to include urban design, a move not out of place with the
ideological implications of the movement. The design of the
city by Giovanni Ricciardi9 is the outcome of a set of norms
external to the academic debate [2].
In issue number 11–12 from 1972, Franco Purini
presented a retrospective of the earliest “design researches”.
The article was part of an ongoing series titled Interrupted
Architecture [Architettura interrotta]. In the introduction,
Purini writes:
The reduction of the objects (elements) to a limited
number, the classification by sections of their relations,
the construction of space as coexistence of these “objects”
and as a ratio with respect to a reference plane (base or
wall), allows to set up a “description” of the composition
based on a closed number of propositions, in an attempt
to constrain the project by forcing the comparison with a
series of primary preordinate situations.10
The primary preordinate situations refers to a ‘constructive’
process, or a set of rules. The graphic outcome of this idea is
the drawing Classificazione per sezioni spaziali11 [3]. Purini’s
synthesis is halfway between morphological and typological
analysis – namely the act of ‘filling’ an image with an
interpretation12 – and an elegant and quasi-graphical approach
that carries an intentional normative message. In fact, if, on
one hand, this image can open new design scenarios for future
projects, then it also will emerge as the outcome of these rules.
This graphicism is key to understanding another
crucial component of architectural representation in those
years’ issues of Controspazio, namely, the inclination to a strong
degree of abstraction that ultimately emphasised aspects that
were deemed important by the Tendenza: the relationship
between architecture and the urban – and territorial – scale
of Italy’s emerging design, likely in response to the emerging
index-driven regulatory approach that in those very years was
particularly surging in the 1968 Interministerial Decree 1444,
which established dimensional standards for new urbanisations.
‘Non è vero che gli studenti non sanno disegnare’13
Architectural production in Italy starts looking at the new
urban dimension emphasising physical form over technocratic
approaches of regulations and codes. Predictably, that
affected the role of drawing in architecture as exemplified in
Controspazio n.5/6, 1972, a special issue on architectural
education illustrating students’ works titled ‘Progetto di edificio
pubblico’ (University of Naples) alongside ‘Disegno territoriale
dell’agro’ or ‘Fascia Periferica’ (University of Rome) [4]. More
than any other, Guido Canella (1931-2009) became ‘the
architect of hinterland’,14 best known for exploring the ‘fuori
scala’ connotation of architectural artworks integrated into the
Italian ‘città territorio’.
As final design theses from Politecnico di Milano
published in this issue, two of Canella’s students were asked
to design a higher education system in Calabria as part of a
research project he led between 1967-69.15 In step with the
polycentric configuration of a region that had long suffered
from geographical isolation and economic decline, Canella’s
students conceived the project in two phases: the first consisted
of a campo base located near infrastructural nodes – this was

4 Cover of Controspazio n.5/6, 1972.
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5a Design theses by Alessandro Cristofellis and Giorgio Fiorse on the new ‘University of Calabria’ supervised by Canella in 1970.

5b Design theses by Alessandro Cristofellis and Giorgio Fiorse on the new ‘University of Calabria’ supervised by Canella in 1970.
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proposed to serve as the core centre for teacher training for
the whole region; the second sought to enable the university’s
nomadic dispersion, instilling university in other sectors such
as manufacturing, public administration and lower levels of
schooling [5].16
Intriguingly, the more architectural drawing turns
into operational criticism, the more it increases in complexity.
Abstraction, which mostly had normative connotations up
to that moment, seems to have been replaced by a dialectic of
demonstrative images, evidencing a suspicious imbalance in
figuration courteously denounced by the same Purini.17 Indeed,
figurative aspects – overtly reiterated in the third design thesis
which anchored a public infrastructure to San Vittore Prison
(Milan) [6] – aim to emphasise the differentiation of spaces
not as a mere taxonomy, but rather as a constellation of figures
literally facing the real world and, as drawings testify, endowed
with a typologically and volumetrically pronounced internal
life.18
However, it would be a mistake to look at these
drawings as self-referential architectural artworks without any
exemplarity. As Canella specifies in the article, his academic
research is operationally involved in the work of pedagogisation
of Italian peripheries through the so-called ‘prototipi didattici’.
Neither countryside nor city, hinterland19 is a contested
territory made suitable for learning processes with the aim
of practice collective behaviours through the support of new
architectural devices by which public institutions regain their
formal importance recombined with contemporary recreational
rituals related to shopping and culture.
As relationship instigators of militant civicness
infiltrating hinterland production systems, Canellas’s ‘prototipi
didattici’ openly opposed to the concurrent fascination with
the undifferentiated container where everything happens.20 But
while prototype and other type-notions were already carefully
handled in Italian architectural parlance, anxieties came from
the term didactic: their certain degree of abstraction and
approximation provided ‘semi-finished’ products for students
who were going to find the ‘sigil’ of architectural principles in
their drawings.21 Hence, the reiterated pedagogical practice
of collective behaviours materialises in a tight sequence of
axonometric drawings with a marked exemplary character.
More precisely, these taxonomic representations industriously
documented in the books on Canella’s design studios,22 are
markedly evident in his early experiences as an assistant–and
later as a fellow and successor – of Ernesto Rogers courses,
which contain research hypotheses substantiated by discourse23
and drawn up as prototypes strictly defined by site-specific
conditions. Exempla rather than abstraction [7]. 24
In 1974, two years after Controspazio published the
special issue on architectural education, Vittorio Gregotti
and his group – which included Purini – won first prize
in the University of Calabria’s design competition. The
massive physical structure they designed appears as a literal
materialisation of a ‘settlement principle’,25 the norm of which
can be precisely codified from that sequence of cross-sectionsalong-one-axis – or ‘spatial situations’ – which vary according
to the ever-changing clashes between the new structure and
territory conformations.

6 Design thesis by Rino Balconi, Sergio Brenna, Claudio Confalonieri on
‘Milano San Vittore Prison’ supervised by Canella in 1970.

Conclusions
Architectural drawings, in the Controspazio experience, serve
as a normative system on which practicing and researching
architects aspiring to influence architectural debate could rely
when exploring and developing novel architectural works and,
moreover, to which they could contribute in a ‘choral’ and truly
democratic way.
However, their normative nature, rather than
establishing a set of constraints on the project when called
to elaborate on specific programs and places, alludes to a
pedagogical approach. On one side, the growing rigidity of
the standards and indexes inherent in those years of normative
elaboration – the normative sphere – on the other, Controspazio
and its protagonists, who sought to uncover a cognitive system
for the reform of architectural knowledge through common
culture rather than through standardisation. Under the sign of
this reform, Canella’s contribution emerges here as a normative
catalogue expressly based on form, in which one still has the
courage to virtuously condition ‘collective behaviours’.
Even more fundamental to our discussion is that,
compared with literally materialised design principles or
self-proclaimed post-ideological projective, networked,
multidisciplinary and intelligent alternatives which
paradoxically propagate a true ideology of the common,26 within
this rubric one still has the courage to teach students, perhaps
for the latter, to be aware of the knowledge needed to draw this
conditioning [9].
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7 Example of ‘prototipi didattici’. Students’ drawing from Canella’s design studio on ‘the university’ in 1967-68.

8 From left, Fredi Drugman, Guido Canella, Paolo Portoghesi, Federico Oliva, Pierluigi Nicolin at the Polytechnic of Milan occupied in May 1971.
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Wild – 4: Conveying – Hölderlin and the purple words: translations on a living building

This paper expands Evans’ notion of translation between drawings and buildings, analysing Friedrich Hölderlin’s and others’ creative
translation practices to define a place for translation in architectural design.

Hölderlin and the Purple Words: Translations on a living building
Anna Wild
To translate is to convey. It is to move something without altering
it.1
With this statement, Robin Evans opened his 1986
essay Translations from Drawing to Building.
In its original meaning, he wrote, translation does
ask us to ‘move […] without altering’, but when it comes
to languages, that ideal is difficult to uphold. As, unlike in
geometric translation, words and meanings have to traverse the
uneven, discontinuous ground between languages, ‘things can
get bent, broken or lost on the way’.2
Robin Evans was not a linguist, but an architect and
historian. However, in his essay, he argued that same as in
translation between languages, architectural ideas undergo
change as they travel from one medium to another: designs
metamorphose, sometimes even first emerge, between
drawing and building. As ideas get twisted and sometimes
misinterpreted, new meanings come into being. We are looking
at a process of search and exploration – for Evans, the drawing
itself gained a certain constructive capacity.
This notion of translation, which moves away from
the realm of natural language, has been termed ‘intermedial
translation’ by Mieke Bal and Joanne Morra.3 They argue that
adapting the term ‘translation’ is justified in visual studies to
describe how things are transferred across boundaries, and
situate it next to interlingual and intercultural aspects of
translation.
This establishes translation as a useful lens through
which to view processes of architectural production.4 Yet, it
also poses a question: can translation really only be a lens, a
purely optical instrument? Could it not itself be an instrument
of architectural production, rather than just one to view it
with? While other fields of creative expression, such as poetry
and literature, are engaging directly with translation’s creative
aspects – the creation of new meanings, metamorphosis and
multiple perspectives5 – this has so far much less happened in
architectural design.6
This paper will engage with Evans’ notion of
intermedial translation, expanding it by exploring the ‘gap’ he
located between drawing and building across other junctures
of architectural production.7 Seeking a point of entry for
translation in architectural design, we will trace existing
translation practices in other creative fields: central to the
discussion will be Friedrich Hölderlin, who allowed translation
to deeply reshape his practice as a poet, and whose particular
strategy of translating drew attention to the ‘material’ aspects
of language, intertwining form and content in ways resonant
with architectural production. We will then go on to see how
his approach was magnified in the works of W. G. Sebald,
where Hölderlin himself was subjected to a translation across
realms, into fiction and the narrative spaces it opens up. In the
spirit of Evans, who suggested lengthening the passage from

Übersetzen, das heisst vermitteln. Es heisst, etwas zu verschieben,
ohne es dabei zu verändern.1
Damit eröffnete Robin Evans 1986 seinen Aufsatz Translations
from Drawing to Building. In seiner ursprünglichen Bedeutung,
so schrieb er, fordert uns das Wort Übersetzung auf, zu
«verschieben, ohne […] zu verändern» – doch wenn es um
Sprachen geht, ist es schwer, dieses Ideal aufrecht zu erhalten.
Anders als bei geometrischer Translation, müssen Wörter
und Bedeutungen den unebenen, unstetigen Boden zwischen
Sprachen überschreiten, und so «[können] sich Dinge
verbiegen, brechen oder auf dem Weg verloren gehen».2
Robin Evans war kein Linguist, sondern ein Architekt und
Historiker. Doch in seinem Aufsatz argumentierte er, dass
sich – genau wie bei der Übersetzung zwischen Sprachen –
architektonische Ideen verändern, wenn sie von einem Medium
ins andere reisen. Entwürfe verwandeln sich; manchmal
entstehen sie gar zwischen Zeichnung und Gebäude. Wenn
Ideen verdreht – und manchmal missverstanden – werden,
entstehen neue Bedeutungen. Es ist ein Suchprozess, und einer
der Entdeckung – für Evans konnten Zeichnungen schöpferisch
werden.
Diese Auffassung von Übersetzung, losgelöst von den
natürlichen Sprachen, haben Mieke Bal und Joanne Morra
«intermediale Übersetzung» genannt.3 Sie argumentieren, dass
der Begriff «Übersetzung» in den visuellen Studien angebracht
ist, um zu beschreiben, Grenzen überschritten werden und sie
situieren den Begriff zwischen sprachlichen und interkulturellen
Aspekten von Übersetzung.
Damit wird Übersetzung als eine nützliche Sichtweise, eine
optische Linse, durch welche wir Prozesse architektonischen
Schaffens betrachten können, etabliert.4 Aber es stellt uns
auch vor eine neue Frage: Kann Übersetzung wirklich nur eine
Linse sein, ein rein optisches Instrument? Könnte sie nicht
selbst auch ein Werkzeug architektonischen Schaffens werden,
anstelle eines blossen Betrachtungsinstruments? Während sich
andere Felder kreativen Schaffens, so wie die Literatur und
Poesie, direkt mit den kreativen Aspekten der Übersetzung
auseinander setzen – der Erschaffung neuer Bedeutungen, deren
Verwandlungen sowie der Vervielfältigung von Perspektiven5
– so ist dies bis jetzt im architektonischen Entwurf noch kaum
versucht worden.6
Dieser Aufsatz wird sich mit Evans Begriff der intermedialen
Übersetzung befassen und ihn erweitern, indem er seine
«Lücke» zwischen Zeichnung und Gebäude auch in anderen
Bereichen der Architekturproduktion sucht.7 Auf der Suche
nach einem Eingang für die Übersetzung im architektonischen
Entwurf werden wir Übersetzungspraktiken in anderen
kreativen Bereichen anschauen: Im Mittelpunkt der Diskussion
wird Friedrich
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one medium into another in order to tease out translation’s
full potential, we could conceive of this paper as an ‘extended
journey’ of translation:
we can never be quite certain, before the event, how things
will travel and what will happen to them on the way. We
may, though […] try to take advantage of the situation by
extending their journey, maintaining sufficient control in
transit so that more remote destinations may be reached.8
Our journey is undertaken within the framework of practicebased research, and so the theoretical discussions will be
juxtaposed with design experiments reflecting different aspects
of translation. In advance, we should define the framework and
site of these design experiments – what kinds of translations
will be part of the investigation? Evans’ analysis focused on
the translations between ideas, drawings, and buildings.
Yet, experience and speech are equally important parts of
architectural production,9 and translations occur wherever
the different modes meet each other: ideas and meanings
might sprout in a myriad of places – or ‘gaps’ – in architectural
production. The design experiments, too, will move easily
between different working modes and media. Yet, they will
all revolve around the personal experience of architecture: a
personal workspace, and the reciprocal relationship with its
user, will be the focus of the design experiments. 10 With the
investigation’s topic in mind, the relationship between them
is conceived as a bilingual conversation, in which both the
workspace and the user are actively taking part.11 The first
translation warm-up exercises showing the workspace could
be seen as analogous with familiarising oneself with a text, or
a language: over time, a sedimentation of movements occurs
both in the photograph and in the drawing [1, 2]. Later on, as
we will trace Hölderlin’s and Sebald’s practices, physical and
virtual interventions into that workspace will follow, and be
translated into photographs, montages and texts. Over time, the
experiments aim at establishing translation within this personal
architectural practice.
We can now start on our journey with Friedrich
Hölderlin, a German poet who lived and wrote poetry between
the end of the 18th and beginning of the 19th century. He
is known today as one of the great German poets – he is also
known for having gone mad and spending the final 36 years of
his life alone in a tower.12 But before his madness, Hölderlin
undertook the translation of Sophocles’ tragedies – such as
his Antigone. The translation that emerged would irrevocably
transform his practice as a poet, instilling on his poems a
strange quality of being ‘translated’ from another, non-existent
language13 – or, possibly, from an in-between space: ‘These lines
exist in a space between languages, in the abyss where […] the
meaning of the translated text is lost’, writes Susan Bernofsky
about Hölderlin’s work.14
Let us have a closer look at one line of the translation.
On the first page, Antigone has to share a terrible message
with her sister Ismene. Ismene asks her: ‘What is it? You are
obviously growing dark in mind, brooding deeply over some
piece of news’15 – this would be a common rendering of the
Greek original. Hölderlin’s interpretation, however, says: ‘Was
ist’s, du scheinst ein rotes Wort zu färben’16 – ‘what is it, you
seem to colour a reddish purple word, to dye your words redpurple’.17 How did he arrive at ‘to dye your words red-purple’?
His contemporaries ridiculed Hölderlin’s translation,
yet the reason lies in the original Greek word’s double meaning.
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1 Time-lapse showing the movement of objects and structures of the
workspace.

2 Overlaid drawings tracing the movements of objects and structures of the
workspace.

Hölderlin stehen, der mithilfe von Übersetzung seine
Arbeit als Dichter tiefgreifend veränderte, und dessen
Übersetzungsstrategie die Aufmerksamkeit auf «materielle»
Aspekte der Sprache lenkte und Form und Inhalt miteinander
verflocht, eine Resonanz mit architektonischer Arbeit. Dann
werden wir sehen, wie sein Ansatz in den Werken von W. G.
Sebald weitergeführt und verstärkt wurde, in welchen Hölderlin
selbst einer Übersetzung unterzogen wurde – in das Reich der
Fiktion und die sich daraus ergebenden Erzählräume. Im Sinne
Evans, der vorschlug, den Übertritt von einem Medium in ein
anderes auszudehnen, um das volle Potenzial der Übersetzung
auszuschöpfen, könnten wir uns diesen Aufsatz als eine
«ausgedehnte Reise» der Übersetzung vorstellen:

‘καλχαίνω (kalkhaínō)’ did literally mean ‘to make purple’,
even if it was used to denote dark emotion, a tortured mind,
distress.18 Hölderlin did not want to cut this connection – he
chose the word’s original, unmetaphorical meaning.
Hölderlin’s translations are beautiful in their own right,
engaging with what withstands translation. And in such
hyperliteral renderings, Hölderlin was intertwining form and
content, trying to conjure up a time when the ‘concrete and
the abstract’ of a word were not yet separated, when words and
thoughts still had a presence as material form.19
Yet, there are other moments in the text where
Hölderlin adopted a completely different strategy: where
he imaginatively played with Sophocles’ material, infusing it
with themes he saw – or wanted to see – in the text. When
Antigone buries her brother Polynices, in spite of having been
forbidden to do so by the ruler Creon, he accuses Antigone of
having opposed him openly when the other citizens obeyed. In
Hölderlin’s version however, her crime seems to be a different
one: when she claims the tacit support of her fellow city
dwellers, Creon accuses her of unsolicitedly interpreting their
wishes: ’Schämst du dich nicht, die ungefragt zu deuten?’20
– ‘Aren’t you ashamed to interpret them unasked?’.21 With
this, the conflict between different ways of translating and
interpreting emerges as theme of the play.22 Hölderlin thus
adapted the source material to explore questions that were
relevant to his own practice as a poet and translator, which
Bernofsky sums up thus: ‘Translation, moreover, is not simply a
means to [an] end; the manner of Hölderlin’s translation makes
the process inseparable from the end itself.’23
It is now time to see how the design experiments

Wir können im Vorhinein nie ganz sicher sein, wie die
Dinge reisen und was mit ihnen auf dem Weg passieren
wird. Wir können jedoch […] versuchen, die Situation
auszunutzen, indem wir die Reise verlängern und
währenddessen eine ausreichende Kontrolle behalten,
damit weiter entfernte Ziele erreicht werden können.8
Unsere Reise wird im Rahmen einer praxisbasierten
Untersuchung unternommen, deshalb werden den
theoretischen Diskussionen Entwurfsexperimente
gegenübergestellt, welche verschiedene Aspekte von
Übersetzung widerspiegeln. Im Voraus sollten wir Rahmen
und Ort dieser Entwurfsexperimente festlegen – welche
Arten von Übersetzungen werden Teil der Untersuchung
sein? Evans Analyse konzentrierte sich auf die Übersetzungen
zwischen Ideen, Zeichnungen und Gebäuden. Erfahrung und
Sprache sind jedoch gleichermassen wichtige Bestandteile der
Architekturproduktion,9 und Übersetzungen finden überall
dort statt, wo die verschiedenen Modi aufeinandertreffen:
Ideen und Bedeutungen können an einer Vielzahl von Orten
– oder «Lücken» – in der Architekturproduktion entstehen.
Auch die Designexperimente dieser Untersuchung wechseln
locker zwischen verschiedenen Arbeitsmodi und Medien. Sie
alle werden sich jedoch um die persönliche Erfahrung von
Architektur drehen: Ein persönlicher Arbeitsbereich und
die wechselseitige Beziehung zu seinem Benutzer werden
im Mittelpunkt der Designexperimente stehen.10 Unter
Berücksichtigung des Untersuchungsthemas wird die Beziehung
zwischen ihnen als zweisprachiges Gespräch verstanden, an dem
sowohl der Arbeitsplatz als auch Benutzer aktiv teilnehmen.11
Die ersten Aufwärmübungen für die Übersetzung, die den
Arbeitsbereich zeigen, können als Kennenlernen eines Texts
oder einer Sprache angesehen werden: Im Laufe der Zeit
kommt es sowohl auf dem Foto als auch in der Zeichnung zu
einer Sedimentation der Bewegungen [1, 2]. Später, wenn wir
die Praktiken von Hölderlin und Sebald verfolgen, werden
physische und virtuelle Eingriffe in diesen Arbeitsbereich
folgen, und in Fotografien, Montagen und Texte übersetzt. Im
Laufe der Zeit zielen die Experimente darauf ab, Übersetzung
innerhalb dieser persönlichen Architekturpraxis zu etablieren.
Wir können jetzt unsere Reise mit Friedrich Hölderlin
beginnen, einem deutschen Dichter, der zwischen Ende des 18.
und Anfang des 19. Jahrhunderts lebte und Gedichte schrieb.
Er ist heute als einer der grossen deutschen Dichter bekannt
– er ist auch dafür bekannt, verrückt geworden die letzten 36
Jahre seines Lebens allein in einem Turm verbracht zu haben.12
Doch vor seinem Wahn nahm sich Hölderlin der Übersetzung
der Tragödien des Sophokles an – zum Beispiel der Antigone.
Die Übersetzungen, die dabei herauskamen, veränderten
seine Arbeit als Dichter unwiderruflich und flössten seinen
Gedichten eine Seltsamkeit ein, so als wären sie aus einer
anderen, nicht existierenden Sprache «übersetzt» worden13 –
oder möglicherweise aus einem Zwischenraum: «Diese Zeilen
existieren im Raum zwischen Sprachen, in dem Abgrund, in
dem […] die Bedeutung des übersetzten Textes verloren geht»,
schreibt Susan Bernofsky über Hölderlins Arbeit.14

3 Overlaid and cut photographs of writings, images and references arranged
within the workspace.

Schauen wir uns eine Zeile der Übersetzung genauer an. Auf
der ersten Seite muss Antigone ihrer Schwester Ismene eine
schreckliche Nachricht mitteilen. Ismene fragt sie: «Was ist?
Tief wühlt dich sichtlich auf die neue Kunde.»15 – das wäre
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within the workspace react to this ‘material’ way of translating:
language, images and built space are juxtaposed, bringing
together material and immaterial aspects in order to bridge
the ‘gap’ between the pictorial and the phenomenal realms.
In one attempt, this happens through the physical cutting
and rearranging of elements within the workspace, bringing
pieces of writing, images and spatial elements into unexpected
vicinity with each other, until the space depicted begins to
lose its legibility [3]. Attempting to reframe and rediscover
the reciprocal relationship with the space and its objects in a
way similar to Hölderlin’s reframing of Antigone, the objects
of the workspace become housed in overspecified, hyperliteral
structures, gaining an absurd importance – and later, with their
labels replaced, they prepare to leave their prosaic roles behind
completely [4, 5].

4 A hyperliteral structure and its inhabitants: wooden and painted structure
built into the workspace to house its objects.

eine übliche Wiedergabe des griechischen Originals. Hölderlins
Interpretation lautet jedoch: «Was ists, du scheinst ein rotes
Wort zu färben.»16 […] Wie konnte Hölderlin auf «ein rotes
Wort zu färben» kommen?
Seine Zeitgenossen verspotteten Hölderlins Übersetzung, doch
der Grund liegt in der doppelten Bedeutung des griechischen
Wortes. «Καλχαίνω (kalkhaínō)» bedeutete wörtlich «lila
machen», auch wenn es für dunkle Emotionen, einen gequälten
Geist und Bedrängnis verwendet wurde.18 Hölderlin wollte
diese Verbindung nicht trennen – er wählte die ursprüngliche,
unmetaphorische Bedeutung des Wortes.
Hölderlins Übersetzungen haben eine undurchsichtige
Schönheit, sie beschäftigen sich mit den Dingen, die sich
der Übersetzung widersetzen. Mit seinen überwörtlichen
Übersetzungen verflocht Hölderlin Form und Inhalt und
versuchte, eine Zeit zu heraufzubeschwören, in der das
„Konkrete und das Abstrakte“ eines Wortes noch nicht getrennt
waren, als Wörter und Gedanken noch als materielle Formen
existierten.19
Es gibt jedoch noch andere Momente im Text, in denen
Hölderlin eine völlig andere Strategie verfolgte: Er spielte
fantasievoll mit Sophokles Material und arbeitete Themen
heraus, die er im Text sah – oder sehen wollte. Als Antigone
ihren Bruder Polynices begräbt, obwohl ihr dies vom Herrscher
Kreon verboten wurde, beschuldigt dieser Antigone, sich
ihm offen widersetzt zu haben, während die anderen Bürger
gehorsam blieben. In Hölderlins Version scheint ihr Verbrechen
jedoch ein anderes zu sein: Als Antigone die stillschweigende
Unterstützung der anderen Städter beansprucht, beschuldigt
Kreon sie, deren Wünsche unaufgefordert interpretiert zu
haben: «Schämst du dich nicht, die ungefragt zu deuten?»20
[…] Damit wird der Konflikt zwischen verschiedenen Arten
des Übersetzens und Interpretierens zum Thema des Stücks.22
Hölderlin passte das Ausgangsmaterial also an, um Fragen
nachzugehen, die für seine eigene Praxis als Dichter und
Übersetzer relevant waren, was Bernofsky folgendermassen
zusammenfasst: «Übersetzung ist im Übrigen nicht einfach ein
Mittel zum Zweck; Die Art und Weise der Übersetzung von
Hölderlin verbindet den Prozess untrennbar mit dem Ziel.»23
Es ist jetzt an der Zeit zu sehen, wie die Entwurfsexperimente
am Arbeitsplatz auf diese «materielle» Übersetzungsweise
reagieren: Sprache, Bilder und gebauter Raum werden
nebeneinander gesetzt, wobei materielle und immaterielle
Aspekte zusammengeführt werden, um die «Lücke» zwischen
Bild und Welt zu überbrücken. In einem der Versuche geschieht
dies durch das Zerschneiden und Neuanordnen von Elementen
innerhalb des Arbeitsplatzes, wodurch Schriftstücke, Bilder und
räumliche Elemente in unerwartete Nähe zueinander gebracht
werden, bis der dargestellte Raum seine Lesbarkeit verliert [3].
Beim Versuch, die wechselseitige Beziehung von Raum und
Objekten auf ähnliche Weise wie Hölderlins Neuformulierung
von Antigone neu zu gestalten und wiederzuentdecken,
werden die Objekte des Arbeitsbereichs in überspezifischen,
überwörtlichen Strukturen untergebracht und gewinnen so eine
absurde Bedeutung – und später werden ihre Etikette ersetzt.
Sie bereiten sich damit darauf vor, ihre prosaischen Rollen
vollständig hinter sich zu lassen [4, 5].

5 Newly labelled bookbinding glue and paint.
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Mit diesen noch vorläufigen Ideen aus den Experimenten im

Gepäck, dehnen wir unsere Reise nun weiter aus, indem wir
Hölderlins Worten in eine andere kreative Praxis folgen: In
den Werken des Schriftstellers W. G. Sebald entdecken wir,
wie Hölderlin selbst der Übersetzung unterzogen wurde.24
Sebald, wie auch Hölderlin, verwebte Fiktion und Realität,
um verborgene Themen und Ideen herauszuarbeiten25 und
konstruierte dabei einen Erzählraum – einen Zwischenraum,
der zwischen Realität und Fiktion schwankte. Schauen wir uns
eine Passage des Romans und des Reiseberichts Die Ringe des
Saturn an, in der Sebalds Erzähler Michael Hamburger, einen
Übersetzer von Hölderlins Werk,26 in seinem Haus in Suffolk
besucht. Während sie sprechen, gibt Hamburger zu, dass er
durch seine Arbeit als Übersetzer das Gefühl hat, mit Hölderlin
zu verschmelzen:
Tritt man in Hölderlins Fussstapfen, einfach weil man
ihm geboren ist? […] Ist es möglich, dass man sich später
in einem Haus in Suffolk niederlassen sollte, weil eine
Wasserpumpe im Garten das Datum 1770 trägt, das
Geburtsjahr von Hölderlin?27

6 Montage: Austerlitz’ office (from Sebald, Austerlitz, 2001) integrated into
the workspace structure.

With these still tentative ideas emerging from the
workspace experiments, we now further extend our journey,
following Hölderlin’s words into a different creative practice:
we discover, in the works of writer W.G. Sebald, how Hölderlin
himself was subjected to translation.24 Sebald, like Hölderlin,
interweaved fiction and reality to tease out hidden themes and
ideas25 – and in doing so, he constructed a narrative space – an
in-between space curiously hinged between the realms of the
real and the fictional. Let us again have a look at one passage of
the novel and travelogue The Rings of Saturn, where Sebald’s
narrator visits Michael Hamburger, a translator of Hölderlin’s
work,26 at his home in Suffolk. As they speak, Hamburger
admits that through his work as translator, he is experiencing a
sense of merging identity with Hölderlin:
Does one follow in Hölderlin’s footsteps, simply because
one’s birthday happened to fall two days after his? […]
Is it possible that later one would settle in this house in
Suffolk because a water pump in the garden bears the
date 1770, the year of Hölderlin’s birth?27
As parts of the events in the book are real and parts invented,
we cannot know for sure whether Hamburger really uttered
these words or not. What we do know is that in this passage,
Sebald wanted to explore a sense of merging identity he
experienced it in his own work: the theme is taken up and
heightened by the passage’s spaces, with which, especially
with the the study and its objects, Sebald’s narrator feels an
immediate sense of identification:
as if it were not he who had abandoned that place of
work but I, as if the spectacle cases, letters and writing
materials that had evidently lain untouched for months
in the soft north light had once been my spectacle cases,
my letters and my writing materials.28
As Hölderlin translated Sophocles’ Antigone into a play
relevant to his own work as poet and translator, so did Sebald
appropriate Hölderlin, his translator, Michael Hamburger

Da ein Teil der Ereignisse im Buch real sind und andere
erfunden wurden, können wir nicht sicher sein, ob Hamburger
diese Worte wirklich gesagt hat oder nicht. Was wir wissen
ist, dass Sebald in dieser Passage ein Gefühl verschmelzender
Identität erforschen wollte, das er in seiner eigenen Arbeit
erlebte. Das Thema wird in den architektonischen Räumen der
Passage aufgegriffen und verstärkt. Mit diesen, insbesondere
mit dem Arbeitsraum und seinen Objekten, fühlt sich Sebalds
Erzähler unmittelbar verbunden:
als ob nicht er diesen Arbeitsplatz verlassen hätte,
sondern ich, als ob die Brillenetuis, Briefe und
Schreibutensilien, die offenbar monatelang unberührt
im weichen Nordlicht gelegen hatten, einst meine
Brillenetuis, meine Briefe und meine Schreibutensilien

7 Montage: a bureau without depth and the objects of the workspace.
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I am a secretary by profession.
[...]
I think that the work I carried out during my
time as secretary — it was concerned with
the composition and translation of poems
— has made me somewhat melancholic. But
mahogany is quite heavy in itself, so it might
not be the poetry.
[...] I am still convinced that I have kept myself
quite well. I was carved from hard wood — so
to speak.
But of course, old age reaches us all.
And if it just the fact that nothing ever
happens anymore.
8 Musings of a secretary/bureau, (mis)translated from German.

(and his workspace) to reflect on his own practice as a writer,
which did revolve around the material collecting of spaces,
photographs and snippets to narrate both real and fictional life
stories.29
And so, far into our journey, our workspace
interventions start to incorporate this narrative element, and
do it just as boldly as Sebald’s appropriating of Hölderlin: we
interweave the workspace that has been our own design site

Everything looked firm — and yet, the house did
not seem to have any substance.
It was not that the walls themselves were thin:
the door reveal, I had felt in passing, was very
deep. But barely had I entered the house and
closed the door behind me I realised that what
I had thought to be a door frame was a kind of
circular armoire, a chest of drawers. All around
the door, there were strung at least thirty drawers.
As one after the other opened itself for me, I saw
that most of them were filled with odd bits and
pieces [...]
I took in the floor, the walls, the shapes I had
taken to be furniture. All of them coalesced with
the structure of the house, all of them were as
hollow as the door reveal.
Nothing, no wall, not the floor and not the roof
were really made out of anything but of chambers
and things, I realised.
[...]
It was as if I had forgotten, for a very long time,
that I was made to contain, to harbour, to
protect, too.
In fact, what more are we than vessels, vessels for
thoughts, dreams and glas—
9 A spectacle case’s dream and musings on containing things and meanings.
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gewesen wären.28
So wie Hölderlin Sophokles Antigone in ein Theaterstück
übersetzte, das für seine eigene Arbeit als Dichter und
Übersetzer wichtig war, nutzte Sebald Hölderlin, seinen
Übersetzer Michael Hamburger (und seinen Arbeitsbereich),
um über seine eigene Arbeit als Schriftsteller nachzudenken,
welche sich um das Sammeln von Räumen, Fotografien
und Ausschnitten drehte, um sowohl reale als auch fiktive
Lebensgeschichten zu erzählen.29
Und so, bereits weit in unsere Reise hinein, beginnen unsere
Interventionen im Arbeitsbereich, dieses narrative Element
einzubeziehen. Wir tun dies genauso kühn, wie Sebald sich
Hölderlin aneignete: Wir verweben den Arbeitsplatz, der
unser eigener Ort des Geschehens war, mit dem Sekretär
von Hamburger (oder Sebalds Hamburger) an welchem
möglicherweise stundenlang Hölderlins Werke übersetzt
wurden. Die überwörtlichen Strukturen, welche die
ehemaligen Bewohner zurückgelassen haben, verändern sich
im Massstab und beherbergen nun andere Arbeitsplätze, die
aus Sebalds Geschichten geborgen wurden [6, 7]. Wir finden
Resonanzen, wie auch neue und unerwartete Räume oder
Ideen: Wenn ein Sekretär in einen secretary statt in einen
bureau übersetzt wird,30 und ein Brillenetui von der Bedeutung
eines Containers – räumlich oder sprachlich? – träumt, ist
nicht mehr klar, ob sie aus unserem altbekannten Arbeitsplatz
oder aus dem fiktiven Haus von Michael Hamburger
hervorgegangen sind [8, 9]. Schliesslich erleiden wir sogar den
vollständigen Zusammenbruch von Raum und Bedeutung
und erreichen die Grenze zwischen Mehrfach-Bedeutung und
Bedeutungslosigkeit, die Hölderlins in Übersetzungen implizit
gesucht wurde und an welcher die Dichterin und Übersetzerin
Uljana Wolf das grösste Potenzial zweisprachiger Praxis
erwartet [10].31
«Ich frage mich, was genau das Verhältnis von Wahnsinn
zu Übersetzung ist?», fragt Anne Carson und spekuliert
damit, was Hölderlins bahnbrechende Übersetzungsarbeit
ihm angetan haben könnte.32 Und ja, Hölderlin bietet eine
extreme Sichtweise auf die Beschäftigung mit Übersetzung,
denn er verzichtet auf die strikte Erfüllung seiner Aufgabe als
Übersetzer und erschafft stattdessen etwas Neues.
Wir haben uns auf eine ausgedehnte Übersetzungsreise
begeben, unseren Arbeitsbereich dem Wahnsinn von Hölderlins
Übersetzungsweise unterworfen und ihn dann waghalsig mit
Sebalds Erzählungen verwoben, um die dadurch entstehenden
Grenzräume zu erkunden. Und doch bleibt das Gefühl, dass die
Reise in Wirklichkeit gerade erst begonnen hat.
«Übersetzung, verstanden als eine für immer unerledigte
Aufgabe, ist ein Zeichen, nicht des Scheiterns, sondern der
Hoffnung», sagt Richard Kearney.33 So könnten wir auch
über den Entwurf von und unsere Beziehung mit Gebäuden
nachdenken.

And at last, the surface breaks open.
And yet, it has also ceased to be a surface. Behind
me, there is something, no, I am something.
I am wood, feeling my texture breaking gently
apart apart, as a chisel, Meissel, chirping Meise,
squeezes into me.
Gaps and abysses, breaking apart, grown together.

10. A translingual piece of writing on the workspace’s thoughts.

with Hamburger’s – or Sebald’s Hamburger’s – workspace,
at which hours might have been spent translating Hölderlin’s
works. The hyperliteral structures left behind by their former
inhabitants jump in scale, housing other workspaces salvaged
from Sebald’s stories [6, 7]. We find resonances, as well as new
and unexpected spaces and ideas emerging: when a ‘Sekretär’
translates into a secretary instead of a bureau,30 and a spectacle
case starts dreaming about the significance of being a container
– spatially, or linguistically? – it is no longer clear whether they
have emerged from our well-known workspace or from the
fictionalised home of Michael Hamburger [8, 9].
Eventually, we might even suffer the complete
breakdown of meaning and space, reaching the border between
poly-sense and non-sense which Hölderlin’s translations
implicitly sought and at which poet and translator Uljana Wolf
locates the greatest potential of bilingual practice [10].31
‘I wonder what exactly is the relation of madness to
translation?’, asks Anne Carson, speculating what Hölderlin’s
groundbreaking work in translation might have done to his
mind.32 And Hölderlin does offer an extreme angle to engage
with translation, foregoing the strict fulfilment of his task as
translator, creating something new by recreating an original.
We have taken an extended journey of translation,
submitting our workspace to the madness of Hölderlin’s way
of translating, then daringly interweaving it with Sebald’s
narratives to explore the liminal spaces it offers up. Yet, there is a
definite sense that the journey has really just begun.
‘Translation, understood as an endlessly unfinished business, is
a signal not of failure but of hope’, says Richard Kearney.33 This
could be a good way to think about design, about the lives and
relationships of our buildings, too.
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this paper aims to unpack qualities of poetic architectural experience through the concept of ‘encounter’.

Encountering reality through poetic experience at the Brion Cemetery
Irini Barbero
The paper aims to unpack qualities of poetic
architectural experience through the concept of encounter.
For its theoretical argument, it draws on findings from crossdisciplinary explorations of literature and discourses in the
mental health fields, poetics and architecture, stemming from
the main body of my research. The paper also draws on a
physical manifestation of a poetic experience in architecture,
the Brion Cemetery by Carlo Scarpa in San Vito D’Altivole,
Italy.

qualities of poetic architectural
experience through the concept
of encounter
For the idea of poetic experience, two concepts are
being analysed: that of poetry and that of experience. Poetry
is seen as the concept etymologically defined by the ancient
Greek verb “poieo-poio”, meaning “to create”1, and thus its
creative, dynamic character is highlighted. On the other hand,
when the concept of experience is brought into the discussion,
ways of making mental, sensory and emotional connections
will be considered. To support understanding of these two
key concepts, the idea of encounter is also brought forth. By
encounter, I mean the moment in time and space shaped by a
sense of unpredictability, as the etymology of the word suggests,
originating from Old French “encontrer”, stemming from Latin
“in” and “contra”, meaning “against”.2
Three different spatial readings are being unfolded
according to the categorisation of phenomenological research
by environment- behaviour researcher and architect, David
Seamon: first-person, existential, and hermeneutical.3
According to Seamon, in the case of the first-person
approach ‘the researcher uses her own first-hand experience
of the phenomenon as a basis for examining its specific
characteristics and qualities’.4 On the other hand, the existential
phenomenological focuses on ‘the specific experiences of
specific individuals or groups in actual situations or places’
5
. In this case further clarifications on the phenomenon
observed are sought through the shared experience of others,
at a particular site. Lastly, as research methodologist Marilyn
Annells described with regards to hermeneutics it is ‘as an
interpretive process that seeks to bring understanding and

the idea of encounter is also
brought forth

disclosure of phenomena through language’6. Furthermore
‘texts are understood to include things such as written or
verbal communication, visual arts and music’7 as argued by
psychologist Dr. Susann M. Laverty.
In the case of the Brion Cemetery, all of the above
approaches took place in the form of spatial readings and
analyses of personal experiences, shared experiences with onsite observations followed by semi- structured conversations/
interviews, and, lastly, archival research. The shifts in
perspective based on the primary research which happened
during the research process are documented in this paper,
in order to highlight a sense of interpreted wellbeing slowly
emerging from the Brion Cemetery.
Cross-disciplinary explorations:
In the architectural realm, the connection between the built
environment and the person’s wellbeing has a long tradition and
has been recognized in various cultural contexts, throughout
the ages.8 Yet, there is still much to explore in the field, as the
question seems to be complex and multidimensional. Architect
Alberto Pérez-Gómez observed:
Given our complex world, burdened by environmental
degradation and social inequity, the question of
architecture’s contribution to humanity’s well-being is
not an obvious one, but it seems to have an urgency that
it lacked during the earlier, more optimistic phases of
modernity.9
Alberto Perez- Gómez also highlighted how the arts can play
an important role ‘in a modern and contemporary society,
particularly after the loss or weakening of traditional and
religious structures’.10
In Carlo Scarpa’s work, the significance of the
experience, as lived architectural space is consistently
highlighted. In The Experience of Architecture, architect
Henry Plummer focuses on the kinesthetic quality of Scarpa’s
spaces, describing him as a ‘master of the art of motion’.11
Furthermore, close collaborator of Scarpa and architect Sergio
Los, who defined Scarpa as “architect-poet”12 sustained that
Scarpa’s poetic element ‘belongs primarily to the linguistic
and qualitative difference, between prose and poetry’.13 This
difference is central to this study, as it highlights the potential
of poetic experience to function as a question, open to dynamic
interpretations and to the engagement of the person who
experiences it. Philosopher Aristotle in his Poetics highlighted
this quality, arguing that:
The difference between the historian and the poet is not
that between using verse or prose, Herodotus’ work could
be versified and would be just as much a kind of history
in verse as in prose. No, the difference is this: that the one
relates actual events, the other the kinds of things that
might occur.14
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how might we proceed to
draw on specific values of the
poetic experience and poetry as a
meaningful art?
In the therapeutic fields, Poetry Therapy is defined by the
National Association of Poetry Therapists as ‘a creative art
therapy modality that employs poetry and other forms of
evocative literature to achieve therapeutic goals and personal
growth’15. On the other hand, in architecture, the discourse of
poetics and poetry is not new, and definitions vary.
From this theoretical point of view the paper asks:
how might we proceed to draw on specific values of the poetic
experience and poetry as a meaningful art?
A thread of encounters
a. First-person and existential: A catalytic encounter and shifts of
perception
“You go, and I’ll stay in the car”. These were the words of one
of the people in our group who had decided to visit the Brion
Cemetery. The person was feeling rather tired after a long, hot
summer day back in 2015. However, at the very last minute,
they changed their mind and decided to come and take a look.
This cemetery, which was similar to nothing we had ever seen
before, engaged us all, step by step, as we wandered in wonder
and delight. An experience which was both invigorating, but
also calming. The most intriguing to me was that the person
who initially did not want to join was now absorbed and
exploring the place, to the degree that they were even inviting
the rest of us to further notice the details or their unexpected
discoveries. It was a first encounter, which remained imprinted
in my mind. Some years later, I was about to embark on my
second year of doctoral studies, and on my second visit to the
Brion Cemetery, along with a group of architectural students
who would visit Venice for their educational trip. During our
time at the Brion Cemetery, and this second encounter, I was
able to observe the students on site, record their reactions,
and at a second stage have semi-structured interviews with
them. This was a point when a change was about to happen,
and questions emerged. During the interviewing process it
became clear to me, that this was not necessarily a space solely
to uplift, but one that also presented itself as a challenge. This

“You go, and I’ll stay in the car”
discomfort was not highlighted as an unsettling experience, but
rather as one that can put the person in a place of reflection,
confrontation with the inevitability of death, and/or a sense
of unknown. That was something which was in slight contrast
with the sense of peaceful, joyful restoration that I was
considering for the space, until that moment.
b. First-person and hermeneutical: a cathartic encounter and a
sense of interpreted wellbeing
For the purposes of the third encounter we will be looking into
a specific part at the Brion Cemetery, that of the structure of
intersecting circles. The circles emerge from a concrete wall
as we find ourselves walking towards the entrance, and create
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an intersection and a gap between themselves. It was a rainy
day and the atmosphere was somber and yet peaceful. As I
approached the circles, I rested my body upon them and stayed
there, looking at the pavilion on water to my right side, and
then at the Brion couple’s sarcophaghi (burial spaces), located
to my left side. Suddenly, without even realising it, I found
tears running down my face. It was as if the space was a pivotal
moment in the research that raised questions around this
emotional incident. Yet, it was not until many months later and
after my return from the field trip that I realised that the key
would be found exactly in the concept of “emotion”. Stemming
from the French “émouvoir” the word derives from the Latin
word “emovere”, which is composed by the words “ex” meaning
“out” and “movere” meaning to “move”.16 The focus on the
emotional aspect becomes important in interpreting Scarpa’s
approach at the Brion Cemetery, by examining a deep sense
of emotional release, as being expressed through the concept
of “catharsis”. Catharsis which etymologically derives from
the Greek “katharsis”, from “kathairein” meaning to “cleanse”,
means “the process of releasing, and thereby providing relief
from, strong or repressed emotions”,17 as mentioned in Oxford
English Dictionary. Aristotle in his Poetics was the first one

“émouvoir” the word derives
from the Latin word “emovere”,
which is composed by the words
“ex” meaning “out” and “movere”
meaning to “move”
who made a connection between the function of poetry
and catharsis towards emotional release.18 The Editor of the
Journal of Poetry Therapy Nicholas Mazza explained that
catharsis, whose principal factor is emotional identification
is considered even today as a very important element in the
therapeutic world, from psychotherapy to group psychotherapy
to psychodrama.19
At the same time, as I was examining original archival
material of Carlo Scarpa, I found his notes on one of his
cigarette packs, where he wrote:
I think that it is ART (art, meaning poetry) that makes
us understand the reality of the world: it is the effort that
human has made from the origins, in order to clarify,
with forms, to themselves their existence. / on things,
animals, structures, architecture […].20
When I further elaborated on this archival finding, the different
fragments of realisations started coming together. The beneficial
poetic function of the Brion Cemetery was slowly emerging
through the several steps, primary research and unexpected
encounters as a deeply existential, all-encompassing experience,
which was connected to a sense of understanding of the self and
of the world. As psychiatrist Jacky J. Leedy sustained:
Poetic work, thanks to its beauty, in which therapeutic
power resides, as well as through deep and torrid aesthetic
emotions caused by reading or writing the poetry, leads
to self-understanding as well as understanding of other
people and subsequently enables autopsychotherapy.21

Making sense of reality
The Brion Cemetery is a space for reflection and rest, but can
also become a space that causes internal shifts and motions
through intense emotion. Its dynamic and poetic nature allows
emotions and personal interpretations to come forth and to
be expressed. As sustained by mental health researcher Dawn
Freshwater arguing on the therapeutic value of poetic space in
psychotherapy: ‘In summary, to give a subject poetic space is
to give it more space that it has subjectivity; it is vital energetic
space’.22
Through the power of a poetic architectural experience
which allows such deep, cathartic movements in our psyche
we can better make sense of our place in the world, and of
ourselves. By openly following the encounters emerging from
the unfolding of the experience, and the careful examination
of spatial questions and realisations, architectural research
can open channels of communication with other fields of
knowledge and towards new potential interpretations of
concepts of wellbeing.
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1 Wearing Greenvoe; a device for misnavigation. The disassembled paper-islands of: cartography, sediment and archeology, transmission, storm and shipwreck,
catastrophe (a working classification set, from front to back).

2 Hellya’s Aquapelago. The six-day components reassembled to define a space-within-a-space.
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Reflecting on the subterranean connections between Jacques Derrida and Vilém Flusser in conjunction with ‘thoughts, for making’
a device for misnavigation – to explore and extend silent spoken gesture as a spatial itinerary for creative research.

Spectral ink: an exploration of ‘materiality without matter’ and its relationship to the ‘concrete
experience’
Paddi Alice Benson

Wearing Greenvoe, a device for (mis)navigation
In Greenvoe, George Mackay Brown triangulates between
textual events to chart the location(s) of Hellya – a fictional
island – within the Orkney archipelago. Moving between and
surveying the physical reality and mythology of Orkney islands,
the author and reader are able to position themselves within
a geographical other. Seventeen narratives are woven together
across six chapters; each chapter moves from day to night, until
we are swallowed by darkness in the wake of the final chapter.
The movement of the sun between the chapters orientates,
warms and visually connects the reader. The Ancient Ritual of
the Horsemen marks the end of each chapter-day (save the last).
This takes place ‘inside the stable of The Bu farm three miles
away’ from Hellya’s fictive community.1 Here the Marxist’s (i.e.
the author’s) nightly reading to local Fishermen in Greenvoe’s
bar from his manuscript on the Orkneyinga Saga, echoes their
day of navigating the precarious coast of Westray, Stronsay,
North Ronaldsay and beyond.2 Drawing across these known
points – of land, ocean and time – allows us to explore Orkney
‘past, present and never-existing’.3
I selected Greenvoe to examine the potentiality of the
island-as-test-site. The novel was deconstructed, interpretively
and physically, then resynthesised as a physical, real-space
intervention. The material of the installation consisted of the
physical cover, each of the six chapters physically transformed
to reflect some aspect of the text and, specific components of
a dismantled typewriter, the instrument which had transferred
the content of the author’s imagination – fact and fiction – to
the page [1]. The interpretive apparatus for each of the six
days was derived from the structure, form and content of the
book (moving from day to night); a relevant property of the
typewriter fragment; and the reader-visitor examining it. The
six-day components were reassembled to define an inhabitable
space-within-a-space [2]. Their form and location reflected each
chapter’s identity and its relationship to the six-day totality
and the embedded armature of history, myth, thought, place,
geology, matter, hearsay, gossip, song, sounds of water and
wind.
The initial disassembly of the six chapters in Greenvoe
and their weathered re-readings presents an other cartography
and potential framework for this research by design. Its
de-composition becomes an instrument for locating and
exploring other island topoi scattered across the body of text;
island-as-chorography; island-as-remainder; island-as-place-ofresistance; island-as-extra-terrestrial; island-as-purgatory; and
island-as-catastrophe. Could the gesture of writing which ‘lies
somewhere between drawing and conceptual thinking’, be used

to explore their spatial narratives?4 Could this be translated
and instrumentalised beyond the text to other creative practice
works?
Charting the ‘subterranean correspondence’5
between Jacques Derrida and Vilém Flusser in ‘Typewriter
Ribbon: Limited Ink (2)’ and ‘The Gesture of Writing’ makes
accessible their respective views on what writing is and does,
and its precarious relationship to what Flusser described as,
the ‘concrete experience’.6 Examination of material thought
within this spectral dialogue helps clarify and inscribe the
links between textual event, its reading and the (pre-empted)
experience. Hellya’s ghost found in translation.
Translation: an intrinsic, causal links
In ‘Typewriter Ribbon: Limited Ink’ Derrida underscores the
process of translation in his close analysis of Paul De Man’s move
between French and English in Allegories of Reading and his own
translation of Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s Confessions.7 Derrida pays
considerable attention to the treatment of words, language
type and punctuation within his own writing as well as the
writings of de Man. His opening autopsy on the title for which
this paper was written – ‘Culture and Materiality: A postmillenarian conference – à propos of Paul de Man’s Aesthetic
Ideology – to consider trajectories for ‘materialist’ thought in
the afterlife of theory, cultural studies, and Marxist critique’ –
performs the inherent displacement and ‘interminable event’ of
translation and its re-reading.8
There are words within ‘Typewriter Ribbon’ that
Derrida chooses to keep in their source language, remarking on
and drawing out their dual (or opposite) meaning – such as the
conference’s use of à propos:
When one says “à propos,” it is because one is at
least pretending to leap at the opportunity to speak,
metonymically, of something else altogether, to change
the subject without changing the subject, or else to
underscore that between what is being talked about and
what someone wants to talk about there is either a link of
organic, internal, and essential necessity or else, inversely,
an insignificant and superficial association, a purely
mechanical and metonymic association, the arbitrary or
fortuitous comparison – “by accident” – of two signifiers.
And yet one knows that, at that very moment, one
touches on the essential, one at least brushes against the
place of decision. That is where the thing happens, that is
where it comes about.9
Each of these ‘signifiers’ are a creative gesture that allows the
author and reader to locate themselves within the text and
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encounter places of otherness.10 In this essay, I underscore
(using red italics) the commonalities and differences in Derrida
and Flusser’s respective essays and their translated subtexts
to investigate and make audible – what the latter described
as – their ‘silent spoken language’.11 This is re-appropriated and
re-presented by Wearing Greenvoe: a device for misnavigation
that inscribes, cuts and draws across Hellya’s paper islands. Its
disintegration and recirculation, like Derrida’s paper machine,
becomes the material ghost of its own liquid history, together
with all of the histories imprinted by the ribbon of time and
fragmented by the laser machine.12
Inscription: a place of resistance
In ‘The Gesture of Writing’ Flusser focuses on writing as a
mode (or type) of consciousness; surface, instrument (pencil or
typewriter), language(s), grammar, rules for letter placement
and organisation, idea and motive. He goes on to suggest that
writing is ‘a gesture which lies somewhere between drawing
and conceptual thinking’.13 In ‘Typewriter Ribbon: Limited
Ink’ Derrida describes the medium of translation – from
spoken language into symbols ‘to form lines upon a surface’ (as
described by Flusser) – as an intrinsic, causal link.14 According
to Derrida ‘the literality of the letter’, (here referring to twodimensional symbols that mediate spoken language), ‘situates’
deposits of material thought along the Joycean riverbed.15
[…] one must be attentive to every detail of the letter,
the literality of the letter defining here the place of what
de Man will call materiality. The literality of the letter
situates this materiality not so much because it would

be a physical or sensible (aesthetic) substance, or even
matter, but because it is the place of prosaic resistance.16
In Wearing Greenvoe, the laser machine replaces the typewriter,
burning and occluding the text to reveal its substrate or subtext.
The laser moves across the paper’s surface like the reader’s eye,
from left to right, tracing select raster images. The advance of
each laser-line is incremental, as it removes part of the paper(s)
surface to create a raised mark or a cavity between the pages.
The darker the raster-image, the deeper the inscription, which
results in a literal and perceptual three-dimensional image [3].
In Picture Theory W. J. T. Mitchell investigates the interactions
of visual and verbal representation by tracing their resultant
‘fault-line[s]’.17 He explains that these ‘differences’ between
pictures and texts occur within a ‘field of representations’.18
Michel de Certeau usefully designates the term ‘heterology
of representation’ to describe this field of ‘differences’, which
provides a framework to explore the inherent tensions between
creative and communicative disciplines – from the ‘corporeal’
to the ‘collegial’.19
Constructing a dialogue with displaced letters;
these research artefacts, like Derrida and Flusser, use the
typewriter carriage-frame as a counterweight to the inherently
nomadic (and liquid) state of material thought. The blurred
demarcation between verbal and visual language (or source and
target language), links their discrete states together to form a
composite metalanguage.20 We encounter these material trace
imprints through an essentially ‘phenomenological issue’21 of
pictorial representation and the ‘continual relinking’ across
fault-lines.22

3 Island-as-remainder. A laser-engraved aerial photograph of the Broch of Gurness on the coast of Mainland, Orkney within chapter two of Greenvoe.
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Flusser ‘must’ employ a typewriter to prevent what he
describes as:
the unchecked growth of thought (the Joycean ‘river’) […]
Although I know very well the seduction and beauty of
letting myself float within the river of language, I have
to resist such a temptation (which is the reason I admire,
but also distrust what is called ‘automatic writing).23
It is interesting to note Flusser’s use of the word resist, in the
context of Derrida’s emphasis on the ‘literality of the letter’
as the ‘place of prosaic resistance’.24 The author, like the letter,
creates a holding environment – or hiatus – that engages with
the speculative and extends the silent spoken language(s) of an
other. Derrida describes this as the ‘spectral machine’ through
the imagined conversation with de Man in the afterlife.25
Within the disorder there is an (un)intentional will that must
be left behind, and through the phenomenology of gesture
(as voiced by Flusser), an empirical exploration of interior
thought.26
Materiality without matter: the violation of thought
Both Derrida and Flusser describe a ‘material resistance’ in
the process of writing and how this creative gesture ultimately
culminates in the ‘violation of thinking’.27 Flusser’s description
of writing ‘forces the spoken language into the mediation of
two-dimensional symbols (letters), which it forces again to form
lines upon a surface. Which again means that it forces thinking
into specific structures’.28 Flusser’s use of ‘force’ is mirrored by
Derrida’s ‘force of resistance’ in ‘Typewriter Ribbon: Limited
Ink’.29 Through the shared dialogue of these two authors we

can observe the process of assisted self-destruction in order to
cannibalise constituents for renewal. The trace of an event is
inscribed – or cut – by the ‘spectral machine’; from Flusser to
Derrida in this essay; Derrida to de Man in ‘Typewriter Ribbon:
Limited Ink’; from Eve’s disregard for the laws of Eden to her
endorsement of the garden-as-place-of-resistance and empirical
reinvention.30
Every surviving oeuvre keeps the trace of this ambiguity.
It keeps the memory of the present that instituted it,
but, in this present, there was already, if not the project,
at least the essential possibility of this cut – of this cut
in view of leaving a trace, of this cut whose purpose is
survival, of this cut that sometimes assures survival even
if there is not the purpose of survival. This cut is at once
a wounding and an opening, the chance of respiration,
and it was in some way already there at work, à l’oeuvre.
It marked, like a scar, the originary living present of this
institution – as if the machine, the quasi-machine were
already operating, even before being produced in the
world, if I can put it that way, in the vivid experience of
the living present.31
Derrida develops and extends Flusser’s depiction of resistance
between thought and inscription through a series of traumatic
tropes to disrupt the current mode of experience. In the passage
above Derrida exploits the almost homonymic expression of
‘oeuvre’ (work) and ‘ouvrir’ (open) to incise the ‘living present’.32
The repetition of ‘cut’, ‘survival’ and ‘living present’ demonstrate
the ‘wounding’ and ‘opening’ potentiality of textual marks
across the surface of the page.33 Interspersed with italicised

4 Island-as-catastrophe. The destruction of Hellya and its rusted ink. .
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5 Island-as-extra-terrestrial [1]: a storm within the text (image in isolation).
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6 Island-as-extra-terrestrial [2]: a storm within the text (image installed).
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reminders of temporal substitution – ‘already’, ‘as if’ and ‘quasi’
– he draws our attention to the active substrate – ‘the memory
of the present’ – that which will happen has already happened
and is happening; from Augustine, to Rousseau, to de Man, to
Derrida to the ‘post-millenarian conference’ and their ribbon of
invisible ink.34
These scars illustrate a link between the materiality of
the letter as resistance to conscious thought and the materiality
of the typewriter. Within the research by design project,
dismantling the typewriter becomes a way of foregrounding
that materiality; the typewriter’s internal spring mechanism
released each key, lever and hook, rendering them inoperable.
The spring’s tension scattered their constituent parts –
consisting of levers, hooks, washers, screws, nuts and bolts
– across rusted and partially burnt pages of the text. We see
that the materiality of the letter is not only the imprint of ink
on paper but distributed across the whole assemblage of the
typewriter. The dislocation of parts (keys, springs, carriage,
ribbon etc.) defamiliarises the habitual and throws into relief
the generative forces and extra-terrestrial imprints of thought
production [4].
Invisible sutures: extending gesture
Re-reading Derrida and Flusser’s respective textual events and
their translation(s) provides a preliminary topology for this inbetween landscape by ‘suturing’ along its ‘invisible frontier’.36
On the central bifolium of chapter four in Greenvoe, I laser
engraved an aerial image of Storm Abigail that struck Orkney
in 2015. The pages are torn and burnt by cloud imagery, to
become the effects of the storm described within the text
and illuminate fog’s ‘fleece’.37 The storm of the image-text is
physically re-enacted by the laser machine across the pages –
to reveal (or precipitate) the atmospheric transformation of
the text. Clouds become islands, islands become text and the
movement between atmospheres refracts and dissolves the
text. Viewed from above one looks through the storm torn text
at the layers of text fragments below. Viewed from below the
negative void becomes an illuminated imprint on the ceiling
surrounded by the ghost shadow of the page [5, 6].
The material fragments of Wearing Greenvoe were
transferred to a real-studio space – removing the opaque plane
on which they sat – to explore their sectional relationships and
develop a shared terrain through which the observer / author
can also meander [7, 8]. Peregrinations through these island
constructs are augmented by projections of the undisclosed
views from above and below onto surrounding elevations, both
as a way of dislocating and amplifying their ghostly dialogues.
We are emancipated from the novel-island and we are able to
view Hellya’s paper-islands as transitional phenomena; each
being the latent brief for their own destruction and reinvention
as an autonomous spatial instrument and an insightful partner
to their point of origin [9, 10].
I’ve been led to associate, almost inadvertently, without
expecting it but no doubt not fortuitously, Marion’s
35
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ribbon with the typewriter ribbon […] a ribbon of ink
along which so many signs transited so irresistibly. This
ribbon was a skin on which or under which so many
words will have been printed. This ringhband exposes
itself, it unrolls and rolls itself up like a phantasmatic
body through which waves of ink will have been made to
flow.38
In the wake of a destructive reality, the removal of stable ground
and its ‘entropic’ residue takes on another meaning, that is
suspended between two points of view.39 This offers a place of
alterity but also a way of locating and wandering, that we might
trace the subterranean connections across the ‘inky sea’ of other
speculative archipelagos.40 The author’s physical engagement
becomes an extension of the device for misnavigation and sutures
the invisible boundary between observer and observed [11].
In Flusser’s words, the ‘chain of thoughts is under my control
precisely because it is ordered by rules imposed upon me’.41 The
material limits of the typewriter machine provide a framework
for drawing across boundaries; a willingness to entertain risk and
an opening to the perils and pleasures of misnavigation.42
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9 Paper-islands and their spatial re-workings: the second point of origin.

10 Projections of the ‘undisclosed view’ onto the speculative studio walls.
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11 The author amongst the islands of his own imagination.
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Cremin – 5: Translating – Haunted space: para-cartographic tracks in Cormac McCarthy’s Blood Meridian

Conjecturing on architectural methodologies, this paper aims to develop new understandings in the construction of phantasmic
spatialities within a spatio-textual site, Cormac McCarthy’s Blood Meridian.

Haunted space: para-cartographic tracks in Cormac McCarthy’s Blood Meridian
Kieran M. Cremin

John Hejduk and Colin Rowe write in their study Lockhart,
Texas about an unseen mythic figure – conjecturing the traits of
this ‘master builder’ as possessing: ‘an unsubverted integrity, an
innate capacity, tastes which are uncomplicated and definite, an
understanding of necessity. And for some moments – so strong
is the light and so extreme the heat – the Master of Lockhart
remains completely plausible.’1 They go on. They warn us that
the possibility of discerning this figure is not so easy; it is
spectral and fleeting; the Master is many and is one, is at once
there and is not there. When Hejduk and Rowe talk about this
figure’s unseen hand in terms of the architecture of Lockhart,
their description of specific ambient conditions seems to refer
to the role of the landscape and the specific ‘inextinguishable
antiquity’2 of the place. This observational description of
atmospheric presence alludes to a distinct architectural
problematic, but also to an extrinsic presence – a type presence
writer Cormac McCarthy might call a ‘judge’ or ‘suzerain’3 –
that is both paradoxical and elusive.
What I want to examine, then, are these types of
phantasmic environments that are considered to exude an aura
or presence of something not immediately identifiable; landspaces that are referred to here as haunted space. In thinking
about the broader space of McCarthy’s novel Blood Meridian
or The Evening Redness in the West – with its depictions of
the American landscape – I will elaborate some of these
psycho-spatial fields that seem prominent in chapter X.
More specifically, I will explore how X functions as a paracartographic device in the space of the text – which is to say,
it acts as a signifier (or clue) for some of the strategies (and
analogies) at play throughout the novel. Moreover, in relation
to the open space of an unfolding thesis, this positioning
describes the emergence of a tracker-like or proto-detective
methodology.
Tracking clues
In his essay Clues: Roots of a Scientific Paradigm, Carlo
Ginzburg suggests that ‘the actual idea of narration (as distinct
from charms, exorcisms, or invocation) may have originated
in a hunting society, relating the experience of deciphering
tracks.’4 This is one of many arguments that Ginzburg presents
in connecting tracking to narrative – noting the presence
of traces in the latter carried from the former. In revealing
two contrasting models of speculating on trace evidence –
divination and hunting – he states that: ‘divination looked
to the future and the interpretation of venatic clues to the
past (perhaps a past only instants old)’.5 This identification of
presences lingering at an aural and visual limit brings us back to
Hejduk and Rowe’s description of an indiscernible Master of
Lockhart. While I have already emphasised the term haunted
to describe these American landscapes, this term is also useful

when situating tracking as a research methodology – as the
meaning is often assumed to involve a persistent and disturbing
presence – and inversely, suggesting an absence in presence and
a presence not altogether there.
Tracking silence
While this is a useful nuance, it poses a paradoxical question
about space – which is close to AC Hilfer’s remarks on
regarding the necessary representation of landscape’s
negativity as ‘silence speaking’6 and is similar, I suggest, to
what McCarthy’s text does for the American desert. We begin
with tracking because, in light of Ginzburg’s theories, it poses
questions about an immediate spatialisation of text. Such
questions are essential in connecting McCarthy’s renderings of
haunted space, lingering traces at the limits of perception, and
descriptions of landscape with a capacity to speak. These can be
deduced from this passage from the novel:
The crumpled butcherpaper mountains lay in sharp
shadowfold under the long blue dusk and in the middle
distance the glazed bed of a dry lake lay shimmering
like the mare imbrium and herds of deer were moving
north in the last of the twilight, harried over the plain
by wolves who were themselves the color of the desert
floor […] Sparse on the mesa the dry weeds lashed in the
wind like the earth’s long echo of lance and spear in old
encounters forever unrecorded.
The connection here refers to an unknown historicity – where
to behold the landscape is to witness an endemic antiquity;
the depiction of nature alongside celestial geography; and the
understanding of ground in Blood Meridian as primal and
prelingual. Dialogue here is minimal. In fact, large portions
of the novel are dominated by such descriptions of the nature
through which the scalp-hunters ride. We are immersed in a
new type of relational field; landscape with its ‘wild menagerie’7
is given prominence and human characteristics and characters
are muted in such a way as to create an inverted datum of
equivalence. A peculiar feature that amplifies this balancing –
or evening – is the absence of declared subconscious thought in
the ‘rendering’8 of the characters. Instead, the reader is denied
access to issues of moral struggle or the motives of the scalphunters – the characters becoming analogous to Colin Rowe’s
planar ‘figure-ground’9 – nothing more than pieces that move
around the semantic chequerboard of McCarthy’s primordial
west.
This textual field is, however, heavily weaponised and
is just as precarious as the landscape it describes, and while
the novel’s depictions are prelingual – perhaps even antilingual – their manifestations on the pages are anything but.
McCarthy deploys his words as an archaic and esoteric arsenal;
with terms like ‘gastine’, ‘vinegarroon’ and ‘holothurian’, Blood
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2 Author’s own, Chapter X - Ta[x]onometric Study with prelingual daubing test, 2020.

Meridian poses a challenge to an Anglophone audience. It
seems that in order to satisfactorily convey his vision of a violent
and ‘unrecorded’ west, McCarthy has not only weaponised
language in the subjugation of his characters (as someone
like Don DeLillo might), but also in the subjugation of the
reader. We can think, for example, how McCarthy confronts
us with our ignorance of history, and with it, an awareness that
there is some larger game afoot. Thus, rather than the reader
dominating the book by gleaning knowledge or meaning from
its pages, the book seems to dominate the reader by working
with hidden but interestingly, extant knowledge – much like
the psycho-spatial landscape which it describes.
X and other para-cartographic devices
We might also note how the novel’s readability relies on sources
beyond the space of its own pages. Perhaps this can be said for
many books but it seems particularly acute in Blood Meridian
which enlists a hidden network of ciphers that include arcane
words, lines of untranslated Spanish, and literary works such as
King Lear10 and Herman Melville’s Moby Dick. The text then
is both plot and cunning stratagem and in novel’s chapter ten,
or chapter X, we see a chapter existing as marker for a point of
crossing of particular significance in denoting these influences;
offering a clue to spatialities, strategies, and structure. X is
also an outlier in the novel insofar as it is the only chapter
that centres around events the reader experiences in the form
of a recounting. The recounter – or middle-man – is Tobin,
a character referred to as the ‘expriest’.11 This type of literary
device is indicative of a phonetic naming game that McCarthy
plays throughout the text, a tactic that he deploys frequently as
a sort of para-cartographic tool in the depletion of man-made
place names.
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Elsewhere, in chapter IX we see a dry lake near Playas,
New Mexico become ‘the playa’ upon which the scalp-hunters
are attacked by Apaches.12 This is a noteworthy signifier when
tracking the real and the imaginary in the construction of X,
in particular when discussing the chapter’s climax at a volcano.
A likely geographical location for this is suggested by the
scalp-hunters coming upon a ‘band of wolves’,13 implying Wolf
Crossing, Arizona. The correlation of a nearby volcanic cinder
cone with its companion geological feature The Sproul presents
a more persuasive case and establishes form in McCarthy’s
writing. ‘Sproule’ is an early consort of the central character,
the Kid, and appears to be the first named character to be
killed. Moreover, the circumstances around Sproule’s death are
unclear and it is possible he is the victim of a subtle but inimical
landscape and its denizens. The contention then is that the
figure X (that designates this chapter) is a significant operator
in determining the novel’s framework and conceptualisation
and, as we are reminded by Jennifer Bloomer: X is also the letter
‘of crossing (transgression), of darkness ... X marks the (blind)
spots of history ... the outcast with blood on his hands’14 and
thus, a fertile ground for deeper examination.
Tracking haunted space
For example; in Chapter X, the intersection of real places with
visions of imagined landscapes becomes increasingly overt.
Tobin, the ex-priest, brings this into focus when recalling the
geographically anomalous ‘malpais’ lava field:
Clamberin over those old caved and rimpled plates you
could see well enough how things had gone in that place,
rocks melted and set up all wrinkled like a pudding, the
earth stove through to the molten core of her. Where for
aught any man knows lies the locality of hell. For the

3 Authors own, Chapter X - The Katabasis at Merriam Crater, 2020. Note the intersection of X-like conical geometries in the
section of the volcano, and the proximity of the geological feature of The Sproul to the west.

earth is a globe in the void and truth there’s no up nor
down to it and there’s men in this company besides myself
seen little cloven hoofprints in the stone clever as a little
doe in her going but what little doe ever trod melted rock?
Even in lapsed piety, the expriest implicates the volcano as a
point of crossing between the real world and an imagined hell,
a space manifestly haunted by violent tectonic and chthonic
histories – marked by the traces of devils – where ‘this world
must touch the other.’15 It is suggestive to supplement this
reading with Geoffrey Bennington’s reflections on the figure
X. He examines the spaces held by it, imagining: ‘X as a threedimensional representation: of a pyramid seen from above,
rising to its definite point, or of a rectangular shaft disappearing
into the infinite depths’.16 In relating these interpretations to
chapter X, we might see two cones in section, one rising and

one inverted, both of which are captured in the volcano’s cone
and crater. Thus, we can read X (which initiates the tenth
chapter) as a visual divination of the chapter’s spaces.
Other presences
As a space haunted by these kinds of latencies, it seems possible
to read the chapter as a point of intertextual exchange, where
other presences might crossover into the space of the book. I
have already mentioned King Lear in relation to this feature
of the novel’s space, whereby The Fool of that play ‘seems to
have stepped straight from the lines of Shakespeare into the
pages of McCarthy’.17 The directness of this ‘transmigration’18
of character from one text to another is revealing, furnishing
us with clues in tracking such an exchange in chapter X.
Here, scholar Dana Phillips sets out several such instances
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in relation to Moby Dick; she compares the kid to Ishmael,
Glanton to Ahab, and most notably, Judge Holden – in his
hairless albinal bulk – to ‘the great white whale himself.’19 It is
a disappointment that her examination of this analogue stops
here, as the implication of the latter on the novel’s structure,
narrative and thanatos is enlightening.
There is room, then, to consider the judge-whale
duality. I suggest this is less an analogy of a whale-like-judge
and more like one of the aforementioned transmigrations:
whale-is-judge. In many ways, the events of X – which chronicle
the scalp-hunters’ first encounter with the judge – mirror
the climactic encounter with Moby Dick. Like the seamen of
the Pequod who, in harpooning themselves to the whale, are
dragged ‘to hell’ through a vortex in the ocean,20 the scalphunters have unwittingly bound themselves to a ‘terrible
covenant’21 in coming across the judge at the volcanic crater
– an entrance to the underworld or proverbial ‘gate to hell’.
But there is a specific type of inversion that takes place here
as it is the judge who attaches (or harpoons) himself to the
scalp-hunters, thus sealing their fate. There is bleak strategy
to this transmigration; through the affinity of the judge with
the Glanton gang, McCarthy effectively removes the whale as
the oppositional locus of narrative drive and actively engages
meaninglessness in the novel. This meaninglessness, which is
recursive in the observational detachment that I have already
noted, alarms Steven Shaviro. As he notes, ‘what is most
disturbing about the orgies of violence that punctuate Blood
Meridian is that they fail to constitute a pattern, to unveil a
mystery or to serve any comprehensible purpose.’22
Closing remarks
In conclusion, it seems to me that these interpretations of
McCarthy’s work – his dispassionate vision that tracks bodies
in landscape, to the echoes of violence that seem to haunt these
spaces – constitute a balancing act of contradictions. Rather
than accentuating one or the other (humanity or landscape,
tracking or divination, pattern or meaninglessness) McCarthy
uses these minor features and para-cartographic tracks in
collision to describe a psycho-spatial landscape of supressed
presences.23 An appraisal of these methodological clues might
ask new questions of architects as spatial practitioners; to
represent this kind of elusive phantasmic space. Indeed, this
appears to be the same kind of space that architects Hejduk
and Rowe detected in Lockhart, where they adopted narrative
as their own para-cartographic tool to document echoes of the
American landscape’s historicity. The mappings assembled here
are an early attempt in that direction, where a detached aerial
view is used to collage a temporal collapse, where past presences
become imbricated as part of present atmospheric landscapes.
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Alghaemdi – 5: Translating – Steven Holl’s Kiasma museum and the fluidity of space in movement

The thinking of Maurice Merleau-Ponty is explored through the example of Steven Holl’s Kiasma Museum, highlighting the
role of embodied movement through the effects of spatial parallax in contrasting spatial conditions.

Steven Holl’s Kiasma museum and the fluidity of space in movement
Majed Alghaemdi

“For a building to be motionless is the exception: our
pleasure comes from moving about so as to make the building
move in turn, while we enjoy all these combinations of its parts.
As they vary, they column turns, depths recede, galleries glide: a
thousand visions escape.”
Paul Valery
At the intersection of architecture, phenomenology, and
the theory of perception and consciousness, this proposal
explores Steven Holl’s encounter with Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s
philosophy, focusing primarily on his Parallax theory and the
role of movement in the perception of architectural space. This
proposal also evaluates the growing body of works in embodied
cognition, concentrating predominantly on the concept of
Enactivism and Alva Noe’s theory on the relationship between
action and perception. The study of these three intermingled
areas will provide a clear understanding of how both mind
and body respond to the surroundings. Furthermore, this
interdisciplinary premise will elucidate how the intricate
intertwining of perception and action could provide the basis
for the so-called “higher” acts of cognition and communication
in pursuit of the concept of grasping in architecture. However,
architecture today inherited a general culture that detached
our bodies from architectural experience. Those are, first, the
domination of ocularcentrism or retinal architecture that
emphasises visual images over a holistic experience.1 Secondly,
the positivist design approach that concurred with the modern
movement,2 reduced architecture to merely objective qualities
that favoured the conceptual over the perceptual. These
problems create a gap between humans and the world, resulting
in dividing them into two separate components. Therefore, the
central questions of this research asks:
Considering his Parallax theory, what is the role of ‘Bodily
Intentionality’ in achieving higher acts of Cognition and
Grasping in Steven Holl’s Kiasma Museum?
Background
Merleau-Ponty proposes that the lived, active, and moving body
to be fundamental to our experience and understanding of the
world. He defined the human body as an “animal of perceptions
and movement”.3 In Phenomenology of Perception, He explained
the concept of perception by defining it as ‘the immediate,
taken-for-granted givenness of the world’. For him, through
perceptions and movements, people begin obtaining skills and
knowledge, which are triggered in dealing with an immediate
situation. The novelty of his approach comes from the idea of
‘bodily intentionality,’ the notion that our initial awareness of a
new situation is a bodily one, based on an intuitive sense of the

movements needed to ‘cope’.4 This bodily grasp of space allows
our behaviour to ‘flow’ with ongoing experiences. This mode of
awareness occurs without the need to invoke explicit concepts
or intellectual analysis.
Similarly, in Action and Perception, Alva Noe explained
his Enactive approach to perception using Merleau-Ponty’s
famous quote, “the theory of the body is already a theory of
perception.”.5 The central concept of Noe’s Enactive approach
is built on Merleau-Ponty’s ideas of ‘bodily intentionality’
and that perceiving is a ‘way of acting.’ This ‘way of acting’
requires the perceiver to move in order to enact perception.6
Noe explains his position, “Perception is not something that
happens to us or in us. It is, in fact, something we do.” He
further explains that “The world makes itself available to the
perceiver through physical movement and interaction. In this
book, I argue that all perception is touch-like in this way:
Perceptual experience acquires content thanks to our possession
of bodily skills.”7 These ‘bodily skills’ are used by the perceiver
to “cope” with ongoing perceptual experience. In his view,
the possession of these skills is channelled and constituted
depending on sensorimotor knowledge (Noe, 2004).8 Lastly,
it is imperative to mention that Noe, as well as Merleau-Ponty,
rejects the widespread idea in both philosophy and science that
“perception is a process in the brain whereby the perceptual
system constructs an internal representation of the world.”
In Holl’s encounter with Merleau-Ponty’s writings on
embodied movement, he identified the cornerstone theme of
his work - the visual phenomenon of ‘parallax.’ Holl defines
parallax as the changing angular position of two stationary
points relative to each other as seen by an observer and caused
by the motion of the observer. Holl further explains that “the
change in the arrangement of surface that defines space as a
result of the change in the position of a viewer is transformed
when movement axes leave horizontal dimensions”.9 This
paper considers one of Holl’s key project, which is the Kiasma
Museum in Helsinki, where visitor movements are the primary
design theme.
Being-in-the-world requires the perceiver to deepen
their understanding of the world, which needs knowledge and
engagement skills. For Merleau-Ponty, the body is central to
our experience and understanding of the world.10 In his essay
titled, ‘Experience of The World in Time’, Alva Noe explains
that “objects are transcendent; they outstrip our experience;
they have hidden parts. When you perceive an object, you
never take it from all sides at once. And yet you have a sense of
the presence of the object as a whole at a moment in time.”11
Through ‘bodily intentionality,’ we gain access to the world via
the activity of the moving, living body.
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Bodily intentionality
Husserl adopted the notion of ‘intentionality’ from Brentano
to articulate a subject’s experience. It is about all mode of
thinking, such as remembering, perceiving and imagining, is
related to something, which a person thinks about. According
to David Smith:
In Husserl’s hands, then, phenomenology – the study
of the essence of consciousness as lived – is centrally
concerned with structures of intentionality: in perception,
imagination, judgment, emotion, evaluation, volition,
consciousness of time and space, experience of other people,
and so on. So, phenomenology is largely focused on how
perception, thought, emotion, and action are directed
toward things in the world, how things are ‘intended’ in
these forms of experience, and thus the meaning things
have for us in different forms of experience.12
However, Merleau-Ponty’s ‘bodily intentionality’ involves the
body being in a sequence of actions within an intentional arc
to achieve knowledge via accumulated motor skills or habits,
which the body are called upon by objects and interactions in
the world.
Essentially, movement, vision, and time are key
components in bodily awareness, which constructs a perceiver’s
initial grasp and sense of a situation. Noe explains this point by
stating, “By moving yourself, you can come to occupy a vantage
point from which you can better see your goal. And after
having seen your goal, you can better decide what to do.”13 This
mode of activity creates an atonement with one’s surroundings,
where the visible and the invisible become a field of actions
that invite the perceiver to explore. It is important to note that
for both time and vision, Holl and Noe, as well as in MerleauPonty writings, differentiated between objective and subjective
thinking to gain access to perceptual experiences via the body.
Temporality and time
Based on Husserl notion of Time, Merleau-Ponty suggested
the notion of Temporality, where events have implicit and
explicit events. He believed that time is intimately subjective,
and it is not directly interconnected with the lived experience.
Romdenh-Romluc explaines this notion:
Husserl introduces the terms ‘retention’ and ‘protention’
respectively, to refer to this sort of implicit content.
Retentions are supposed to literally be retentions of
previous experiences, and protentions are anticipations of
future experiences. But, like the horizons, they are part of
the structure of current experience. We can see from this
account that the protentions and retentions are a subset of
the horizons. Protentions and retentions thus differ from
memories and anticipations of the sort discussed earlier.14
Noe also introduced similar ideas of alternative experiences
compared to objective ones. In his essay, Experience of The
World in Time, he described our perceptual experience of
objects as ‘Timeless.’15 He further explained that “Objects
have no temporal extent. Events, in contrast, are creatures of
time. They are temporally extended in nature. They are never
whole.” Therefore, per Noe’s account of time, our perception of
the temporal extent refers to experiencing the events that are
associated with the objects.
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Movements and vision
Vision is an intricate component of the movement experiences.
In his book, Action and Perception, Noe argued, “It was
emphasised that the knowledge involved is “implicit,” leading to
a view of perception as a “skilful activity.”16 He elaborated the
role of “implicit” in his argument explaining the sensorimotor of
knowledge and perception, “To perceive a 3D object currently
seen only from one side as a 3D object, one does not need a
representation: it suffices that one is attuned to the kinds of
changes in stimulation that will result when either the object
moves or one moves with respect to it.”. 17
Movements, attention and focus
Both Merleau-Ponty and Noe wrote about the idea of Attention
and Focus. In Merleau-Ponty’s view, the notion of attention
was proposed to argue against objective judgment.18 In his
lecture Why Architecture and Beauty Need Each Other,
Graham Harman spoke about objects that appear with various
qualities. Some of those qualities are essential, and others are
not.19 Concerning attention, the goal is to strip away objective
qualities and to discover the true essence of the thing. In the
same lecture, Harman pointed out that Merleau-Ponty asked
his students to look at a mailbox and identify both primary
and objective qualities and others that are hidden or subjective.
Noe, in Action and Perception, wrote about vision and Focus
on relation to Sensorimotor Knowledge, “perceivers are set up
to react to sudden changes in visual characteristics so that any
such significant change will not go unnoticed, but will lead the
perceiver to focus on it.”.20
Holl’s position
After explaining Merleau-Ponty and Noe’s positions on
movements, time, and vision, it is essential to consider Steven
Holl’s account on these three components. It is imperative
to clarify how Merleau-Ponty’s writings directly influenced
Holl. However, to support this proposal’s thesis, examining
Holl through an enactive approach lens will yield supportive
evidence from other disciplines, such as cognitive science,
psychology, and neuroscience. In his essay titled, “Phenomena
and Idea,” Holl proposed that phenomenology, in dealing
with body-perception questions, encourages the perceiver
to engage with architecture from the perception of our lived
experience.21 ‘Being in the World,’ for Merleau-Ponty, is an
idea of gradual emergence through an ongoing process of
exploration and discovery that we can perceive reiterated
across different timescales in terms of both evolutionary and
individual development.22 This process of encountering the
surroundings tied perception to motion where movements and
gestures are what the skilled body channels to reach intellectual
grasp. Therefore, in architectural perception, we are surrounded
by architecture, and the whole body responds to the situation.
One’s entire surrounding merges into a ‘whole’ and become
united.
Holl’s parallax and movements
Holl, in his book Parallax, wrote at length about motility and
body. He explained that “motility and the body-subject are
the instruments for measuring architectural space. Mundane
phenomenological studies are as ineffectual as an overdose
of wide-angle, distorted colour photography. Only the crisscrossing of the body through space, like connecting electric

3 Various points of departures

4 Criss-crossing
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currents, joins space, body, eye, and mind.”23 In articulating
spaces, Holl’s approach was based on Merleau-Ponty’s concept
of Intertwining where relationships between the body and the
world are fused, which Merleau-Ponty described as “gearing
of the subject onto his world.”.24 For Holl, the notion of
perception assists in achieving this kind of gearing to reach
“higher” acts of cognition and communication in pursuit of
grasping the architecture. Parallax articulated Holl’s theory
concerning his design decisions.
Holl’s parallax and time
Holl, based upon Merleau-Ponty’s theories, believed in the
objective as well as the subjective experience of time. Regarding
this objectivity, Holl argues that architecture as an index can
be measured in seven different times, diurnal, seasonal, linear,
local site time, duction of conception/construction, experiential
time, and duration.25 On the other hand, Holl proposed a
parallel perspective to the measured ones that he called the
immeasurable perspective. Holl described the immeasurable
experience, “as multiplicity of times is fastened, a multitude of
phenomena is fused, and a manifold intention is realised.”
The case study
The Helsinki Museum of Contemporary Art is a key project for
Holl that boosts diverse spatial experiences for the lived, active,
and moving body to unfold. Holl produced what MerleauPonty called ‘Lines of Forces’ that invites the perceiver to
unfold [1].
Firstly, the idea of bodily intentionality, as established
by Merleau-Ponty, is central for Holl’s project. Holl speaks
of ‘the continuity of the internal space’ and ‘a continuous
unfolding of an infinite series of changing perspectives.’ Holl’s
intention of creating an ‘open-ended’ space is aimed at inspiring
‘visitors to choose their own routes through the galleries.’26 For
example, upon entering the atrium, the perceiver is invited to
channel their body by selecting various points of view [2, 3].
This design decision is aligned with Noe’s enactive approach
that states “What we perceive is determined by what we do
(or what we know how to do); it is determined by what we are
ready to do.”27
Secondly, Holl sets the stage for the visitors to couple
with it. As per his description,“when we move through space
with a twist and turn of the head, mysteries of gradually
unfolding fields of overlapping perspectives are charged
with a range of light from steep shadows of bright sun to the
translucence of dusk Out of these multiplicities of interactions
and affects, certain recognisable patterns will emerge. These
patterns, however, are in constant process of evolving,
constantly re-defining, and creating themselves.”28 For example,
‘Criss-crossing’ links ramps between different floors and
attached to interior walls, inviting the perceiver to explore the
diverse platforms using the body’s movement to obtain a new
spatial perception in every moment [4, 5]. This resonates with
Noe’s explanation of the relation between perception and vision
in his enactive approach, “normal vision depends not only on
movement of the body relative to the environment but also on
self-actuated movement.”.29 Both Holl and Noe reject the idea
of flat images. Holl, arguing against rationalist positivist space,
explains that “A dynamic succession of perspectives generates
the fluid space experienced from the point of view of a body
moving along an axis of gliding change.” 30 In parallel with
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Holl’s arguments, Noe’s enactive approach argues that visionperception is not about dealing with static snapshot-like retinal
images. Instead, “The animal or brain has access to the “dynamic
flow” of continuously varying retinal information. Optic flow
encompasses information that is not available in single retinal
images.” 31
Thirdly, as far as temporality is concerned, Alberto
Perez-Gomez discussed it in Holl’s architecture, pointing
out ‘the possibility of transforming a passive observer into a
participant, allowing the inhabitant to recognise a potential
wholeness through experience.32 For example, the slight
asymmetry drives movement through a series of spatial
sequences such that the overall design becomes a slightly
warped “gallery of rooms.” Curved unfolding sequences provide
elements of mystery, ambiguity, and surprise.33 As with the
ramps, these articulations trigger the cognitive agents, such
as exploring, coping, and grasping (initial condition, starting
phase, central phase, purpose condition, ending phase, and final
state)34 [6].
Conclusion
This Paper explores Steven Holl’s encounter with Maurice
Merleau-Ponty’s philosophy, focusing on the role of movement
in the perception of architectural space. Merleau-Ponty
considered the lived, active and moving body to be fundamental
to our experience and understanding of the world. The novelty
of his approach comes from the idea of ‘bodily intentionality’,
the notion that our initial awareness of a new situation is a
bodily one, based on an intuitive sense of the movements
required to ‘cope’ with it. This bodily grasp of space allows our
behavior to ‘flow’ along with an ongoing experience. This mode
of awareness takes place without the need to invoke explicit
concepts or intellectual analysis.
This paper briefly considers one of Holl’s key project, which
is the Kiasma Museum in Helsinki, where visitor movements
are the primary design theme. The Kiasma Museum embodies
Merleau-Ponty’s thinking and examines the role of embodied
movement and the effect of spatial parallax in contrasting
spatial conditions.

5 Criss-crossing

6 Slight asymmetry drives movement through a series of spatial sequences.
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